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1840.

AD VERTISEMENT.
THE Joint Select Committee of the Legislature on tile
"Revised Statutes," commenced their session at the capitol
on the 41th day of June, antI aftel' a patient and laborious
examination of the seveml subjects referred to them, having
prepared such amendments as to them seemed expedient,
to propose to the Legislature for adoption, adjourned on the
29th day of J LIly,

The amendments and alterations pl'Oposed by the Committee being numerous, and in some instances making
essential and important variations in the Revised Statutes,
as reported by the Commissioners, the Committee were of
opinion, that it vwuld greatly facilitate a right understanding of the code, as reported in a new dmft, as well as
advance the progress of the Legislature in their passage,
if each membel' could be fUl'llished vdth a copy of the proposed amendments, and thus have the whole subject before
him, when called upon to act upon any particulal' part.
With this view, and to avoid delay, the Committee passed
an order, "that not exceeding three hundred and fifty copies
of the amendments prepared by the Committee, be printed
fOl' the use of the Legislatlll'e, in a form corresponding \vith
the printed RepOl't of the Commissioners. And that the
Chairman be requested to procure the same to be done,
under his direction, and that the printer's account therefor
be recommended to the Legislatme for allowance."
In preparing the amendmeuts for the press, the reporter
has aimed at as much brevity as could be had, consistently
with perspicuity. Errors in punctuation, and in orthography, and other trivial errors of the press, in the printed copy.
are not noted in these amendments, but are intended to be
corrected in the report to be made to the Legislature at
the adjourned session.

AMENDMENTS.
TITLE 1.
CIIAPTER I.
Sect. I, line ~, after and, insert" every statute."
line 3, erase" and have force."
lines 5 and 6, erase" and all statutes shall take effect
at the same time throughout the State."
3, Rule 1, line .2, erase" the," insert" our."
Rule 6, lines 2, 3, erase" or common road."
Rule 7, line 2, ei'ase " city or town," insert" place."
Rule 10, line 2, after lands, insert "all,"-after hereditaments, insert" connected therewith."
Rule 15, line 3, erase" include," insert" mean."
Rule 17, line 1, after cities, insert" and organized plantations."
lines 3, 4, erase ,: such cities and all organized
plantations," insert" them."
erase Ru Ie .22.
Rule 23, to be numbered " 22."

Sect. Z, line 1, erase" The following," insert" AIL"
after line 8, erase the remainder of the section.
6, line ~, after the insert" twenty."

CHA.PTER 3.
Sect.

~,

line Z, before council insert " the."
4, line 4, erase" this chapter," insert" law."
Reference, erase" J 835, 19~, ~ I." insert" 1828, 39~,

~ I."
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Sect. 5, Reference, erase" 1835, 192," inscrt " 1828, 303."
8, line I, erase" shall," insert" may, under the direction
of the governor and conncil."
crase" all,'" insert "an)' timber or."
line 2, erase" yearly."
9, erase tbis section, and in its place insert Sect. :21, as

amended."
1 J, line 1, after township, insert" suitable for settlement,
whether timber land or not."
lines 3, 4, erase" suitable foJ' settlement, whether timber
land or otherwise."
Reference, add 1830" 480" ~ 2."
13, line 6, after oj, insert (' the."
14, line 6, after agent, insert "and shall furnish him with a
plan of said survey and aBotment, and the land agent."
line 7, erase" who."
line 13, after State, insert" if the land agent, and the
person appointed by the owner cannot agree in the
selection, they shall represent the facts to the district
court fiJI' the county where such lunds lie, and said
<,!ourt shall appoint a committee to perform said service, and said committee shall make return of their
doings to said. court, and, whell accepted by said
court, the lana agent shall cause the same to be
recorded as aforesaid."
15, erase this section, and in its place insert section 22.
16, erase this section, and in its place insert the following:
" The present surveyor general shall continue in office according
to the tenor of his appointment, and when there shall be a vacancy
in the office, the governor, with advice of the council, shall
appoint and commission a person to fill the vacancy, who shall hold
his office four years, unless sooner removed by the govel'l1or and
council."
Sect. 17, erase this section and in its place insert the following:
"It shall be the duty of the surveyor general to survey, and
superintend and direct in surveying, the public lands, and perforlll
the other duties herein provided, for which he shall receive three
dollars for each day actually employed in the service of the State."
" 1835,192, § 1." "1840,,70,."
Sect. 18, erase this section, and in its place insert section 24.
19, erase this section, and in its place insert section 25.
20, erase this section, and in its place insert section 26.
21, transfer this section to the place of section 9.
line 2, erase" and not exceeding three years."
line 3, erase " November," insert" September."
line 6, after nwntion, insert" and no license shall be
given for a term exceeding three years."
22, transfer this section to the place of section 15, and 111
this place insert section 28, as amended.
23, erase this section, and in its place insert sectio.n 29.
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Sect. 24, transfer this section to the place of sect ion 18, and in
tbis place insel"t sect.ion 3::1, as amended.
;25, transfer this section to the place of section 19, and in
this place insert section 57, as amended.
26, transfer this section to the place of sectioni20, antI in this
place insert section 58, as amended.
27, transfer tbis section to the place of section 21.
line; 2 und 3, erase" into lots containing one hundred
and seventy acres, and seven hundred acres each, as
before mentioned."
line 6, crase" growth, soiL"
line 9, after same) insert said field notes shall contain a
description of the growth .• soil, and general character
of eacb lot.
Reference, erase" 4/' insert" 5."
In place of this section, insert section 42, as amended.
Q8, transfer this section to the place of section 22.
line 1, erase" and tbe above mentioned plans," insert
"correct plans,"-ufter notes, insert" of all surveys."
In place of this section insert section 34, as amended.
29, transfer this section to the place of section 23; and in
this place insert section 30, as amended.
30, transfer tbis section to the place of section 29.
line 5, erase" sixty days"-" the intended."
line 9, after sale insert" provided that in all townships,
where tbe State is not the owner of at least one half
of the land, the several payments may be required in
cash, or labor, at the option of the land agent."
In place of this section insert, "The land agent is authorized
to sell, as settling laml, any lots of land, not sl1l'veyed as such, but
more suitable for settling than timber lands, in which case the large
lots shall be considered equivalent to four settling lots, and shall
"Resolves, 1839."
be subject to the same settling duties."
Sect. 33, transfer this section to the place of section 24.
line 7, erase" or," insert" on."
In place of this section insert section 59, as amended.
34, transfer this section to the place of section 28.
line 4, after paper, insert" if such there be."
In place of this section insert section 35.
35, transfer this section to the place of section 34.
In place of this section insert section 36, as amended.
36, transfer this section to the place of section 35.
line 3, erase" thirtieth," insert" twenty-ninth."
In place of this section insert section 37, as amended.
37, transfer this section to the place of section 36.
line 7, after paper, insert" if such there be."
In place of this section insert section 38.
3S, transfer this section to the place of section 37, and in
this place insert section 39, as amended.
S9, transfer this section to the place of section 38.
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Q, erase" except as provided in the thirtieth sec~
tion," insert" excepting to settlers."
In place of this section insert section 40, as amended.
40, transfer this section to the place of section 39.
line 5, after by, insert" retaining a lien thereon and by."
In place of this section insert section 41.
41, transfer this section to the place of se~tion 40.
In place of this section insert the follo\ving:
"The land agent or his assistants by him authorized in writing,
may serve any precepts upon trespassers on the public lands of this
State, or the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, or both, wherein
this State, or said Commonwealth, or both, may be parties."
•
"Resolve, March 3, 1829."
Sect. ·12, transfer this section to the place of section 27.
line], erase" and said agent is also authorized," insert
"the land agent, under the direction of the govel'llor
and council, is authorized to sell the public lands
and to."
line 3, erase" this chapter" insert" law."
In place of this section insert the following:
"The land agent is empowered and required to cany into effect
the provisions of a 'Resolve respecting the sale, disposition and
management of the public lands belonging to the Commonwealth
of Massachusetts and the State of Maine jointly, and of lands
belonging to said States in severalty,' approved March 9, 1832."
Sect. 43, erase this section, and in its place insert section 4'1, as
amended.
44, transfer this section to the place of section 43.
line 2, erase "said road" insert "the Aroostook road
laid out from the military road to the mouth of Fish
river."
line 4, erase" centum" insert" cent."
In place of this section insert the following:
" If satisfactory proposals can be obtained, the land agents shall
make said road, including bridges and causeways, by contract; and
they shall for that purpose give public notice, and describe in such
notice the proposed sections of the road, and the manner of making
and finishing the same, in all respects, and request proposals there~
for; the contractor giving sufficient security to perform the contract; and if the land agents shall not deem it for the interest of
the State to accept any proposals, which may be made, they shall
cause the same to be constructed by such persons as they may
employ."
Sect. 45, erase this section and in its place insert section 46.
46, transfer this section to the place of section 45, and In
this place insert section 47, as amended.
47, transfer this section to the place of section 46.
Reference, erase" March 4," insert" 376."
In place of this section insert section 48, as amended.
48, transfer this section to the place of saction 47.

Sect. 39, line
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,sect. 48, line 4, afte!' implements, insert" supplies of pl'ov.ision,
Sect. 49,
5'0,
51,
52,

53,
54,
55,
56,
57,

58,
59,

so,

or other articles."
In place of this section insert section 49.
transfer this section to the place of section 48, and in
this place insert section 50.
to be numbered "49."
to be numbered" 50."
to be numbered" 51."
to be numbered" 52."
line 4, erase" and appraisal."
Reference, erase, " 3," insert" 9."
to be numbered" 53."
line 5, erase "quarterly,"-erase "generally," insert
" annually."
to be numbered « 54."
to be numbered" 55."
transfer this section to the place of section 25.
line 3, erase "or this Slate and the 'Commonwealth of
Magsachusetts."
Reference, erase" March 23."
transfer this sec tion to the place of section 26.
line 4, erase "sell," insert "scale." Reference, erase
"Marc'll 23."
transfer this section to the place of section 33.
line 2, before one, insert" land not exceeding."
erase this section.

CHAPTER 4.
Sect. 1, line 5, after library, erase the remainder of the section,
2, line 6, after clerk, add" provided however, that the gov~
ernor, with advice of the council, may appoint the
su perintendent of the public buildings as librarian,
with a compensation not exceeding one hundred
dollars a year. Actions for the breach of any of said
regulations may be brought by the secretary of State'
for the time being, in his own name, for the use of
the Slate; and in case of the death or removal from
office of such secretary, the action shall survive, and
be prosecuted in like manner, by his successor."
4, line 5, erase "but no books so taken shall be carried out
of the town of Augusta."
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Sect. 3, line 3, erase" freeholders or.'t
line 10, after of, insert" the."
6 1 line 3, erase" a," insert" some public and,"-erase " or
in the building. in which the meeting is to be held,'~
insert" in said town."
9, line 4, erase" discreet."
line 6, erase" who shaBbe duly s:woIn.n
lille 8, erase" wardens." .
line 9, ernse "clerks of the- market," insert "and bark."
After constables, insert, "conecto~s of taxes, and a
pound keeper for each pound in said town."
line 10, after officers, insert" who shaH be duly sworn."
10, line Z, before assessors, erl;Lse "and." After assessors,
insert" treasurer and school committee."
13, line 1. erase "and," insert" or."
16. Reference, insert" 1SZ 1, 114, § 2.'''
17, line 4, erase" the moderator," i.nsert " he."
22, line 3, erase "publio worship." After schools, insert
" and."
27, line 3, befol'e adjoining, insert" an."
line 12, after and, insert" the otl1er to."
line l3, before secretary, insert "the."

CHA.PTER O.
Sect. 1. Reference, erase" 151," insert" U5."
2. Reference, erase" 151," insert" 115."
3, line 1, erase "last," and in lille 2, after th~n, insert
" last."
line 9, erase" that," insert" as."
9, line 5, erase" may," inse'rt "shall."
10, line 3, after sections, insert" to be given."
line 4, erase" to be given in the same manner."
11) line 1,erase "assessors," insert" selectmen,"
lines 2, 3, erase "place by them notified in the man
ner in which town meetings are called," insert, " time
and place, to be by them notified in the warrant for
calling the meeting."
line 6, erase" assessors," insert" se'lectmen,"
13. Reference, add" lSD, ~ 2."
15, line 1, erase" eleven," insert ~'ten."
16, line 4, erase "(5) fifth," insert" five."
17. Reference, erase " 11 ," insert" 1."
18. Reference, erase " 11," insert" 1."
19. Reference, erase" 11," insert" 1."
q
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Sect. 20, line 7, erase" ngainst the name."
line 10, erase" in," insert" on."
line 1, erase" or counted."
line 3, el'ase "and."
line 5, afterfilled, insert, e, but no vote shall be rejected
on this account, after it shall hnve'beenreceived into
the ballot box."
25, line 3, after as, insert" are."
27, line S, after paper, insert" and votes' for persons not
eligible to the office.".
.
,
line 9,. after ballots, insert "yet they shall be recorded,
and rerum thereof made."
28, lines 5; 6, etase "county treasurer and register of
deeds."
39, line 6, erase 'i'said," insert" such."
41, line 6, emse "respectfully/' insert" respectively,"erase" town."
43, lille 3, after within, insert" two."
lil1e 5, aftel' appointed, insert" until a choice shall be
effected; "
Reference, add 1840, 60.
48, lines 3, 4, 5, erase "certified copies of the lists of
votes within ten days aftC!· the election, or soonel', if
required by the person so elected."
49, line 5, erase e, convenient."
51, line 12, after section, insert" twenty-four." After chapter, insert" one hundred and thirty-three,"
Reference, erase" 1835," insert" 18:.25."
52, line 2, after section; insert" twenty-one." After chapte1',
insert" fourteen."
line 3, erase" which is part or," insert" adjacent to any
town in."
lines 3, 4, erase ,I and' adjacent to any town in said district."
line 4, erase "claimed to be assessed fOl' taxes," insert
" give or send in his name, on 01' before the first day
of June."
lines 6, 7, erase 'I until the first day of May next following the time, when his claim was made."
53, line 4, erase" them," insert" him."
56, line 3, erase Ie first," insert" one."
61, line 7, erase" to," line 10, erase "to:"
64, line 3, after section, insert "seventy-eight"-line 4, after
chapter, inSert" sixteen,"
67, line 1, before witltin, insert" ai' furnish to be drunken."
Reference, erase" 133," insert" 333."
68. Reference, erase" 133," insert" 333."
69. Reference, el'ase " 133/' insert" 333."
70. Reference, erase 1'133," insel't H 333."
~2,
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CIIAPT.lER 7.
Sect. 2, line 5, erase" same."
3, line 1, after secretary, insert" and also the acting secretary appointed as aforesaid."
.
line 2, erase" and also the acting secretary appointed as
aforesaid."
5, Reference, erase" 1835," insert" 1825."
7, erase the reference.
8, erase the section, and insert the following:
"It shall be"the duty of the secretary of State to enter in a book
kept by him for that purpose, the time when, and by whom, every
commission is taken from his office, and also the time when any
certificate of qualification for any office as aforesaid shall be filed,
or left at his office to be filed; and certify, by himself, 01' his
deputy, the truth of slIch entries, when thereto required."
Sect. 10, line 3, after chapte1', insert" eight,"-line 4, erase
" discreet and."
11, line 5, before said, insert'" officers of the."
Reference, erase" 7Z," insert "84."

CHAPTER 8.
Sect. 2, line 2, erase" seventy-five," insert" one hundl'ed and
fifty."
6, line 4, after oj, insert" the."
8, lines 3, 4, erase" who is required iminediately to transmit the same," insert" to be by him transmitted."
8, Reference, erase" 96," insert" 116."
9, line 5, before chaptel', insert" fourteenth."
10, line 3, after slate, insert" of the."
1Z, erase til is sec tion.
13, eruse this section.
14, erase this section.
15, erase this section.
16, to be numbered" Sect. 12."
17, erase this section.

CilAPTlER 9.
Sect. 1, line 7, after oj, insert" the."
3, 4, 5, to be erased.
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no.

Line 10, erase" such."

Sect. 2, lines 1, 2, erase" in which there is only one registry of
deeds," insert, "and in each registry district described
in the seventh, eighth, and nintb sections of this
chapter."
line 6, erase" discreet."
3, erase this section, and insert the following:
"The meetings for tbe election of register of deeds shall be
notified, held, and regulated, and tbe votes received, sorted, counted,
declared, and recorded, in the same manner, as votes for representatives; and fair copies of the lists of votes shaII be attested by the
selectmen and clerks of towns, and assessors and clerks of plantations, and sealed up in open town or plantation meeting, and the
town and plantation clerks respectively, shall cause the same to
be delivered into the office of the clerk of the county commissioners, on or before the first day of the meeting of said commissioners,
next after the said montb of Septcmber, to be by them opened
and compared with tbe like returns from the several towns and
plantations in said county 01' registry district; and the person having a majority of the votes, shall be declared register of deeds
for said county or registry district, and shall hold his office for
the term of five years, and until another shall be chosen and duly
qua lified."
Sect. 9, erase this section.
10, to be numbered" Sect. 9."
line 6, erase" aforesaid."
11, erase this section.
12, to be numbered" Sect. 10."
13, to be numbered" Sect. lJ."
lines )2, 3, erase" and more than one of such offices shall
be vacant at the same time."
line 6, erase" he shall not be able to perform them himself," insert "the registry is not kept in the shire
town."
line 7, after vacancy, erase" and," insert" Sect. 12."
line 8, ernse " anyone," insert" the chairman."
line 14, erase" and the commissioner," insert" Sect.
13. The chairman of the commissioners."
14, line 1, erase" or persons." Line 4, erase" or persons."
15, line 10, erase" presented," insert "prescribed, "-erase
"twelfth," insert" tenth and eleventh."
0
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Sect. 17, line 5, after made, insert" and he shall suffer no deed or
instrument for the conveyance of real estate to be
altered, amended, 01' withdrawn, until it is fully recorded
and examined."
Reference, erase" ]09, ~ 2," insert" 98, ~ 6."
18, line 7, erase this line.

CHAPTER 12.
Sect. 1, line 3, after law, insert" Sect. 2."
52, erase this section.
S, erase this section, and insert the foIlIowing :
"The meetings for the election of county treasurers shall be
notified, held, and all proceedings therein regulated, returns made,
and proceedings thereon had, as provided in section three, of
chapter eleven, for tIle election of registel' of deeds."
Sect, 4, line I, after of, insert" the."
5, line 4, erase" by ballot.'.'
8, lines 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, erase all after taxes in line 4.
9, erase this section.
10, to be numbered" Sect. 9." Line 7, erase "and,"
insert" Sect. 10."
152, lines I, 2, erase, "the duty requir.ed in the preceding section, he shall forfeit and pay;" insert" any
duty required in the three preceding sections, he shall
forfeit and pay a sum not exceeding."
.
14, lines 1, 2, erase" in addition to the account mentioned
in the eleventh section of this chapter, shall," insert
"shall also."
15, line 1, after at, insert" the."
lines 8, 9, erase all after require;
17, line 52, after January, insert" in some newspaper in the
county, if any there be, to be designated by the
county commissioners, otherwise."
18, lines 3, 4, 5, erase "and shall pay to the treasurer
of the State, all moneys received of persons admi tted
in the supreme judicial court."
20, line 4, erase" by action of debt," insert "in the mannel'
described in the twelfth section."
23, line 1, erase" exhibit," insert" deliver,"
lines 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, erase these lines, and insert," to
the clerk of the county commissioners, to be by him
enclosed with the estimates for county taxes made by
said commissioners, and transmitted to the secretary
of State."
25, Reference, erase" 3," insert" 9."
26, erase this section.
27, to be llumbered " 26."
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CUA.PTER 13.

Sect. 2, lines 3, 4, erase "in some newspaper in the county
where the petitioners reside, if any there be, otherwise in an adjoining county," insert "in the newspaper published by the printer to the State."

Sect.

line 1, erase" And," insert" The."
line Q, add" s," to section.
lines 1, 2, 3, 4, erase all to unpaid, in line 4.
line 1, erase "And."
line 1, erase" And." After oj, insert" the." Reference,
crase" 1," insert" 2."
7, line 1, erase" And."
13, Reference, erase "1822, 183, ~ 2," insert "1833,
56, § 2."
14, line 6, erase" dispose of and."
16, line 1, erase" being approved by said commissioners."
Jine 2, erase" their respective clerks," insert" the clerI,
of said commissioners."
line 6, before secretary, erase" of," insert" the."
line 7, erase "so that the estimates may be," iusert "to
be by him."
lines 8, 9, erase "for their approbation at the session
next to be holden."
18, line 6, erase "fifth," insert " 5."
20, crase this section.
21, to be numbered" Sect. 20."
line 9, crase" and," insert" Sect. 21."
line 17., after person, insert" of."
23, erase lines 1 and 2,and insert, " The assessors, or either
of them, may reqtlire the person presenting such list to."
24, erase lines 1, 2,3, and" they" in line 4, and insert, "The
assessors, on application, within one year from the
assessmen t. "
)ine 4, before think, erase" may."
26, line 1, after assess, insert" upon."
28, line I, ,erase" And."
29, line 1, erase" And such," insert" The."
30, line 1, erase" And."
32, line 1, erase "And." Line 3, erase" State," insert
"county."
33, line 6, erase" the trust," insert" his duty as assessor."
Aftel'each, insert ., selectman and."
Q,

3,
4,
5,
6,
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Sect. 33, line 7, erase" that service," insert" the service of the
town."
35, line], erase "And." Line 6, after assess, insert "upon."
line 15, erase" public," insert" State."
37, line 1, erase" And."
38, line 1, erase" And."
39, line I, erase" And."
40, line I, erase" And."
41, line 10, erase" same."
43, line 2, after State, insert" or county."
line 3, erase" from which any county tax."
lines 16, 17, erase" rules and regulations and."
45, line 5, before action, insert" an."
46, line 1, erase" And."
48, line 2, erase" it shall be the duty of."
line 5, after session, erase "to," insert "may at their,
dis::retiun." Erase" the," insert" one of the principal."
line 6, erase "them," insert" him to notify the other
in ha bi tan ts."
line 17, after commissioners, insert" which notice it
shall be the duty of the petitioners to publish in some
newspaper to be designated by the commissioners,
three weeks successively, the last publication to be
two weeks at least, before the said meeting of the
commissioners; and the commissioners, if they see
cause, may organize said inhabitants, within such territorial limits as they. shall deem proper, and may
cause them to assemble in manner as herein before
provided."
49, line 1, erase" And."
54, line 7, after city, insert" and town respectively."
55, line 11, after sect'ion, insert" and seven following
sections."
line 18, erase" to," insert" may."
61, lines 10, 11, 12,13, 14, erase after proportion, in line
10, to same, in line 14, and insert ",of the State tax
for the year 18-."
62, line 3, erase" assessment," insert" assessors."
65, erase the first thirty lines.
66, line 1, erase" constable or." After collector, insert" of
taxes, or constable, who may be required to collect
taxes."
67, line 1, erase" And,"-erase " may require any," insert
"shall require such."
lines 2, 3, erase" he shall give one."
Reference, add" 1836, 212, § 1."
68, line 1, erase" decease," insert" die."
70, lines 2, 3, erase "in the list committed to any constable or collector, by virtuo of the warrant to him given, he,"
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insert" the constable 01' collector, to whom such tax is committed,
with a warrant to collect the same."
Sect. 71, line 1, erase" And."
7Z, line 5, erase" he," insert" such constable or collector."
line 7, erase "he shall."
73, line 1, erase" And,"-line 5, after him, insert" as."
74, line I, erase" Ancl,"-line \t, erase" of payment."
line 5, afterJor, insert" any."
75, line 1, erase "And."
76, lines 1, Z, 3, erase all before and in line 3, and insert
c, For non-payment of taxes, the collector or constable
may distrain the shares o~vned by the delinquent in the
stock of any corporation."
77, line 1, erase" And."
79, line 5, erase "where," insert" when."
line 8, ufterJor, insert" the." Line 9, erase " assumpset," insert" debt."
80,81, erase these sections, and insert the following:
" Sect. 80. When no person shall appeal' to discharge the taxes
duly assessed on any real estate, within six months from the date
of the assessment, the collector shall make a tl'Ue copy of so much
of the assessment, as relates to the taxes clue on such real estate,
and certify the same to the treasurer of the town."
" Sect. 81. The treasurer shall record the same in a book kept
for that purpose, and advertise in the newspaper published by the
printer to the State, und in some other paper printed in the county,
if any there be, the names of the owners, if known by him, with
the sum of the taxes on their lands respectively; and if the owners
be not Imown by him, he shall publish the taxes· on the several
rights, numbers of lots, or divisions, with such short description as
he can conveniently give."
Sects. 84,85,86,87,88, 89, 90, 91,92, 93, erase these sections,
and insert the following:
" Sect. 84. The treasurer shall cause the advertisements aforesaid to be published three weel,s successively, within three months
from the time the collector shall have certified to him the deficiencies as aforesaid."
" Sect. 85. Any person may discharge said taxes within four
years from the date of the assessment, by paying to the treasurer
the taxes with interest, at the rate of twenty-five pel' cent. per
annum, from the date of the assessment, together with costs of
advertising, which costs shall be ascertained by adding fifty per
cent. to the sums paid to the printer, and if more than one parcel be advertised, by dividing the amount by the number of lots
or parcels advertised."
" Sect. 86. If any taxes on lands shall remain unpaid for the
term of four years from the date of the assessment, the treasurer
shall publish notice of the same in the public newspaper of the
printer to the State, therein stating the amount of taxes, which
have remained due for the space of four years, and the date of the
3
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assessment thereof, and tha t the land will be forfeited to the towll,
unless payment of said taxes be made within five years from the
date of the assessment."
" Sect. 87. Any person may discharge said taxes, after notice
given as aforesaid in the eighty-sixth section, and before the expiration of the five years therein named, by paying as provided in section eighty-five, with the addition of one dollar on each separate
lot or parcel, for the notice last mentioned."
" Sect. 88. All real estate shall be held liable to the town for
the payment of all taxes legally assessed thereon, together with the'
interest and costs."
" Sect. 89. If any taxes on any real estate as aforesaid, shall not
have been paid to the treasurer of the town within five years next
following the date of the assessment, such real estate shall be
wholly forfeited, and the title thereof shall vest in the town, free
and quit ii'om all claim by any former owner; and the same shall
be held and owned by a title which is hereby declared to be perfect
and indefeasible; but such town may, at un annual meeting, by
vote, release lanels so forfeited, or any part thereof, to the former
owner, provided he pay to the town all taxes aforesaid thereon, wi th
interest and costs, or so much of the same as the town may deem
just and reasonable."
"Sect. 90. It shall be the duty of the treasurer of the town
aforesaid to leave with the register of deeds for the county or district in which such lanTi lies, within thirty days from the time of
any forfeiture, a certificate, which shall be substantially as follows:
I
treasurer of the town of
hereby certify that-- - - w~s assessed in the year - - as the property of
in
the sum of - - - - by the assessors of said town, and the same
remains unpaid; and the term of five years having elapsed since
the date of the assessment, the title to the same has vested in the
town aforesaid, free from all claims of any former owners.
this - - - - day o f - - Given under my hand at
18-.
A. n., TreaslJl'el'."
" Sect. 91. In any trial at law, or in equity, involving the validity of the title of the town to any land forfeited for non-payment of
taxes, it shall be sufficient for the town to produce the assessment,
signed by the assesors, and prove that notice of snch assessment
was advertised by the treasurer, as provided in sections eighty-one
and eighty-six of this cha pter."
" Sect. 92. If any sum of money shall be assessed, which was
not granted and voted for a legal object, with other moneys legally
granted and voted to be raised, the assessment shall notthereby be
rendered void; nor shall any error, mistake or omission of the
assessors, collector, or treasurer, render the assessment void ; but
any person paying any tax, which was not raised for a legal object,
may bring his action against the town in the district comt in the
coqnty, in w,hich said town may lie, Imd shall be erititled to recover
the sum he was assessed for such illegal object, with twenty-five
per cent. interest and costs; and he may bring his action against
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the town for any damages he may have sustained by reason of the
mistakes, el'l'ors, 01' omissions, of the officers aforesaid, and shall be
entitled to recover the damages he may have actually sustained."
" Sect. 93. If sllch proceedings as directed in sections eighty
and eighty-one be not had within the time therein prescribed, they
may be had at any time within two years from the assessment of the
tax, and the persons owning the real estate, shall in such case have
five years from the publication of the notice of the assessment, to
redeem the same."
Sect. 94, lines 1,2, erase" to him."
lines 2, 3, erase "the lands of a non resident so
sold," insert" any lands taxed as aforesaid."
erase the 4th, 5th and 6th lines.
95, erase this section.
96, to be numbered" Sect. 95."
line 3, after and, insert " shall, "-erase (( for the space
of,"-erase "same has," insert" lists of assessment
have."
line 4, after committed, insert" to an officer."
line 6, erase ,e of sllch to," insert" thereof."
'97, to be numbered" 96."
line 3, erase" assllmpsit," insert" debt."
98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, erase these sec~
tions.
106, to be numbered" 9'1."
line 3, after such, insert" aid."
107, to be numbered" 98,"-line 1, erase "public."
line 2, erase" month," insert" months,"-line 5, erase
" of," insert" for,"-erase "to tht;\ treasury'"
108, to be numbered" 99,"-llne 1, erase c' public."
109, to be numbered" 100."
line 9, erase "on request or otherwise,"-line 11,
erase" rate," insert" tax."
110, to be numbered" 101."
11 I, to be numbered" 102."
112, to be numbered" 103,"-line 2, erase" who."
113, to be numbered" 104."
114, to be numbered" 105."
] 15, to be numbered" l06,"-line 3, after but, insert" who."
line 5, erase ~e he had collected," insert" required. "
line 6, erase "in the wal'l'ant of the assessors," insert
" by law."
116, to be numbered" 107."
line 2, after expi1'ed, insert, " and the same is unpaid,"
-erase " is empowered," insert" shall."
line 4, erase "to,"-erase "any collector of either,
without further notice," insert" the collector of such
town or plantation."
1.17, to be numbered "1 08,"-line 2, after found, insert
" by which."
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Sect. 117, line 3, after" time," insert" when,"-line 4, after

Or',

insert" if."
line 5, afterjail, insert" he."
118, to be numbered" 109,"-line 1, erase" And."
119, to be numbered" 110."
120, to be numbered" 111,"-line 1, erase "And."
121, to be numbered" Il2,"-line 1, erase" And".
122, to be numbered" 113."
123, to be numbered" 114."
1.24, to be numbered" 115,"-line 13, erase" rates and."
line 19, erase "day,"-line 31, erase" two shillings,"
insert "forty cents."
125, to be numbered" l16,"-line 11, erase" necessarily."
line 13, erase" toties quoties," insert" as often as occasion occurs."
1.26, to be numbered" 117."
1.27, to be numbered" 118,"-line 1, erase" And."
line 2, before towns, insert" counties."
128, to be numbered" 119."
line 3, after state, insert" or any county, town, plantation or p&rish."
129, to be numbered" 120,"-line 7, erase" posted," insert
" posting."
130, to be numbered" 121."
UH, to be numbered" 122."
132, to be numbered "123,"-line 1, erase" produce," insert
" proceeds."
line 4, erase" execution or."
lines 5, 6, 7, erase all after shall in line 5, and insert,
" take the body of such deficient collector, constable, or deputy sheriff, and proceed as in cases
of execution for debt."
133, to be numbered" 124,"-line 1, erase "so," insert
" arrested 01'."
134, to be numbered" 125."
135, to be numbered" 126,"-line 4, erase" securities as,"
insert" security as is."
]36, to be numbered" 127."
137, to be numbered" 128."
138, to be numbered" 129,"-line 1, erase" But,"-line 3,
erase" affirms," insert" declares."
139, to be numbered" 130."
line 3, erase "the taxes granted by the legislature,"
insert" any State 01' county tax."
140, to be numbered" 131."
141, to be numbered" 132."
14.2, to be numbered " 133,"-line 3, erase" commitment
to jail," insert" arrest."
line 4, erase "commit to jail," insert" firrest."
1·13, to be numbered" 134."

.,
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Sect. 144, to be numbered "135,"-line 2, after taxes, insert
"due to the State or county."
145, to be numbered" 136."
146, to be numbered" 137,"-line 3, before wltich, insert
" to,"-after are, insert" entitled."
147, to be numbered" J 38,"-line I, after town, insert" 01'
plantation."
148, to ue numbered" 139."
line 4, erase" periods at," insert" length of time after
the commitment of the tax to the treasurer within."
149, to be numbered" 140,"-line 1, after votes, insert," and
time when such taxes were committed,"-after up,
insert" by tbe treasurer."
line 3, after aforesaid, insert, " within seven days after
such commitment."
150, to be numbered" 141,"-line J, erase" parish," insert
"plantation."
151, to be numbered" 142."
152, to be numbered" 143."
153, to be numbered "144,"-line 3, erase "collector,"
insert" collection."
154, to be numbered" 145,"-line 2, crase "then," insert
" the."
Reference, erase" 377," insert" 337."
155, to be numbered" 146."
lines 4, 5, 6, erase all after plantation in line 4, and
insert, "01' to any committee appointed by such
town or plantation to examine said accounts, whenever required. And it shall be the duty of such
selectmen or assessors to examine such treasurer's
accounts, as often as once in three months."
Reference, erase" 377," insert" 337."
156, erase this section.
157, to be numbered "147,"-line 1, erase" Any treasurer,"
insert" The treasurer of any town."
line 2, after county, insert" in which such town is situated."
158, to be numbered "148,"-line 1, erase "or," insert
" being also."
159, to be numbered" 149."
160, to be numbered" 150,"-line 4, before as, insert" fees."
161, to be numbered" 151,"-line 5, erase "and," insert
" provided."
162, to be numbered" 152."
line 6, before interest, erase" the,"-erase " twelve,"
insert" twenty."
line 7) erase" which true value may be proved by witnesses."
163, erase this section, and insert the following:
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" Sect. 153. Such value may he proved by any other legal evi~
dence, as well as by the event of any sale under such levy."
Sect. 164, to be numbered" 154,"-line 5, erase" such," insert
" the same."
165, to be numberod "155,"-line 2, eruse "and," insert
" or,"
166, to be numbered" 156,"-lino 6, erase" equable."
167, to be numbered" 157,"-line 1, after the, insert" said."
line 2, aftel' J anual'Y, insert" any portion of,"-lines 4,
5, erase" an equahle," insert" its."
168, to be numbered" 158,"-line 2, after of, insert" any."
169, to be numbered" 159."
,

CHAPTER. Iii.
Sect. 1, line 3, erase -" fully," insert -" ively."
2, line ~, after of, insert" the."
4, Reference, add" 1826, 323, ~ I."
8, line 6, after same, insert" and."
14, line 11, after proportion, insert" which may belong to
him 01' her."
16, lille 9, after follows, insert"
"
17, line 3, erase gl'ottnd, insert " growth."
Reference, erase "1838, 331, § 2," insert "1835, 158,
~ 4."
18, Reference, erase "1833, 331, ~ 5," insert" 1835, 158,
~.5."

21, Reference, etase "March 16," insert" 396, ~ 1."
22, line 1, erase" assessing," insert" assigning."
~J, line 1, after 0/, insert "the."
24, Refel'ence, erase "March 13," insert" 388."
25, line 5, erase" legislature," insert" governor and coun~
cil."
Refel'ence, erase" March 13," insert" 388."
26, erase this section, and insert the following:
" Said agent in person shall distribute to the distressed poor of
the tribe three hundred dollars annually, in sums not to exceed fifty
dollars per month, in such portions to each of such distressed persons, as his or her circumstances may seem to demand."

Sect.

" 1840, 80."
line 1, erase" months of November and December
annually," insert" autumn of each year."
line 3, Mase " and,"-line 7, erase" hogs."
Reference, erase" March 13," insert" 388."
28, Reference, erase" March 13," insert" 388."

~7,
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Sect. Z9, lines 5, 6, 7, 8, erase all after chap tel', in line 5.
Reference, crase" March 13," insert" 388."
31, line], erase (( There," insert" Bounties."
line 2, crase "who shall raise," insert "for produce
raised by him."
lines 3, 4, crase" the following bounty on the following
productions, and at the rate following," insert "as
follows."
32, line 4, erase" such indian," insert" him."
33, lines 2, 3, erase" next legislature after such payments
are made," instrt "governor and council in the
month of January, annually."

TITLE II.

Page 13, line 5, befiJre In, insert" Sect. 2."
line 13, after State, insert" or any of tile United States."
14, Sect. 2, to be numbered" Sect. 3."
line 12, after people, insert" called."
line 46, after discharged, insert, "no mariner
shall be required to perform military duty, unless at the time of
his being warned, he shall have been discharged from some vessel
three ,months."
. Sect. 3, erase the number 3, and annex the section to the previous section.
line 8, erase" hereafter."
line 24, erase" and to," insert " which oath may be administered by the surgeon 01' surgeon's mate, and..,h:e::
shall."
4, erase this section, and insert the following:
"All minors of eighteen years of age and upwards, shall be
exempted from the performance of all ordinary military duty, by
paying each, twenty-five cents anuually, to the treasurer of the
city, town, or plantation, and depositing with the commandant of
the company, within the limits of which they reside, a receipt [Q1'
the same, on 01' before the first Tuesday of May annually ."'0 •
" Sect. 5. Any staff officer who after having served three years,
has ceased to act as such in consequence of his own resignation,
01' of the resignation, promotion, 01' removal, of the officer, who
appointed him, may be honorably discharged: and any such officer,
who has ceased to act as such, as aforesaid not having served three
years, may be exempted from military duty by paying two dollars
pel' year, as provided in the preceding section."
Sect. 5, to be numbered "Sect. 6." Line 3, before and, erase
" five."
line 6, after tions, insert" and repel invasions."
Over Sect. 6, insert" ENROLME.'ITS."
Sect. 6, to be numbered" Sect. 7."
7, erase this section.
12, line 1, after oj, insert" the,"-line 13, after oj, insert
"the. "
13, line 3, after if, insel't " the."
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Sect. 14, line 11, before tlti?'ty, insert" eighteen and twenty-one,
and between,"-erase " five."
line 22, erase" twenty," insert" thirty."
line 23, erase" three," insert" six."
15, Jine 2, after 'of, insert" artillery 01'."
19, erase ·this section.
20, to be numbered " 19."
21, to be num bered " 20."
22, to be numbered" 21."
line 26, ,before if, insert" Sect. 22,"
OVe!' Sect. 31, insert" ARMS AND EQUIPMENTS."
Sed. 33, after ammunition, erase" and."
34, line 3 /!, after State, insert" But no person, so furnished
with arms and equipments, shD.!1 for that reason be considered a pauper."
Over Sect. 37, inse~·t " ARTICLES FURNISHED."
Sect. 37, Reference, -erase" 1821, 32," insert" 1834, 121, § 32."
38, line 8, erase "the." Reference, insert "1834, 121, ~ 32."
3~, lines 9, 10, erase" forty pounds," insert" seventy-five
pounds to those companies, wllich have two six pounders,
fifty pounds to those, which have two foUl' pounders, and
forty pounds to those, which have two three pounders."
40, lin'e 17, erase" dollars,"-after twenty, insert "dollars."
line 18, erase" 01' information."
41, lines Q, 3, 4, erase" mayor and aldermen of cities, the
selectmen of tOWI1S, and the assessors of plantations,"
insert" treaslirer of each city, town and plantation."
Jine 8, erase" fifty cents," insert" one dollar."
Hne 11, erase" fifty cents," insert" one dollar."
45, line 24, erase" with," insert" of the brigadier generals
and."
~6, line 6, erase" their," insert" them."
56, line 16, after office?', insert" or private."
57, Reference, erase" 1832," insert" 1834."
61, Reference, insert" 1834, 12L, § 16."
62, after staff, insert" 01'."
63, Reference, erase" 121, § 16," insert H 276, ~ 2."
65, line 9, erase" fifteen," insert" ten."
Over Sect. 67, insert" OFFICERS HOW DISCHARGED."
Sect. 67, line 1, before No, insert" All military officers, who
have been, or may hereafter be commissioned, shall
hold their respective offices for a term not longer
than five years fi'om the date of theil' commissions,
unless re-appointed 01' re-elected; and the commander-in-cbief shall discharge all such officers accordingly: provided, that in case of vacancy of major
general in any division, the commissions of the brigadier generals shall not terminate by the limitation
aforesaid, till the office of major general be filled;
but."
4
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Sect. 67, line 1, after d'ischarged, insert" within the said term 0f
five years."
line 11, eruse "in." Reference, add" 1840, 24."
71, Reference, erase' " 1836.."
72, Reference, eruse " J 836."
76, line 5, after ordel" insert "no non commissioned officeI'
or private belonging to any company of militia shall
be compelled to attend any muster, inspection, or
l'cview, where by so doing he would be obliged to
cross any body of water exceeding one mile in width 1
unless there be a bridge over the same."
Reference, add" 1840,77."
77, line 20, erase" division or brigade.'"
Reference, add" 1834, 121, ~ 30."
80, Reference, erase" 1833, 74, ~ 1."
8S, line 13, after order, insert" but no private shall be
obliged thus to notify more than once in the same
year. H
Reference, insert" IS34, 121, ~ 21."
89, erase the reference.
91, line 4, after and, insert" on."
line 16, after appearance, insert '( and if a Wal'l'ant be
issued to an individual, who muy have held a commission in this State 01' any other of the United
States, which may not be within the l,nowledge of
the commanding officer of the company in which he
is so wal'lled, it shall be his duty to give notice
thereof, in manner above provided, or sueh commission shall not exempt him from such fine as would
otherwise be imposed upon him for non appearance."
93, line 21, after without, insert "tbe." Reference, add
" 50."
Over Sect. 100, insert" PnOSECUTIONS Fon FINES AGAINST NON",
COMThIISSIONED OFFICERS AND FRIV AT}<;S."
104, erase the section.
105, to be numbered" 104."
106, to be numbered" 105."
107, to be numbered" 106."
1OS, to be numbered "107."
line 7, erase" and," insert" Sect. 1OS."
] 09, line 1, erase" shall," insert" may."
110, Reference, erase" Passim."
115, line 4, Reference, erase" 1835," insert" 1834."
line 11, erase" appoint," insert" appointed."
119, lines 10, 11, erase "by consell.t of the division advo.
cate and respondent."
120, Reference, erase" 1838, 249, ~ 6," insert" 1834, 121,
~ 8S."
}22, Referenoe, erase "lS34, 121, ~39," insert" 1837,276,
~ 10."
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Sect. 124, line 6, after provided, insert" und no action fOI' such
fine and costs, 01' either, shall abate in consequence
ot tbe death, resignation, removal, 01' expiration of
the term of office" of tilC division advocate, who may
have commenced the same; but such action may be
prosecuted afterwards to final judgment, by his successor; unci the court, before which the same may
be pending, may order sllch continuances, and
amendments, and notices to the successor, as may
be necessary, ancl render such judgment as the rights
of the parties may require."
lines 9, 10, erase" and the compensation of the members shall be as follows :"
125" line 1, bef,}l'e To, insert" The compensation of the
oHicers and witnesses shall be as follows :"
lines 3, 4,5,6,7,8, erase all after cents in line 3, and
insert, "In addition to his pay for travel and attendance at the session of the court, the division advocate iil each case may charge in the pay roll as
,
follows, and no more.
Fo)' drawing charges, and specifications, and filing the same,
three dollars.
For preparing the case for trial, three dollars.
Each subpmna, ten cen ts.
Copies of the case for service on the respondent, one dollar.
Recording the case, two dollars."
Sect. 1,25, line 16, after expenses, insel·t "for room and stationery."
Jine 19, after State, insert" to the several persons entitled thereto."
126,' line 1, before cottrt, insert" every."
lines 3,4, eruse "them respectively," insert" him."
127, line 5, after commenced, insert" but the time of such
trial shall in all cases be within sixty days from the
time of such arrest."
128, line 1, before .!1ny, insert" If."
132, lines 6, 1, 8, erase" and being notified thereof, and
ordered to march to the place of rendezvous, shall
neglect 01' refuse to obey such orders."
line 9, erase" as aforesaid," insert" thereof."
line Il, after person, insert" on being ordered to march
to the place of rendezvous."
136, Reference, insert" 1834, 121, § 29."
]37, line 5, erase" und," insert" of."
138, line 11, erase" any," insert" an."
142, Reference, erase" 33," insert" 35."
53, to be numbered" 143."
143, Art. 3, line S, after oj, erase" the," insert" this."

TITLE III.,

CHAPTER 17.
Sect~

3,.
4,
5,
6,
7,

Reference, eruse " 5, Pick. 323," il1sert " 1834, 129.'7
Reference, erase" 5, Pick. 323'," insert 'Q834, 129."
Reference, erase" 5, Pick. 323, insert" 1834, 129."
line 8, erase" preceding."
line 6, aftel' therein, insert, "such apportionment to be
made."
line 8, after attending, insert" any."
8, lines 3, 4, erase "may be appropriated to some mol'€"
general purpose of instruction.'"
Reference, erase" ]833,82," insert" 1834, 139."
10, Reference, erase" 1833,82," insert" 1834,139."
1 I, line 7, erase" shall," insert" may." Reference, erase
" 1833, 82," insert" 1834, 139."
1,2, line 1, after choose, insert" by balIot."
t1~
line 3, after sworn, insert, "and paid not ~ .than one
donal' p~r day for their servi<;es."
Reference, er(lse " 1833, 82," insert" 18;34,139."
13, Reference, erase" 1833, 82,n insert" 183.4, ~ :39."
14, line 1, erase" island," insert "portion of a town,"-line
3, erase" from the main."
line 7, erase" on sllch island,"-line 0, erase" thereon."
Reference, er&se " 1833, 8:2," insert" 1834, 1.29."
] 5, line 5, erase" or." Reference, erase "1833, 82," insert
"183~, 129."
16, line 10, eras.e "two," insert "one,"-line 16, erase
" upon."
line 21, after district, insert" provided that no selectman
residing in such district shall be allowed to have any
voice in the determination."
Reference, erase" 1833, 82," insert" 1834, 129."
17, line 1, after oj, inse~t "sixty days,"-line 6, after as,
insert" the."
Reference, erase" 183.3, 82," insert" 1834, 129."
18, Reference, erase" 1833, 82," insert" 1834, 129,"
19, Reference, erase" 1833,82," insert" 1834, 129."
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Sect. 23, line 1, erase" may be called,"-line 4, after meet'ings,
insert" may be called."
24, line, 6, erase" and also," insert" or."
27, line 1, emse " also."
33, line 3, erase" the section last but one preceding," insert
" section thirty-one."
35, line 3, erase" fifth," insert" seven."
37, Reference, erase." 429," insert" 129."
38, Reference, erase" 429," insert" 129."
39, Reference, erase" 429," insert " 129."
40, lipe 2, emse " fourth and fifth," ins6rt " three and five."
41, line 2, erase" possess," insert ,e perform."
line 6, erase " school masters and mistress6$ proposing/'
insert" all candidates offering."
.
line 32, after malee, insert" to the selectmen."
line 37, after and, insert "nnless the town shall othel'wise direct, to make a written report at the annual
meeting, next after their appointment, of the standing
of, and progress made in the."
42, line 12, after bu.ild'ings, insert" and insurance, unless
the district otherwise direct."
line 15, afterjttel, insert q and insurance."
line 18, after 01', insert 'iof the,"-Iine 22, erase "128,"
insert" 129."
49, line 1, erase" the space of."
5.1, line 3, after the, insert" sixteenth,"-aftel' chapter,
insert" seventy-seven."
52, line 7, erase" of the age of four years und upwards, and
under the age of," il1sel't" between the IIges of four
and."
line 17, after children, erase" of," insert ,.e between."
61, line 5, after in, insert" an."
After Sec.t. 61, insert as follows:
" Sect. 62. If any person shall enter any school house, or other
place of instruction, during school hours, and shan wilfully interrupt
or disturb the teacher or pupils there assembled, by loud speaking,
rude or indecent behavior, signs, or gestl)res, he shnll pay a fine
not less than two, nor more than twenty dallal'S, to be recovered by
complaint, before any justice of the peace, Qr by indictment and
convi::tion in the district court.
1840, 66:, ~ 1,2."
Sect. 62, to be numbered" Sect. 63."
line 5, after the, insert "aldermen.."

CHAP':Il'JElIl t§.
Seot. 1, line 9 j after soc'iety, insert" if any there be, otherwise at
such, place as the justice may appoint."
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Sect. 4, line 2, after GSSess01'S, insert" tbereof,"-erase "such,"
insett " the."
line 6, erase" they," insert" the members."
line II, erase "after having been," insert" wilen no
other persons are appointed for that purpose, and shall
be."
5, line 2, after to, insert" call a meeting or.lI
,
lines 3, 4, erase" to insert it," insert" so to do."
8, lines 0) 6, erase" in the same manner," insert" by the
same rules."
Dj line 1, erase" And,"-line 3, after trustees, insert" fM
the use of such parish."
12, lines 4, 5, 6, erase all after same in line 4.
13, eruse- this section; and insert the following:
" Any person al'l'iving at the age of twenty-one years, and residing
within the limits of any local parish, holding funds derived from
the State, or the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, or removing into
such parish after being of age, shall be deemed a member thereof,
until he voluntarily dissolves his connexion."
Sect. 14, erase this section.
15, to be numbered Sec t. " 14,"-lines 4, 5, erase" and is
no longer," insert" or."
Insert the following as "Sect. 15" :
" Sect. 15. Every person ceasing to be a member of any parish 1
except by removal from the limits of a local parish, shall be liable
to be taxed for all monies raised by such parish or society before he
ceased to be a member of it."
Sect. 17, erase this section, and insert the following:
"No territorial parish shall be dissolved by the provisions of this
eha pter."
Sect. 18, erase this section, and insert the following:
" Any person becoming of age, or moving into the limits of any
local parish not deriving funds fi'om the State, may become a member thereof by giving notice in writing to the clerk thereof, of his
intention so to do, within one year after his becoming of age, or
removal thereto, as the case may be."
Sect. 19, erase this section .
.20, to be numbered" 19."
21, to be numbered" 20."
line 6, erase" and," insert" Sect. 21."
line 10, erase" and," insert" 01'."
22, line I, erase "And."
523, line r, erase "But."
524, line 1, erase" And."
27, line 5, erase" the same," insert" like.))
lines 8,9, 10, 11, 12, erase all after qf in line 8, and
insert" chaptet· fourteen."
28, line 1, erase" And,"-lines 3, 4, erase "thirty, sixty,
and one hundred and twenty days, after the delivery
of the tax bills, 01' at such other," insert" such."

AMENDMEN'rs.-TtTLE
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Sect. 28, line 5, after establish, insert" and the treasurer shall
give like public notice of the pari8h votes."
29, lines 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, erase all after qualified, in line 5.
30, line 7, after of, insert" any of."

Sect. 3, erase the section, and insert the following:
" "Vhen any meeting house becomes decayed, 01' remains unoc~
cupied for two years, the owners thereof, having so determined at
any legal meeting, may apply to the district court, for leave to sell
the same, with or without the land belonging thereto; and the
judge, after giving such public notice, as in his opinion the case
may require, at his discretion, may order the same to be sold at
auction, by such agent as he may appoint, and on such notice as is
required for sales of real estate by executors and administrators for
payment of debts. 'fhe judge shall also appoint three disinterested
persons, as commissioners, to ascertain what persons are interested
in the said house, and the value of their respective shares, and the
amount of debts due from the owners of said hOllse as such, to other
persons; the report of which commissioners shall be retumed to
the court for its acceptance, and the net avails of such sale shall be
by the judge ordered to be applied to the payment of the said
debts in the first instance, and the residue to be divided amongst
the owners ascertained as aforesaid. If any owner shall neglect
fo), two years to apply for his proportion, the same shall be proportionally distl'ibuted among the others."
Sect. 4, line 1, erase" or house,"~line 3, erase" be and h€:reby
are," insert" may be."
6, lines 2, 3, erase "of his office," insert "usually incumbent on such officers."
8, line 3, after rn:inorUy, insert" and owning not less than
ten pews."
line 8, erase" and place of," insert" place and object of
the."
9, lines 1,2,3,4, erase all to be, in line 4, and insert, " At
such meeting the owners, who may not be applicants,
may designate another justice of the peace of the
county, and the two justices may appoint a third person, who shall be disinterested and noL"
line 5, erase" belong," insert" belonging,"-line 6,
after interested: insert "and such justices and third
person."
.
line 8, erase" in no case less than ten pe\vs ," and after
minority, insert" owning at least ten pews, and."

32
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CHAPTER 20.
Sect. 5, line 4, erase" invested," insert" invest the same."
7, line I, erase" But,"-line 5, after grant, insert" except
as is provided in the tenth section."
9, line 1, erase" And they," insert" Such trustees."
10, line 2, erase "which,"-line 4, ufter ministry, insert
" or."
I 1, line I, erase" And,"-line 2, erase (( that," insert" as."

CIHlAPTER 21.

Sect. 14, line 8, end the section with the word escape, and insert
as refercnce, " M. R. S. 21, ~ 26."
line 8, erase" And," insert" Sect. 15."
after line 11, el'ase the refe renee.
15, erase the words" Sect. I 5," and unite the section with
the foregoing.
18, line 8, after board, insert " such vessel."
22, line 8, after up, insert" to."
26, line 3, erase " fourteenth," insert" fifteen."
32, line II, after without, inscrt " imminent."
line 12, erase "oflife,"-line 13, erase "to," insert
" for."
36, lines 4, 5, erase all after committed.
40,41,42,43, 44, erase these sections.

CHAPTER 22.

Sect. 2, lines 5, 6, erase "since that time and previously to the
twenty-second day of April eighteen hundred and
thirty-eight had reeeiv:ed," insert "has received, or
hereafter may receive."
line 8, erase" had," insert" may have."

CUAPTlER 23.

Sect. 4, line 2, erase" good,"-" and durable,"
line '4, after oj, insert" a sum not exceeding."
5, line 3, erase" and durable."
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Sect. 5, line 4, f1ftel'fMjdt, insert" n sum not exceeding."
6, line 2, after neglect, insert" so."
7) line I, before .f1ny, insert" When,"-=-erase "who."
Reference, add, " S92."

Sect. 2, line S, before other, insert" such."
6, line 1, erase" And,"-lines 4, 5, erase" of suit, provided
that."

Sect. ], Reference, add" 18S9, 367, ~ I."
,4, lines S, 4, erase" stone monuments being preferred when
prat:ticable."
7, Reference, erase, "vol. 3," insert" 1823."
15, line 2, after highway, insert "when the damages are."
linfls, 11, 12, 13, erase" and a reasonable compensation shall be allowed him for the service, by the
commissioners, from the treasury of the county."
Reference, erase" vol. 3, p. 79, ch." insert] 824."
18, Reference, after M. R. S., insert" 24, ~."
I 9, Reference, erase" 267," insert" 168."
21, line], erase" however."
23, line 18, Reference, insert" 1832, .12, ~ I."
26, line 4, erase" road," insert" highway."
27, line 1, after towns, insert" either personally, or by such
person or persons as they may appoint."
28, erase all the section after same, in line 4, and insert
"and stating the termini of such road, shall be
posted up in two or more public places in the town,
and in the vicinity of the proposed route."
Reference, el'ase " 68," insert" 67."
31, line 5, erase" of genel'al benefit, otherwise," insert" a
town way, which fact the selectmen shall determine,
but ifit be a private way."
line 6, erase "use," insert "benefit,"-line 7, erase
"such," insert" the."
line 9, erase damages," insert" rights,"-line I 0, after
town, insert" or party liable to pay."
32, line 12, afterpal'ties, insert" who would have been."
Reference, add" 18S9, 367, ~ I."
34, Reference, add "1839, 367, ~ I."
5

~4
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25.

Sect. 35, line 5, erase" five," insert" two."
36, Reference, erose" vol. 3," insert" 1828."
31, line 4, a'fter months, erase the remainder of the section.
Reference, erase" vo\. 3," il'lsert " 18%8."
S8, Reference, erase" 399, ~ 6," insert" 1828, 399, ~ 5."
39, Reference, before 399, insert" 1828."
40, line 2, erase" ol',"-lines 6,7, erase" a committee of
three disin terested freeholders in the same county,"
insert" an agent."
lines 10, 11, er'ase " commi ttee," insert "agent,"-line
12, erase" they," insert" he."
line I J, erase" their," insert" his,"-line 15, erase
" they have," insert "he has."
2P
line 17, erase"' cOl11mittee/' insert "agent,"-line 18,
erase" all or any (If them," insert" him."
line 19, erase" others in their stead," inser(" another,"
-line :20, erase" committee," insert" agent."
line 2'2, erase" committee," insert" agent,"-erase
"their," insert" his."
Jine 23, erase" committee," insert" Ilgent."
line 24, erase "theil'," insert "bis," twite-line 26,
erase" them," insert" him."
42, line 4, erase" taken anel."
Reference, erase" Vol. 3, p. 249," insert" 1831."
45, lines 5, 6, erase" one of the newspapers printed in the
town of Augusta," insert" the newspaper published by
the printer to the State."
49, line 4, after keep, insert" in repair,"-line 5, erase" in
repair."
line G, after towns"'ips, insert" anel also all roads, which
have been, or may be laid out and made therein by
this State, or by this State and the Conlmonwealth of
Massachusetts, or roads thei'ein, the repairs and protection of which this State has assumed, or may
assume."
Reference, add" 1840, 87, ~ 1."
50, line 7, after State, insert ," and shall certify in writing
the same facts to the treasurer of the county, where the
money is to be expended."
Reference, add" 1840,8."
51, line 6, after demand, insert "the owner of any township
or part of a township, so assessed, shall have the
privilege of expending his tax under the direction of
such agent, at any time before the fifteenth day of
September, next after such assessment, provided, he
give notice in writing of his intentioJl, to the agent,
on 01' before the first day of June, of the same year;
and any expenditure so made, certified by such agent
to the county treasurer, shall be received as payment
of so much of his said tax.
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Sect. 51, Reference, after 242, e.rase "1," insert ".2,"~add
" 18,10,87, ~ 3."
53, line 1, before :fhe, insert" In case of failure of payment .elf any tax, provided in the forty_ninth section
of this chapler."
Reference, insert" 1836, 242, ~ 2."
54, Refercnce, odd" 1840, 87, ~ 4."
57, lines 8, 9, erase ~'or informntion of.the attorney general
of the State, 01' of the attorney of the Slate."
64, line I, after selectmen, il)sert "t9 pe,"~l.ine2, erase,
" theil'," insert" this."
66, line 3, after day, insert" of."
.. 69, lines 3, 4, 5, erase" by the selectmen, a triangular sled,
not less than ten feet in the base, made of timber not
less than ten inches in diameter, or other effectual
apparatus of equal w.idth," insert" some elrectual
apparatus."
.
lines 8, 9, erose "olJsllGh other roads as theil' towns
may direct,," insert" bre,ok and l~eep open said roads
to the width of at least ten feet.."
'15, line 5, after estates,io.sert "as othet· highway taxes
are." After otlwt·, insert ,,-, cash."
Referencc, erase" Vo!. 3d," insert" 1828."
76, Reference, erase" Vol. 3d," insert" 1829."
SO, Reference, erase" 17," insert" ] 6."
81, Refcf'ence, cra~e " 17," insert" 16."
88, line 8, after bond, insert "to the town,"-line 9, erase
"to the town."
89, line L2, erase" three hundred," insert" not exceeding
one thousand."
Reference, emse "V,oJ. 3d," insert H 1825."
90, line :3, erase" or infol'll1ation,"~line ,9, erase" 01' in for:mation."
91, line 1, el'ase :" 01' information,'~.,."..lines 6,7, erase" Ot·
iuformation filed."
92, line 2, erase "in," insert "of,"-=erase "for," insert
" in."
lines 9, 1.0, erase '" accredited," inserJ " audited."
Reference, erase" Vol. 3d,-'-' insert '-, 1825."
93, Reference, erase " Vol. 3," 'insert" 1825."
94, Reference, erase" Vol. 3," insert" 1825."
95, Reference, ,erase" Vol. 3,300, § 5," insert" 1825, 300
~

4."

95, line 5, 0 fter after, :erase ,II -the." Reference, erase" Vol.
3," insert" 1825,"
91, line 3, .after way, insert" 01' town way."
line 11, after t'eplaced, insert" by the person, who
removed them."
Reference, erase" 1832," insert" 1821."
98, Reference, erase, " Vol. 3," insert" 1831."

S6
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Sect. 99, line 1, crase" Wherever," insert" ·Whenever."
101, line 1, eruse" for," illsert" on,"-line 5, erase" whom,"
insert" which."
]02, Reference, ernse " 119," insert" 1'20."
103, Reference, erase" 11 g," insert" 120."
1 01, Reference, eruse " 119," insert " 120."
]05, Reference, erase" 11 g," insert '" 120."
107, I'ine 7, erase" of,1t insert" in."
109, line 4, el'ase "last."
115, Reference, insert " 1839, 391, ~ 1."
116, Reference, insert" 1839, 391, ~ 2."

c:n:APT,1ER
Sect. 7,
10,
J 1,
13,

~G.

Reference, insert '~M. R. S. 51, ~ 4.'1
line 8, erase" provided that," insert" but. 11
Reference, erase" March 23d," insert" 371."
line 2, erase "on," insert "or,"-line 6, erase "sixteenth," insert" eleven."

Sect. 2, line 2, before licenses, erase" such."
3, line 4, erase" last."
4, line I, erase "of whatever description,"-line 2, erase
" good," insert" safe."
5, lines 3, 4, erase "ooe half to him, who shall prosecute
fOI' Ihe same, and Ihe other half to Ihe State.'"
line 6, after therifor, insert" to be recoyered in an action
of debt."
8, lines 3, 4, 5, erase all after dollars.
9, lines 6,7, erase" one half to Ine use of the State, and
the other half to the prosecutor."
10, Reference, erase "2," insert " I,"-erase " March 23,"
insert"410,.~ 1,2."
11, line 4, erase "last." Reference, erase "March 23,"
insert" 410, ~ 2."
12, lines 4, 5, 6, erase" one half to the use of the county,
where such ferry may be, and the other half to the
use of the person, who may prosecute for the same."
Reference, erase" March 23," insert" 410, ~ 2."
14, line], erase" indiyiduaI."
15, line 4, after law, insert" nor at any time shall place any
weir, or other obstacle."
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Sect. 15, line 10, erase "or."

A fter craft, insert "or other
obstruction." After minutes, insert" if practicable."
Reference', erase" 588," insert" 66,"-add " 1840,26."
16, line Q, erase "or." Reference, erase "588," insert
" 66."
17, line 4, crase" f..eshes," insert" freshets." Reference,
insert, " 1833, 66, ~ 3."
18, erase all the section after and, in line 1, and insert,
" not otherwise appropriated, shall accrue to the use
of the State, and may be recovered by indictment in
the district court, in the county where the same may
have been incurred."

Sect. 1, Reference, erase" ch."-after 18QI, insert" 124,"after 16, insert "~ 1."
2, Reference, after 1821, insert" 124,"--after .M. R. S.,
insert " 16."
3, line 5, after until, insert" the." Reference, after 1821,
insert" 124."
4, Reference, nfter 1821, insert" 124."
5, Reference, after 1821, insert" 124." After M. R. S.,
insert" 16, §."
6, Reference, after 1821, insert" 124."
7, Reference, after 1821, insert" 124."
8, Reference, after 1821, insert" 124."
9, Reference, after 182 L, insert" 124."
10, Reference, aftel' 1821, insert" 124."
11, Reference, after 1821, insert" 124."
12, Reference, after 1821, insert" 124."
13, Reference, erase" 5," insert" 124."
14,15,16,17,18,19,20, Ql, '22, 23, Reference, after 1821,
insert" 124."
15, erase all the section after committed, ill line 5.
19, erase" ~ I I," insert" 124, § 10."
22, erase this sec tion.
2:3, to be numbered" 22."
24, to be numbered" 23."

CIIAP'J.'ER 29.

Sect. 1, line

Q, after and, insert" also."
5, line 13, after they, insert" shall be."
9, Reference, after " ~," insert 5."

38
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Sect. 11, line 2, erase" de pasturing," insert

pasturing."
15, line 5, crase" to,"-erase " of," insert" for."
18, Reference, ufter M. R. S., insert" 43, §."
1 9, :20, :21, 22, 23, 24,25, 26, 27, References, after M. R. S.,
insert" 4;3, §."
30, Refercncc,erase "§ 17," insert "43, § 37."
31, after lots, insert" and establish boundaries."
35, Reference, after M. R. S., insert" 4a."
38, erase the section.
3!), to be numbered" 38,"-line 1, crase duly chosen and
sworn."
line 2, erase" unseasonably," insert" unreasonably."
line 4, eruse " whomsoever," insert" any person who."
40, to be numbered" 39." Reference, insert" 18.21, 44,
§ 8."
(C

(C

C:n~PTER

30.

Sect. 3, line /0, after owner, eruse "and," insert" or:"
14, line 4, after lose, insert" the."
.20, line 6, cruse" 114," insert" one hundred Qnd thirty."

23, line 7, erase" on," insel·t " or."
24, line 2, erase" affected," insert ".effected."

CIIAPTER 31.
Sect. 1, 'line 1, erase" eighteen," insert" twenty-one.'"
Insert Sect. 2, as follows:
" Sect. 2. The justices of fhe peace resident in any town, together with the selectmen of such town, shall have power" from
timc to time, to direct and order suitable watches to be I(ept
nightly in such town, fi'om such hour in the evening as they shall
appoint, until snnrising in the morning; also wards to be kept in
the day time and cI'ening, whenever they shAll think such watches
and wards necessary; such justices and selectmen may designate
the time, place, and numbel', of persons to be employed in any such
watch or ward; and they may give orders in writing accordingly,
signed by a major part of snch justices and selectmen, directed to
any constable of the town,re.quiI1ing him, fr0m time to time, to
warn such watch or ward,.and to see that .all persons summoned do
attend, and perform the duty in the manner ,required; and in the
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32,-33.
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warning thereof to take care, that some able house-holders, or other
sufficient persons, be joined ill each watch 01' ward."
Sect. 7, Reference, erase" 1829, 434, ~ ~H," insert" 1821, 125,
~ 2."
8,9, 10, References, erase "1829,435," insert "1821,125."
15, Reference, insert" 1821, 125, ~ 10."

CHAPTER 32.

Sect. 1, line 3, erase "became," insert" become,"-line 19,
after neither, insert" of."
lines 21, 22, 23,'24, '25,26,27, erase these lines.
line 28, erase" Sixth," insert" Fourth."
line 42, erase" Seventh," insert" Fifth."
line 45, erase" town," insert" terl11."
line 47, crase" Eighth," insert" Sixth."
line 52, erase" Ninth," insert" Seventh."
5, line 6, before such, insert" as."
29, line 7, after bifore, insert "written,"-line 12, erase "to."
35, erase "receive," insert "recover,"--line 16, el'llse
" renewed," insert" removed."
36, line 5, after settlement, insert" and."
42, line 1, after in, insert" aIL"
49, lines 13,14, erase "quorum unus," insert "and quorum."
54, line 5, erase" sixty," insert" one hundred,"-line G,
erase" received," insert" recovered."
55, Reference, insert" 18:21, 122, ~ 7."
56, line 3, after of, insert" such,"-line 21, after complaint,
insert" in writing."
line 25, afterisstte, insert" his wal'l'ant." Before constable, insert" to the."
line 27, after penalty, insert" and the costs."
line 31, after the, insert "amount, all the said penal ty
and costs, shall pay over the balance to the owner on
demand."
Reference, add" 1835, 154, ~ 1, 3."
58, line 4, erase" and," insert" on."

CHAPTER 33.

Sect. 4, Reference, add "~ 3."
5, line 4, before not, insert" shall."
6,
9,
16,
20,

Reference, erase" 1 ,'J insert" 2."
line 6, after and, insert" if excused."
line 1, erase" But."
line 1, erase" and."

4.0
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CHAJPTE R 34.
Sect. I, line 3, erase" when and how," insert" or,"-line 5, erase
"are," insert" is."
6, line 5, erase" six," insert" two."
7, line 3, after and, insert" the."
8, line 6, after three, insert" public."

Sect. 4, line 8, erase three, insert" six."
5, line 8, after tiffed, insert" as between the pat·ties to the
same, and all other persons, except such as hold and
claim under thern in good faith, and without notice
of the illegality of the consideration of such contract
01' conveyance."
Reference, insert" 1821, 18, § L"
6, erase this seetion.
7, to be llumbered "Sect. 6." Reference, insert" 182],
18, § 5."
8, to be numbered" Sect. 7." Line 1, after or, insert
" agent of any."
9, to be numbered" Sect. 8."
line 3, after fine, insert" of,"-Iine 5, after 01', insert
" before."

CUA\.PTJER 36.
Sect. 1, line Q, erase" September," insert "May,"-line 11,
erase" September," insert" May."
2, form, line :2, erase "hold," insert "holden,"-line 6,
erase" the," insert" these."
lines 10, I I, erase" September," insert "May." Reference, insert" 1834, 141, § 2."
6, line 4, erase" and," insert" or."
11, line 11, before commissioned, insert" non."
I 9, line 6, erase" that," insert " either."
20, line 2, after any, insert" court of."
20,21, Q2, References, erase" 3 Fairfield, 204."

AMENPME.NTS.-TIT:c..E;
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CllrIllPTER 37.
/Sect. 3, li,lle 1, erase" Each," insert" Every. "Referenpei~lt,r51Se
"29,§1."
4, line 7, erase " which marl,," ifl.se~'t I< for marking which;
a stamp."
5, Reference, insert " 18.~1, 29, § 1."

Sect. 3, line 3, after dollat', insert" fol' each off'ence/'

CHAPTER 39.
Sect. 1, line 4, erase" or exhibit any living animal, 01' collection
of animals."
line 6, after provided, insert" he.,j
4, line 3, after of, eruse "the," and insert "such,"-erase
.
" entitled."

Sect. 2, line 5, erase "sheeps 01' Iambs," insert "sheep, lambs,
01' other domestic animals."
5, line 3, after sheep, eruse "01'." After lambs, insert" 01'
other domestic animals."
6

42
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CHAPTER 42.

Sect. 1, line 2, after wolf, insert" 01' bear,"-line 5, after wolf,
insert" 01' bear."
line 6, artel' wolf, insert"
bear, as the case may be,"
-line S, erase " flrteen," insert "ten."
line 9, erase "same," insert ~'head of each wolf, and
two dollars for the head of each bear."
2, line 1, erase" And."
3, line 2, after wolf, insert" or bear,"-line 3, after and,
insert" he shall."

or

TITLE

IV~

Sect. 5, line G, aftcr same, insel't, "He may also in behalf of any

6,
7,
8,
g,

10,

person illterested, present any bill of exchangc or
other negotinLle papcr for acceptance, or puyment, to
allY party, on whom the same is drawll, or who Illay
be liable therefor, and noti(y all endulsel's, and otlwr
parties to such bill or paper; may record and certify
all cOlllracts usually recorded or certified uy SIH:h
notaries; talle depositions in the samc manner that
/lily jlls:icc of the peace and quorum nllly kgally do,
gri,lllt wH1"1'antsof slHvey on vessels, certify country
produets,and, in general, do all acts to be done by
notaries public, by the usages of merchants, and
authorized by the Jaws of the Sta~e." Reference,
insert " ] 821, 101, § 3, 4."
line 5, after seal, insert "and shall be received as evidence of such transaction."
line 1, erase" And," insert" On."
line 3, erase "court in same county," insert" courts in
the county fol' which he was appointed."
line 1, eruse "the executors or administrators," insert
" any executor or administratol'."
Reference, insert" ] 8'21, 101, § 6."
line 1, after person, insert" shalL"
line 3, after dollars, insert" and shall be liable for damages to any person injured in an action on the case."
Reference, insert" 1821, 101, § 6."
line 3, erase "may," insert "to,"-line -1, erase "he,"
insert" they."

Sect. 1, line 3, cruse" one," insert" two."
3, line 5, erase" abode ," insert" residence."
4, line 2, after acknowledged, insert" by all the parties."

44
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Sect. 4, line 3, eruse " some," insert" the,"-line 4, after county,
insert" 01' district."
5, line 4, erase" some," insert" the/'-line 5, after county,
inscrt "01' district."
7, line 5, after COttnty, insert" 01' in the newspaper puhlished by the plinter to the Swte."
Reference, erase" 4," insert" 5."
8, line 1, erase "And."
15, after county, insert" 01' in the' newspnpel' published by
the printer to the State."
17, line 1, after JVo, insert" vo]untary,"-lines 1,52, cruse
"except by operution of law."
Reference, insert" ] 836, 2] 1, § 10."

Sect. 1, Reference, eJ'ase "2," insert" I."
2,
6,
7,
9,

Reference, erase" 2," insert" 1."
Reference, insert" 182], ] 34, ~ S.~i
Refel'ence, insert" 1821, 134, ~ l,n
Reference, insert" 1821, ]34, ~ 4.'1

Sect. I, line 7, after office, insert" All, pilots now in commission,
shall hold their offices according to the tenor thereo£"
Reference, erase" 187, § 5," insert" 177, §1."
2, Reference, erflse " 187/' insert" 177."
3, line 5, aftel'informing, insert" him .."
Reference, erase" 187," insert" 177."
4, line 3, after ai,so, erase "to." After transmit, insert "to."
Reference, insert" 1821, 177, ~ 3."
5, line 6, erase "such," insert" the."
Reference, erase" 187," insert" 177."
6, 7, References, erasc " 187," insert" 177."
10, line 3, after sections, insert" and if any loss shalI happcn
to any person from any of the causes mentioned ill the
eighth sectiOl), and the same shall be compensated from
the frcight 01' proceeds of the sale of sllch vessel or
both, the owner 01' owners of such vessel 01' freight may
recover the amOlll1 t thereof, from the persons to whom
the vessel was chartered."
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CmU\PTlER 4§.

Sect. 1, line 4, after the, crase" stern," insert" stem."
~, lilies I, 2, 3, erase all before the, in line 3, and insert,
"The master 01' owner of any boat or lighter, which
shall be used or employed, not being marked as required in."
line 5, after same, insert" in an action of debt."
4, line 3, erase" to," in'lert "shull."
7, line 1, erase" unload or."

CIIIAP'1rJER 49.
This chapter is transferred and made" chapter 73," and in this
place is inserted the following:

"cnAP'].'JER 49."
OF WRECKS AND SHIPWRECKED GOQDS.
Sect. 1. Appointment of commissioners.
2. Theil' oath and bonds.
3, 4. General duties and powers.
5. Inventory to be taken-compensation.
6. Compensation of other persons in certain cases.
7. Adjustment of the compensation.
8. Penalty for unauthorized intermeddling.
9. Public information of the wreck, &c., to be given.
10, 11. In what cases the pl'Operty may be sold.
12. To be delivered to the Stale treasurer after one year.
13. Treasurer to allow the commissioner pay.
14. Penalty for the commissioner's retaining the goods, &c.
15. Former commissioners retained in office.

Sect. L The governor, with consent of the council, may appoint
in tbe several counties, where hc may deem it necessary, one or
mote commissioners of wrecks and shipwrecked goods, who shall
be removable at pleasure.
"1821, 14, ~ 5."
" Sect. 2. Each of the said commissioners shall be duly sworn
and shall give bond to the judge of probate of the co'unty, fa;'
whioh he is appointed, for the faithful discharge of his duties; and
any person interested, may have the same remedy for the breach
of any sllch bond, as is giVen on administrators' bonds for the settlement of estates of deceased persons."
" 1821, 14, ~ 5."
" Sect. 3. Every such commissioner, immediately on receiving
information of any shipwreck, or of finuing any shipwrecked goods
or property of any kind, to the amount ot one hundred dollars 01'

4:6
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more, on any of the shores 01' waters within his county, shall repair
to the place where the said property may be found, and in case the
same shall not be in the custody of any owner 01' ngent, he shall
take charge thereof, ancl shall secure and pt'eserve the same for the
ownel"."
" 1821, 14, ~ 6."
" Sect. 4. The commissioner in such case may employ as many
persons as he shall think necessary, to assist in preserving the
property; und he may appoint guards to reeeive the property, and
may suppress all tumults and disorders; and if any person shall
disobey any lawful order of the commissioner, he shall forfeit for
every such offence, a sum not exceeding ten dollars, to be recovered
in an action on the case, ill the name of the commissioner, to tile
Use of the town."
"1821, 14, ~ 6."
" Sect. 5. The commissioner sha1I, on every such occasion, take
an inventory of all the property, that shall come to his possession,
and when required by the owner of the property 01' his agent, Ol'
by any person interested, he shall make oath to the truth of' said
inventory, and shall deliver a copy thereof if required, together
with all the said property, to the owner, agent, or other person lalY~
fully authorized to receive it; lJrovided, there shall be first paid 01'
secllred to be paid to the commissioner, 11 reasonable compensation
for his services, and such custom house duties, and other charges,
if any, as he shall have paid, 01' become liable to pay, on account
of the property in question."
" 1821, 14, § 6."
" Sect. 6. No person interested in any such properly shall be
held to pay to any person, other than a commissionel', any compensation for services 01' expenses in taking, 01' securing the property,
unless it be for property taken 01' secured before the arrival of the
commissioner; in which case the commissioner shall, upon due
hearing of all parties interested, determine the amount of compensation, by his award in writing, which slwll be final, unless the sum
awarded to any party shall exceed fifty dollars."
"1821, 14, ~ 6."
" Sect. 7. If the commissioner and the party interested disagree
l'especting the charges of the commissioner, 01' if the award made
pursuant to the preceding section exceed the sum of fifty dollars,
ancl shall be unsatisf:lctory to uny party, the person aggrieved may
appeal to the judge of the district court for the county, where the
property is situated, who shall, either in vacation, 01' term time,
decide the case in a summary manner on due notice, anclmay order
the clerk, under the seal of the court, to issue such process as may
be necessary, to carry his orders into efTect."
" 18.~1,14, ~ 6."
"Sect. 8. If any person shall, after the arrival of a commissioner,
take, detain, 01' intermeddle with any property shipwrecked, 01'
found as aforesaid, except under the direction of the commissioner,
01' of some person interested, he shall forfeit a sum not exceeding
one thousand dollars for each ofience, to be recovered in an action
of debt, which may be brought by the commissioner, 01' any person
interested, to his own use."
" 1821, 14, ~ 6."
" Sect. 9. The commissioner, as soon as may be, after his ani val
at the place where such property shall be founcl, shall publish the
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particulars of the shipwreck, and the goods found, with such other
material facts as he shall ascertain, in such manner as he shall deem
best for the information of all parties interested; in case of neglect,
he shall forfeit fifty doll[\I's to the lise of any party interested, who
shall first sue therefor in an action of deb!."
" 1821, 14, § 7."
" Sect. 10. The commissioner may dispose of so much (.f the
property by public auction, within thirty days after taking the
same into his custody, as shall be necessary to pay the duties thereon
to the cllstom house."
"1821, 14, ~ 7."
"Sect. ] 1. He may sell by auction, to the best advantage, such
of the property, as may be of a perishable nature, whenever necessity may require it, giving reasonable public notice; and, if practicable, in a public newspaper."
" 1821, 14, § 7."
" Sect. 12. If no person interested shall appear within one year
after such property shall have been taken into the custody of the
commissioner, and establish his claim thereto, the commissioner
shall present, under oath, to the treaSUl'er of the State, an inventory of the property: and if sold, an account of the sales, with an
account of all moneys paid by him as duties and expenses on the
same, and he shall pay and deliver to the treasurer the balance of
such accounts, with all the property remaining in his hands, for the
use of the State."
" 1821, J4, § 7."
" Sect. 13. The treasurer may make the commissioner such
compensation for his services, as shall be just, to be ascertained in
case of disagreement between the treasureL' and commissioner, in
the manner provided in the cases mentioned in the seventh section."
1821, 14, § 7.
" Sect. 14. If any commissioner shall, for the space of sixty
days, after the expiration of the year herein before limited, for his
accounting with the treasurer, neglect to comply with the provisions of the twelfth section, the treasurer shall cause a suit to be
commenced thel'efor, for the use of the State, and shall prosecute
the same to final judgment and execution."
" 1821, 14, § 7."
" Sect. ] 5. All commissioners heretofore appointed, shall remain
in office, subject to its previous limitation."

Sect. 4, line 4, after and, insert" they."
6,
11,
13,
14,

line 6, erase" exceeding thirty barrels."
Reference, insert" 1821,148, § 3."
line 2, erase" salt."
line 5, erase "chimes," insert" chines."
erase" 307," insert" 387."
15, Reference, insert" 1821, 148, § 4."

Reference,

4S
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Sect. 20, line 3, erase" to."
21, line 4, erase" to," insert" and."
23, Reference, li'rase "16," insert" 6."
31, Reference, insert" 1821, 148. ~ 11."
.'32, lines 8, 9, erase all after dollars.
34, line 8, after pm'k, insert" is."
36, line 3, after in, insert" his."
37, line 7, after chapte1', insert "one hundred and thirty·
two."
43, line 3, erase" and."
44, Reference, insert ,c 1821, 148, ~ 21."

Sect. ], line 2, erase" to hold the sam!.)," insert" in. office."
Reference, add " ~ 3."
2, line 3, after if, insert" the."
15, line 9, erase" similar," insert" such."

CHAPTER

G~ •.

Sect. 2,line 3, after oj. insert c, the." line 5, erase "nnd.."
4, line 4, after all, insert" of."
7, line 5, eruse" pealty," insert I.' penalty."
J0, Reference, erase" 4," insert" 5."

CIlAPT.lER 03.
Sect. 2, line 2, before cou.ncil, insert" the."
7, Reference, erase" 142," insert" 149."
8, line 3, after distinguish, insert" according to the quality, either."
Reference, erase" 142," insert" 149."
9, line 3, eruse " ask," insert I,e ash."
16, Reference, erase" 7," insert" 6."
17, Reference, aft!.)r " ~," insert" 7."
21, line 5, after made, ,inserrt "up."
;Reference, insert
" 1821, J.;l9, ~ lQ."
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Sect. 14, line 7, erase" then," insert" three."
16, Reference, erase" 1834, 114, ~ ~," insert" 1829, 201,
~ I.
18;31, 488, § I."
19, Reference, crase "1824, 276, ~ 1."
22, line 2, erase "other,"-line 8, erase" nineteenth,"
i~lse·rt '" nineteen."
23, line 2, erase" so," insert" as."
25, erase" inspector," insert" person."
27,28, Reference, erase" 75," insert "57."

Sect. 2, line 2, after of, insert" the."
4,
5,
13,
19,
20,

Reference, insert" 1821,
157, ~ I."
Reference, insert,." ]821, 157, ~ 2."
Reference, crase" 2," insert" 1."
Reference, erase" 10," insert" 9."
Reference, insert" 1821, 157, ~ 14."
line], erase" .May," insert H Jannary."
lines 6, 7,8, erase nIl after annually. Reference, insert
" 1821, 157, ~ 14."

Sect . .2, line 3, after if, in~el't " the."
3, line 4, after shall, insert "take."

Reference, insert
" 1 8Z I, ) 54, ~ 1."
10, line 4, ernso " and waS intended for exportation."
14, after Jar, insert" the."
17, line J, after onions, insert n in bunchesi,j

'

Sect.

•••

]!

'i)

,

line 2, after oj, insert" the."
G, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, References, erase" 105," insert" 155."
8, line 1, erase" And."
9, line 1, after seed, insert" is," -line 4, erase" improved,"
insert" approved."
Q,

7
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Sect. 1, Reference, mld" § I."
2, line 3, after oj, insert" the."
13) line 3, afLeI' out, insert" or obliterating."

Sect. 1, line 4, after town, insert" where clams nre packed for
exportation."
Reference, crase" 1829," insert" 1839, 379, § J."
2,3,4, References, erase" I 829," insert" 1839,379."
5, Reference, insert" 1839, 379, § 4."
6, Reference, insert (( 1839, 379, ~ 5."

Sect. 1, line ~, nfter fogellzcf, insert" a cord of wood or bark.'f
2, ernse thjs sepioll.

3, to be numbered" Sect. 2."
line 2, erase" offered for sale," insert" sold and delivere(l."
4, to be numbered" S."
5, to be numbered" 4."
6, to be numbered" 5,"-line 6, after 01', inselt "give."
7, to be numbered (( G."
8, to be n.umbered "7."
9, to be numbered" S."
10, to be numbered" 9."
line 2, nft(~l' sale, insC'rt "shn11 be sealed by the senler of
the towll, where the person using the same usually
resides nnd"
line 6, after fil'st and, insert" in measlll'ing charcoal for
sa Ie."
lines 6, 7, eruse all after heaped.
11, to be numbered "IO."-lines 3, 4, erase" and the basket
shall be destroyed."
]2, to be numbered" 11."
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Sect. 13, to be numhered " 12,"-line 1, after of, crase" any.'.'
line 2, erase" duly appointed uud qualified fur any city
or town."
14, crase this section.
15, to be numbered" 13,"--I'IllCS 1,2, erase "tbe fifth and
thirteenth sections," insert" this chnpter."
Reference, insert" ]821, I GO, § 3,5,6."
16, to be numbered" 14." Reference, insert" 1821, 160,

§ 9."

Sect. 3, line 7, after in, insert" the."
4, erase this section.
5, to be numbered" Sect. 4."
6, to be numbered "5,"-line 9, erase "person," insert
" purpose."
7, to be numberd "6."
8, to be numbered" 7."
9, to be numbered" S."
10, to be numbered" 0."
Add the following sections:
"Sect. 10. County commissioners in their respective counties
shall, from time to time examine all darns and obstructions in rivers,
and streams emptying into rivers, in which salmon, shad, and alewives abound, and ufter notice in writing to one 01' more of the
parties interested, and a hearing thereon, shall decide what would
be a suitable fishlVay, ill sll:::h dum or Dbstruction, but such fishway shall not exceed one foot in fifteen of the width of the river or
stream at thut place; provided, that no such examination shall be
marIe, except upon the IVrillen application of three 01' more responsible individuals, who shall be held to pay all the expenses of such
examination to said commissioners, if they shall decide that no
alteration of said dam 01' other obstruclion is demanded by the
public good."
"]840, 16, § I."
"Sect. 11. A fter a decision that snch fishway shall be made,
and twenty days notice thereof published in u newspnper, printed
in the county, if any, otherwise in the newspaper published by the
printer to the State, requiring the owner of any sllch dam 01' other
obstruction, to build such fish way, and keep the ~Ulne open, and a
neglect of such owner [or said twenty days to build the same,
the county commissioners shall build such fishway, and notify said
owner thereof, and of the expense of building the same."
"1840, J6,~ 1."

52
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" Sect. 12. If said owner shall neglect to pay said expense to
the trcaSlll'el' Qf tlio county fol' lhirty days after said notice, the
tl'eaSl1rer shall pay tho same, and the county attorney shall recover
the same in an aetion on the case against said owner, in tho name
of the county, together with costs, und tweIYe r:er cent. intr'rest on
the amonnt so paid. Ami the eounty shall ha\'e a lien on the mills
and other propcl'ly sitllflted on said dam 01' other obstruction"
whether belonging to sflid owner 01' not, commencing from the time
when said fishwny is opened,"
" 1840,. 16, ~ I."
" Sect. 13. The connty commissionpl's shall define in writing
the extent and limits of any snch Iisil\\'ay, and cnuse the same to
be entered on the record::; of the town, \"here it is sitllnted."
" 1840, 16, ~ 2."
"Sect. 14. If any person shall tnke any salmon, shari, or alewives in any sllch fisll\\'ny, or within twollty le'et on eaeh side
thereof, extendillg nnd keeping tho same width finy feet above, or
below suell dam or other oustruction ; 01' shnll, uy placing impediments in or near stich fishway, hinder the passage of such fi~h
through the same uetween the first day of May, and the fif:eenth
day of July, in nny year, he shalllllrfeit not less than five, nor more
than ten dollars for eaeh offence."
" 1840, 16, ~ 2."
" Sect. 15. All weirs shull ue strippr'd, so as to admit a free'possuge of fish through the snme, uy the fifteenth day of July in euch
year. And the owner of any slIch weir, who shall neglect so to
strip the same, sholl forfeit not less than five, nor more thun ten
dollnrs for every day, until tho some is stripped as affHesaid. The
penalties numed in this [lnd the preceding sections, shall be recovered in an a::tion of debt, in the name, l;md to the lise of the
" 1540, 16, ~ 2."
county."
"Sec;t, 16. Any person aggrieved by the decision of the commissioners in the cases herei(l uefore specified, mny uppeal to the
supreme judicial court, which may reverse, modify, or confirm such
decision. The party appealing shall recognize as in othel' cases of
~ppeal, qnd if he docs not prosecute the SHme, the decision of the
commissioners shall be final and in full force."
1'1840, 16, ~ 1."
" Sect. 17. The cuunty commissioners of H uneock and Penobscot shall have joint jurisdictio\l of the ~·ivers. and streams within
the limits of their respective counties; and in case said commissioners are equally divided in opinion, they shall certify that fact
to the supretne judicial court, at the next term thereof holden
wiLhin the county where the dam or other obstruction complained
9f is situateQ; and the decision of 8<\ld court thereon shall b~
fi,I;Jul."
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6~.

qt, insert" the." Heference, insert" 1821,
16'2, ~ I."
3, a ftel' and, insert" he."
5, Reference, insert" 18:21, 16;2, ~ 4."

Sect. 2, line 1, nrter

Sect. 1, line 4, crase all the section after in, in line 4, and insert,
" parcels of half reams, one reum, 01' two reams, eneh
half ream to contain ten quires, each ream twenty
quires, and each quire twenty fOllr sheets."
2, erase this section, rind insert the following:
"On the wrnpper (Jf each porcel shall be legibly printed 01'
stamped the nome of the manufacturel', and his place of residence;
also the quantity and quality of popel' contnined in the same."
Sect. 3, line )2, erase "slamped 01'." After packed, insert" and
printed or stamped."
Reference, insert" 1821, 163, ~ 2."
4, Reference, erase" 3," insert" 2."
5, line 1, erase "And." Before stamped, insert" printed
01'."

Reference, insert" 1821, 163,

~ Q."

CiiIAPTER 641.
Sect. 4, Iinc 3, erase

H

their," insert" the."

CHAPTER 6ii.
Sect. 1, eruse this section.
2, to be numbered" Sect. 1."
3, to be numbered" Sect. 2,"-line 3, erase "or," insert
" on."
4, to be numbered" 3."
5, to be numbered" 4."
@, to be numbered" 5."
7, to be numbered" 6."
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Sect. 3, line 1, a f:er boards, insert" esr.e pt shea thing boards."
6, line ::2, era~e " eighteen," insert" sixteell,"-line 3, crase
" hall'," inserl " three ei<1hths of."
line 8, afler shaved, insert ""'01' sawed."
19, erase" to him by," insert" by him to."
:.20, lines 3, 4, crase" who shull put'(;huse or receive delivery
thereof, or who shall ship off, or allenJpt," insert" shipping off, or attempting."
~3, Reference, insert" 1821, 158,~7."
:.25, Reference, erase" 18Z4," insert" 1821."
:.27, line 7, after chapter, insert" one hundred and thirty-two."

Sect. 2, line 7, erase" 25G," insert" one hundred and fifty-six."
6, line 7, after in, insert " an."

Sect. 1, line 4, after ?'ate, insert" for a greater or less sum, and."
:.2, Reference, erase" 132," insert" 122."
3, line 1, erase" And,"-line 3, after day, insert (, of."
line 14, erase" willingly," insert"witlingly." Referenco,
erase" 1:32," insert" 122."
4,5,6, 7, References, erase" 1836, 132," insert" 1834,
122,"
6, line a, erase" reserved," insert" received."
8, Reference, insert" 1834, 122, ~ 4."

Sect. 2, line 1, erase" all."
" 1836."

Reference, erase" 1834," insert
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Erase this chapter.

CBJiA\JP'']i'JER 73, to be numbered
'Title, after

BAGA,

insert"

SUGAR BF.F.TS."

"~2."

A fter

WURTZEL,

insert

" AND RYE AND INDIAN l\IEAL."

Sect. 1, lihe 1, ufter baga, insert" sugar beets."
2, line 2, after chapte1', insert" he." Reference, insert
" 11333, 309, ~ 1,2."
Insert another section as follows:
_"Sect. 3. The standard weight of all rye and indian meal,
offered [or sale, shall be fifty pounds per bushel."
" 18'36, 2{!7."

Transfer to this place Chapter 49, numbered as

Sect. 1, Reference, erase" March 2," insert" 375."
2, Reference, erase" 1836, March 2," insert" 1839, 375,
~ 2."
3, Reference, erase" 1839, March 3," insert" 1839, 375,
~

3."

4, line 2, after cclttse, insert "to be had,"-line 6, after
bushel, insert" one half bushel."
lines 12, 13, erase" of the peck not less than nine inches
containing four \iVinchestcr quarls," insert, "of th~
half bushel, not less than thirteen inches and three
quarters, containing sixteen vVinchcstcr quarts; of
the peck, not less thnl! ten inches and three quarters
containing eight \Vinchcster qUf1rts; and of the hal'f
peck, not less than nine inches, containing foul' vVinchester quarts."
6, line 4, after weights, insert" and mensures,"~line 5,
a ftet· weights, insert ,e and measures."
Reference, crase" March 2," insert" 375, ~ 4."
9, line 7, after forty, insert" and if the same has not been
done since the second day of March, in the year eiuhteen hundred and thirty-nine, he shall have the sa~ne
done immediately."
Reference, insert" 1839, 375, § 4."
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Sect. 11, line 1, erase" in the pl'emises," insert" acquired in the
preceding sections."
13, line 3, after 1'ifuse, insert" for seven days,"-line 4,
erase" fill' seven dnys."
] 4, line 2, after office, in~ert " under the twelfth section."
15. erase this section.
]6; to be llumbered" Sect. 15."
17, to be llumbcred " 1fi."
line 7, af;er diface, insert « or destroy, unless he can
bring them to the just standard."
18, to be numbercd " 17."
19, to be nombered "J S,"-lines 3, 4, erase "poor of the
place," insert" town."
20, to be numbered" 19." Erase" And.)'
21, to be numbered "20,"-line 2, emse "and," insert "or,"
-line 3, emse " 01'," insert" and."
line 5, after and, insert" the."
2'2, to be numbered "21."
23, to be numbered" 22."

Sect. I, line 2, after be, insert" sold as and for," -line J, aftel'lo,
insert "be."
2, line 6, erase all after t'ecovered, insert" in an action on
the case."
3, line 2, erase" has," insert" may have."

CHAPTER

~t'i.

Sect. I, Ii ne 1, after other, insert" person."
4, lines 5, 6, 7, erase all after character, to and including
license,-lines 8, 9, eruse all after wa/'e,
6,7,8,9, 10, 11, ]2, erase these sections.

TITLE

v.

~ 2."
8, Reference, erase" 155," insert "151.~' After.M. R. S,'
add" 44, ~ 4."
.
9, Reference, aftcr 111. R. S., add" 44, ~ 4."
12, Reference, after 111. R. S., insert" 44, ~ 6."
13, line 10, erase" so made."
15, line 1, after Jj, insert" any."
17, line 6, after four, insert" one hundred and fourteen, and
one hundred and seventeen."
Reference, erase, " 13 to 16," insert" 2,0, lei, 13, 14,
15, 1G."
1.9, line 10, after attachable, insert" corporate."
22, line 10, erase, "his election," insert "the election of
the party."
24, Reference, erase" March 21," insert" 400, ~ 1."
25, lines 3, 4, erase "shall have jurisdiction in chancery
of such application and."
27, line 1, erase "receivers,'! insert "trustees,"-line 7
erase" receivers," insert" trllstees."
29, line 8, erase "117," inscrt "one hundred and seven ..
teen."
30, line 1, erase" incorporation," insert "corporation."
Reference, erase" March 14," insert" 400 ~ 3."
31, line 2, erase" county," insert" country,"-line 4, after
the, insert" same."
line 8, erase" 114," insert "one hundred and fourteen."

Sect. 6, Reference, add" 44,

~ 3."
14, line 3, erase" 117," insert" onc hundred and fourteen,
and one hundred and seventeen."
Reference, erase" 8," insert" 18."
8

Sect. 10, Reference, insert" 1831, 510,
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Sect. 15, line 6, erase" also." After Jaw': insert "and one hundred ancl fomteen."
17, lines 5,6, erase" shall be in the same form, except verbal alterations to conform to the case."
li~e 8, after chapter', insert "fourteen, section one hundred and twenty-seven."
Reference, insert " 183L, 519, § 16/'
18, line '7, after 01" insert" in."
43, line 6, erase of, insel·t " or."
46, line 13, erase" in," insert" on."
52, uncleI' head Due from the bank, after Balances due,
erase" from," insert" to."
Reference, insert" 1831, 519: § ~2. 1832, 52, § 2.
1836,231, § 6."
57, erase the reference.
58, line 1, after qf, erase" the."
59, Reference, erase "23," insert "24,"-erase "519,'1
insert" 80."
60, line 1, after of, erase" the."
61, line 4, erase" such."
66, line 7, erase" fortieth," insert" forty."
71, line 3, erase" eight," insert" six."
'74, line 4: erase" ninth," insert" eighth."
81, Reference, erase" 221," insert" 231 ,"-erase " 1831,"
insert "·1821."
82, line 18, after/or', insert" a,"-line 22;,erase "of," insert
" belonging to."

CHAPTER

78~

Sect. 2" Reference, add" 38, § 2."
3,. Reference,. insert" IV!. R. S. 38, § 3.'1
4, Reference, add" IV!. R. S. 38, ~ 4."
7, line 2, erase" hereinafter," insert" hereafter."
8, line 3, erase" by," insert" and."
10, 11, 12, References, erase, " 1838," insert "1821."
12, after county, insert" or in the nelVspaper published by
the printer to the State."
15, line 4, erase" of,"-erase" belunging," insert "due."
20, line 4, erase" plll'ehase," insert" produce."
21, line 4, erase" to,"-line 5, after any, insert" such."
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CHAP'JrJER 79.
~ 3, 4," inset't "M. R, S.
37, ~ 3."
Reference, erase" 1832, 272, ~ 3," insert" M. R. S. 37,
~ 5."
Reference, erase" 1 832, 272 J ~ 4, "insert" M. R. S. 37,
~ 6."
Reference, erase" 1832, 272, § 5."
line 7, erase" on," insert" 01'."
Reference, insert « 1821, 139, § 3."
line 3, after at, insert" any,"
line 3, after same, erase" to," insert" for."
line 7, erase ;'to," insert «of/'-.-.:line 11 ,.erase " in," insert

Sect. 2, Reference, erase "1832, 272,
3,
4,
5,
10,
11,
13,
28,

~(

on."

« § 1."
2, line 3, erase "commissions," insert "col11missioners."
Reference, add" M. R. S. 39, § 2."
3, Reference, add" M. R. S. 39, § 9,"
10, line 25, erase" created," insert" erected."
24, Refercnce, erase" 1," insert ,( 12."
25, line 4, erase" an iron," insert" a."
27, Reference, erase" 1," insert" 17."
28, line 10, erase" cause an attested copy of their order to
to be left," insert" leave a copy of their order under
their hands."
line 12, el'flse "thereat." After be, insert" there."
29, Reference, erase H 18," insert" 10."
31, line 4, after hu,ndl'ed, insert" and."
33, line 3, before State, insert" the."
35, line 6, after demanded, insert" he. I,
37, line 1, erase "or," insert "on." Reference, erase
"March 12," insert" 384, ~ 1."
38, Reference, erase" March 12," insert" 384, ~ 2."

Sect. 1, Reference, erase" G ," and after 39, insert

"'"

« 18;36, 200, ~. 1," inscrt « M, R. S.
39, ~ 46."
2,3,4,5,6,7,8, 10,11,12,13, 14, 15, 18, 19,20,21,22,
23, References, erase" 200,'! insert" 204."

Sect. 1, Reference, erase
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Sect. 9, Reference, insert 11M. R. S. 39, ~ 67,68."
16, Reference, after iVI. R. S., insert" 39, ~."
17, Reference, insert" 1 836, 204, ~ 7."
24, line 1) erase" such," insert" rail."

Sect. 4, line 8, after manufactures, insert" and no such society,
by their by-laws, shall confine such premiums to its
own members, ont shall bestolV tbem on any person
residing within the limits of such society, who shall
produce the best specimens."
5, line I, crase" Anel,"-line 4, erase" December," insert
"January,"-line 5, erase" the."
6, line 2, after crop, erase" for," insert" on."
7, line 6, erase" with."

Sect. 14., Reference, insert" 1821, 140,

~

9."

Sect. 1, line 13, after plantation, insert "or by giving personal
notice to the persons associated."
Reference, add "~ 1."
2,3, References, add "~ 1."
6, Jiue 6, after rifol'u;cl'id, insert" in cvery town included In
the eli vision."
7, line 1, erase" And."
""
line 4, after use, insert" or for any other literary or scientific purpose."
8, line 5, aftcr chapter, insert "and the notification
requircd, if posled up ill some conspieuous part of
the eourt hoiJse, ill sneh county, seven days previous
to their meeting, shall be suffieient."
line 6, ernse " prnelitioners," insert" trnstees."
line 8, after meeting, insert" whieh shall be held at some
term of the district court in such county."
line 12, after county, insert" present." Reference, erase
"91," insert" 141."
9, after association, insert r, under the direction of the said
trustees."
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Sect. 1, line 3, erase" on their application," insert" shall apply."
3, line 4, erase" one of the newspapers in the city of Portland," insert" the newspaper published by the printer
to the State."
4, lines 2, 3, erase" any two of the newspapers printed in
said Purtland," illsert " the newspaper published by
the printer to the State."
Reference, insert" 1821, 43, ~ 1."
6,9, References, insert" 1821, .13, § I."
10, line I, erase" affair or."
line 2, erase "other than what is," insert "except it
be."
line 3, ernse "or application,"-line 4, ernse "polls."
Reference, before" 2," insert" 1."
11, Reference, insert" 18'21, 40, § 3."
] 2, line 5, after swns, insert "so,"-erase "as above
sta ted."
Reference, insert" 1821, 43, § 4."
13, line 1, after the, insert" treasurer, collector 01'."
14, line 1, erase" And."
15, line 2, after samp" insert" at."
17, line 4, after attorney, insert" appointed in writing."

Sect. 1, line 10, erase "thirty," insert "ten,"-erase "ten,"
insert" thirty."
2, line I, erase " And."
6, line 3, erase" femme covert," insert" mal'l'ied woman."
line 5, erase" fel11mo coverl," .insert "married woman."
7, lille 1, erase" Every miller shall keep," insert" The
owner of every grist mill shall keep in his mill."
line 4, after required, insert" 01' takillg more than lawful
toiL"
8, Reference, erase" 363," insert" 365."

TITLE VI.

Sect. 6, line 1, aftet' persons, inset't "resident in this State."
line 5, uftet' "ot'," insert "have." Reference, erase
" 4," insert" 5."
7, line I, erase" Ancl,"-line 4, aftet' be, insert "first,"lines 5, 6, et'ase these lines."
9, line 5, aftet' jtLstices, insert "of the peace,"-erase
"quot'um unns."
10, line 7, et'ase " t11aniage," inset't "such marriages."
12, line 3, erase" also."
14, line 3, uner shall, insert" knowingly and wilfully."
line 8, after tl'easttrel', inset't "or by the parent, guar~
dian, 01' othet' person, under whose immediate care
and government either of the parties was, at the time
of such marriage."
15, to be numbered" 16," and transferred to the place of
. Sect. 16.
line 5, after him, insert "and the place of their residence, and the date of the mat'riage."
16, to be numbered" 15," and transferred to the place of
Sect. 15.
line 5, aftet' years, insert" 01' by fine not exceeding one
thousand dollars."
'17, line 6, erase" presumptive." Refercnce, eruse "ch."after 75, insert" § 25."
18, Refet'ence, erase" eh." and after 75, insert "~ 24."
21, erasc the section, and insert the following:
" The clerk of every city, town, and plantation shall retul'l1 to
the clerk of the judicial courts for his connty, a transcript of all
records of marriages made upon his bool(s during the year, for
which he is clerk, and it shal1 be the du ty of the clerk of said courts
to record the same in a book to be kept for that purpose; and he
shall be allowed from the county treasury for recording, at the
rate of twelve cents a page."
Sect. 25, Reference, erase" 71," insert" 77."
~9, 30,31, erase these sections.
32, to be numbered" 29."
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Sect. 33, to bf.\ numbered "30,"-line 1, el'ase "The," insert
" vVhen."
line 12, erase" and notice given as aforesaid," insert,
" notice shall be given to the husband."
line 3, crilse " all the," insert" the same." Reference,
erase" M. R. S. 77, § 13."
34, erase" Sect. 34," and annex the section to the forego~
ing:
.
Reference, erase" 12," insert" § 12,13."
35, to be numbered" 31." Sect. 36, to be numbered "32."
37, to be numbered" 33."

Sect. 1, erase tbis section.
2, to be numbered "Sect. 1,"-line .2, erase" the income
of,"-line 7, erase" of the income."
3, to be numbered" 2."
4, to be numbered" 3." Reference, erase" 12 Mass. 387,
483. "

5, to be numbered" 4,"-line 1, erase" But."

CHAPTER 89.
Sect. 3, Reference, add" 76, § 20."
5,
7,
12,
13,
14,

line 1, erase" But."
line 1, erase" But."
Reference, add" 76, § 7."
Reference, add" 76, § 9, 10."
lines 3, 4, erase" either of two," insert" this or the/'
Reference, add, " 76, § 11."
17, line 1, erase "And,"-line 4, after httsbands, insert
" estate."
18, line 4, after life, insert" and,"-line 5, after have, insert
" had."
21, erase this section.
22 to be numbered "21."
line 6, erase "but no," insert reference, "M. R. S. 76,
§ 3, 4." "Sect. 22. No such." Erase reference,

M. R. S."
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Sect. 23, line] , erase" or," insert" on."

CHAP.

90,

Reference, add "76,

~

24,
25,
26,
27,
29,
30,
31,
32,

21."
Reference,
Reference,
Rererence,
Reference,
Rererence,
Reference,
Reference,
Reference,

add" 76, § 22."
insert" M. R. S. 76, § 23."
add" 76, § 24."
add" 76, § 26."
add" 76, § 39."
add" 76, § 40."
insert" ] 839, 377."
add" 377."

Sect. 3, line 1, after oj, insert" any."
8, erase" Mass. 8," insert" 8 Mass."
J 0, line 1, erase" And,"-line 4, after court, insert" shan.11
12, erase this section.

TITLE VII.

Sect. S, line 2, after on, insert" or before."
4, Reference, add" 60, § 30."
5, Reference, add" 59, § 2."
6, Reference, add" 59, § 3."
7, Reference, add" 59, § 4."
8, Reference, erase" 1821," insert" M. R. S. 59, § 5."
9, Reference, add" 59, § 6."
10, Reference, add "59, § 7."
11, Reference, insert" M. R. S. 59, § 8."
12, Reference, erase" 37," insert" 38,"-add \( M. R. S. 59,
§ 9."
13, line 1, erase" devices," insert" devises."
15, Reference, add" § 2."
:23, line 3, erase "of," insert "or." Reference, add (C 59,
§ 21."
Q4, Referel'lce, erase" 1821,'J insel't" M. R. S. 59, § 22."
25, line 3, erase" so noted," insert "when received." Reference, insert" M. R. S. 59, § 23."
28, lines 2, 3, 4, erase all after estate, in line 2.
31, Reference, add" M. 11. S. 59, § 30."
32, Reference, add c: 59, § 3t."
33, Reference, add" 59, § 32."

CIIAPTER 92.
,,4

Sect. 2, line 2, after devis01\ insert" or testator."
line 4, after subscribed, insert" in his presence."
7, line 1, erase" And."
9, line 8, after oj, insert" the . "
12, Reference, add" 6'2, § 2."
13, Reference, add" 62 § 3."
9

.
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Sect. ] 4, line 2, after devisee, insert 'i or legatee." Reference,
add H M. R. S. 62, § 25."
15, Reference, add" 62, § 26."
]6, Reference, add" 62, § 27."
17, line 2, eruse " or otherwise."
20, line 5, after in, insert" section fourteen of."
21, line 3, erase" third," insert "fourteenth." Reference,
add" 62, § 29."
.
$22, Reference, add" 62, ~ 30."
23, Reference, erase" M. R. S."
24, Reference, add" 62, ~ 3 r ."
25, Reference, insert" M. R. S. 69, ~ 32."
~6, line I, erase "devisee," insert "devise."
Reference,
add" 62, § 4."

Sect. ], line 21, erase" or," insert" nor/'-line 25, erase "or,"
insert" nor."
line 34, after child, insert" by inheritance."
3, lines 2,3,4, el'3se "who shall have been adjudged the
putative father of sllch illegitimate child, by uny com!
of competent jurisdiction."
line 3, after writing, insert "signed in the presence of a
competent witness."
line 13, erase" his child by him begotten," insert" aforesaid, or adopted him into his family/'-Iine 15, after qf,
insert" eithet· of'
line 16, erase" be," insert "he."
Reference, erase" M. R. S. and statute of Muss. 1832."
4, line 3, crase" his," insert" her."
5, line 7, after as, insert" if."
6, line 6, after as, insert" if."
11, Reference, add" 61, § 7."
12, Reference, add" 61, § 8."
13, Reference, add "61, § ]1."
14, Reference, insert" M. R. S. 61, § 12."
15, line 8, erase" by law she shall be entitled to," insert
" may be allowed to her, according to the eighteenth
section of chapter one hundred and eight."
22, line 2, before benefit, erase" the,"-line 1l, erase " his,"
insert" the."
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Sect. 52; Reference, erase" 36, § 8," insert" 52, ~ 1."
3, line 1, erase" But/'-lines S, 9,10\ erase all after lies."
Reference, eraso " 14; ~ 8," insert" 148, ~ L"
4, line 12, erase" bank," insert "bacl,." Reference,
erase" 50," insert" GO."
6,7, 12,13, References, erase" 50," insert" Ga."
8, Reference, add" 7:1, ~ G."
9, line 3, after if, insert" it appear by the return that."
10, Reference; add" 73, § 8."
11, line 1, eI'ase " tendency," insert" tenancy."
12, line, 9, erase" mentioned in a subsequent section,"
insert" hereinafter provided."
14, Reference, add" 73, ~ 11, 12."
15, Reference~ add" 73, ~ 13."
IG, Reference, add" 73, ~ 14."
17, Reference, add" 7:1, ~ ]5."
,
18, line 8, after will, insert, "if previously to the levy of
any execution on real estate, the nOl'ninai execution
creditor shall have assigned the debt; IIpon which the
judgment was recovered to a third person, for a good
and valuable consideration, the nominal creditor shall
be deemed to hold the real estate levied upon, in
trust for the assignee, who shall be entitled to a conveyance of the same from the nominal creditor, to be
enforced by the supreme judicial court, on a bill in
. equity."
Reference, insert" 73, ~ 16."
19, lines G, 7; erase all aftcr lies.
QO; Reference, add" 73, ~ 18."
21, Reference, add" 73, ~ 19."
22, Reference, add" 73, ~ 20."
23, lines 5, 6, 7, erase all after sworn.
lines 14, 15, 16, erase all after appraisers.
Reference, erase" 50," insert" Ga."
2'1, line 4, erase "he," insert "the debtor." Reference,
add " ~ 30."
29, Reference, add" 73, ~ 29."
30, line 2, erase" was," insert "may have been." Reference, add" 73, <', 30."
31, line 1, erase "A," insert" Any." Reference, add" 73,
~ 31."
32, line 5, after was, insert" not." Reference, add" 73,
~

32."

33, line 4, after levy, insert" and if the debtor shall afterwards pay the amount due on such mortgage, he may
recover the same of the creditor levying as aforesaid,
in an action for moiley had and received."
Reference, add" 73, ~ 33."
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Sect. 34, lines 10, 11, erase "some one published at the seat of
government," insert "the newspaper published by
the printer to the State."
line 21, after bank, insert "or corporation."
37, line 1, after give, insert "written,"-line 3, after is,
insert" known to be."
line 6, erase" the,"-" in the county."
line 11, aftel' such, insert" provided, that if such de btor
be not an inhabitant of the county where the land
lies, the notice here required to be given to him, shall
be deemed sufficient, if forwarded to him by mail."
40, line 3, erase "is/' insert "was." After prescribed,
insert "whether to the debtor, or by posting up
notice, or by advertising in a newspaper."
line 7, after valid, insert "although made and done
after."
Reference, add" 73, ~ 41."
41, line 3, after year, insert" after such sale."
line 8, erase" his expense," insert" the expense of the
debtor."
4Q, Reference, add" 73, § 44."
43, line I, erase" And."
45, Reference, add" 73, ~ 46."
46, Reference, erase" 23," insert" 24."
49, line 3, after money, insert" a writ of execution in common form shall issue, and be directed to the proper
officer, and the lands of such judgment debtor may
be taken on such execution, and sold at auction; but
before proceeding to selL"
line 4, erase" sixth," insert" seventh."

CHAPTER 9ii.
Sect. 1, line 3, erase" disease," insert" decease."
4, line 8, after be, insert" in one or more parcels, as shall
be most for the in terest of the parties."
7, Reference, erase" 1l 0," insert" 40."
9, line 2, erase "by hilIl conveyed," insert" conveyed by
her husband."
line 5, erase "legal," insert "legally authorized."
Reference, add" 60, ~ 7."
152, Reference, add" 60, ~ 10."
14, Reference, after J11. R. S., insert" 60, ~ 13."
16, line 5, after tlwl'ein, insert "but taking fuel necessary
for her own use, from any wood lands, of which she
may be endowed, shall not be considered waste."
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Sect. 16, Reference, add" 60, <) 15."
17, line 2, erase" forty," insert" ninety." Reference, add
"60, ~ 16."
18, line 2, after 1'ight, insert "which are under improvement."
line 3, erase" and such shall die,"-line 4, after estate,
insert" after the decease of the wife."
19, Reference, add" 60, § 26."
20, line 1, erase" But."

TITLE V'III.

Sect. 1, after a, insert "chief,"-line 2, erase" two," insert
" three."
line 2, before all, insert" of."
line 5, after otherwise, insert "und may render judgment,
and award execution thereon, us is or may be provided
by law."
6, after State, insert" and muy punish by fine und impl'is~
onment, or eitber, at their reasonable direction, all contempts committed oguinst their authority, and may
administer all necessary oaths, in civil and criminal
cases. "
7, erase this section and insert the following:
"'I'he said court may e;\crcise jurisdiction, power, and authority,
agreeably to the common law of tbis State, not inconsistently with
the constitution; or any statute."
" 1820, 54, ~ 1."
Sect. 8, line -1, erose" court," insert" cleric"
9, line 3, erase" the admission ofaltol'l1eys."
10, line 2, erase, " hereafter," insert" hereinafter."
line 5, after 1'edemption, insert " or foreclosure." Re~
ference, erase" 1820," insert" IS2L,j
line 7, after cuses, insert" and of forfeitures in all civil
obligations or contrncts."
Reference, erase « 1820," insert" 1821."
line 19, after court, insert" The bill or complaint in
equity may be inserted in a writ of attachment or
originul summo,ns, retul'l1able to said court, und served
on the adverse party like other writs 01' summonses in
civil actions, or the plaintiff may file his complaint
with the court, and notice may be issued and served
therein, as is or may be provided by the rules of said
court."
Reference, insert" 1821,50, § 1."
11, line 1, erase" And."
line 5, after dissolved, insert "but no such writ shall
issue without notice to the adverse party, to appeal'
and answer, unless the applicuntshall file a bond with
sufficient sureties to respond all damages and costs."
~,
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Sect. 1;2, line 3, erase" a subsequent," insert" the thirty-fifth."
13, line :3, erase" a subsequent section," insert" the thirtysixth section of this chapter."
14, lines 2, 3, erase" attend on the day appointed for its
session," insert" be present."
lines 3, 4, eruse " open the court and."
lines 5,6, eruse "until the a1'l'ival of a majority of the
justiceR."
] 5, line 3, before thirteenth, insert" twelfth or,"-line 4,
after 01', insert" in his absence."
line 5, erase" verbal," insert "oral,"-crase "01'," insert
"and,"-8, 9, erase" 01' any district court."
16, lines 6, 7, erase "the last enumerated cases," insert
" such cuses, subject to the provisions of the fifteenth
section of chapter ninety-seven."
Reference, adel " 373."
17, line 4, after may, insert" at the same term,"-line 6,
erase" council," insert" counseL"
line 8, before allowed, insert " if found true in fact."
18, line 1, erase" But,"-erase" made anel," insert" 01' any
dilatory plea."
line 3, after p1'Oceedings, insert" before the jury."
19, line 1, erase" And."
;20, line 1, erase" And."
21, line I, erase" And,"-line 3, after delay, insert" impose
such terms and conditions on the party muking them, as
he may judge reasonable, and if not accepted may."
23, line 1, eruse "But." Reference, erase" 1820," insert
"1821."

24, line 1, erase" And." Reference, erase " ISQO," insert
" J 82 I."
26, Reference, erase" ;24," insert" 54."
27, line], erase" And,"-line 6, erase" notwithstanding any
law to the contrury."
Reference, erase, " 2'1," insert" 54."
28, Reference, erase" 24," insert" 54."
29, lines 4, 5, eruse all after counties. Reference, erase
" 1820," insert" lS.21."
SI, erase this section.
32, to be nlllnbered "31."
33, to be numbered" 32."
line 1, erase" office of."
lines ;2, 3, erase all aftert catt?'t, and insert "shall continue in office according to the tenor of his appointment."
.
34, to be numbered" 33."
35, to be numbered" 34."
line 2, erase "annually."
36, erase this section.
37, to be numbered" 35,"-line I, erase" That."
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Sect. 38, to be numbered" 36,"~line 1, erase" That."
39, erase this section.
40,41, 4Q, erase these sections.

Sect. 1, line 1, after The, insert "district court heretofore
established is hereby continued, and the,"-erase
" hereby."
References, to sections 1,4,7,9,10,11,1:2,14,15,16,
17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 23, 24,25, and 26, after 1839,
insert" 373."
5, line 7, after commissions, insert" unless inconsistent with
the constitution."
line 9, after qf, insert "the."
line 1:2, after office, insert "in the counties composing
their respective districts."
6, after following, in line 4, erase the remainder of the
section, and insert "actions in which municipal or
police courts, 01' justices of the peace have original
jurisdiction, actions of replevin, trespass upon lands,
ejectment, real actions, actions by, or against towns,
and actions, in which a judge of any district court is
a party or interested."
7, line 1, erase" And,"-line 3, erase" triable in," insert
" cognizable by." .
9, line 4, erase" said," insert" late."
line 5, after do, insert, "as a court of record and common law jurisdiction, and shall have, in their respective counties, the same powers in relation to the
records and business of the late court of common
pleas, as that court would have, if it still continued."
10, line 2, erase both, insert" either of."
line 4, erase "his or their district," insert "any court
held by himself."
11, line], after j1tstice, insert" for the district."
line 3, after may, insert" by oral proclamation."
line 5, after attend, insert" or if necessary may adjourn
the court without day."
line 6, after house, insert" 01' the court may be held by
the judge of some other district, if thereunto requested
by the judge, whose duty it was to hold such court."
12, line 2, erase" long since established by law and."
13, line 2, after court, insert "on any demurrer, or agreed
statement of fae Is, 01'." After iss1te, insert" in fact."
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Sect. 13, lille 7, emse "within," insert" for."
14, lines 3, 4, erase all after party, and insert" in such sum
as the court shall order, to prosecute his oppenl with
effect, and pay all intervening damages and costs."
15, .line 3, after dower, insert" from judgment 011 demurrer,
filed by consent of parties, with an agreement to
waive the same, or judgment on an agreed statement
of facts."
15, line 7, erase" and have a separate execution, for the
'same," insel't "to be set ofr against the plaintiff's
claim, but if it exceed said claim, the defendant shall
have execution for the residue."
17, line 1, after If, insert" the,"-line Q, after complaint,
insert" of the appellee."
line 3, crase" according to the provisions of this chapter," insert" affirming the former judgment with interest on the damages, if for the plaintiff, and in aH
·cases with the subsequent costs."
i8,line 6, after day, insert" and. 1 '
line 7, after stayed,. insert" excepting that any trial
before a jury, shall proceed until a verdict is rendered; and the excepting party shall recognize as
provided in section fourtE?en."
20, line 6, after and, insert" increase the damages, if any,
by aeldi ng."
'21, line 4, erase" enter his appeal as aforesaid in," insert
" produce the papers, and prosecute his exceptions
before the supreme judicial court, and abide the sentence and order of said court, or, if the cause should
be remanded, of the district com!, and not depart
withuut license, and."
line 7, eruse " which."
line 8, after may, insert, "affirm the verdict rendered in
the district court or."
line 9, after cmtrt) insert " as justice may require."
22, line 3, after irifiicted, insert, and for that purpose may
issue process to compel his attendance, if absent."
-23, after COttrt, insert" before rendering judgment."
25, line Q, erase" without," insert" unless."
lines 4, 5, crase "nor after the lapse of one year after
the judgment was rendered," insert "nor unless a
mofion therefor shall have been ftlec! within one year
after such verdict."
.
27, line 4, erase ' i in and,"-line 7, erase" in and."
line 10, erase" in und,"-el'Hse " first," insert "fol1l'th,"
-line 13, crase" in and."
lines 14, 15, erase" ill ancl,"-line 17, erase" in and,"
-line 10, erase" in and."
line 21, erase" in and,"-line 23, erase" in und,"-line
26, erase" in and."
10
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Sect. 21, line 28, erase" in and,"-lines 28, 20, erase "firs'
Thesdays," insert" last Mondays."
line 30, erase" in und,"-line 31 i erase" third," insert
"'8econd,"-line 32, erase" in and."
line 33, erase" first Tuesday of July," insert" second
Tuesday of J une,v
28, erase this section."

C.lIAPTEn 98.
Sect. 1, lines 5, 6, erase all after commission.
2, line 2, before council~ insert" the. ~"
3, line 1, after shaU, insert" exept where interested,1'
line 8, eruse " except where said judge is interested. ,,,
4, erase this section.. .
.
5, to be IHlmbered "Sect. 4.'" RefeJence,. erase '~lSQ3,.
324," insert " 1825, 294/'
6 T to be numbenld "5."
lilil.e 8, erase"' and,"-insert references," 1825, 294, ~ 3.
1826,324, § 2." "Sect. 6."
line 11, erase "of the overseers of the poor or any
other person /' insert "as before a justice of the
peace.''' Reference, erase ,~ 1826, 324, § 3."
II, line 4, after 1'ecorder, insert" and shaLl keep a fair. l'eeonb
of the proceedings of the court, and delivel' copies"
when required, for the same fees, which are allowed tli)
justices of the peace."
12, line I, erase" sid" 01' necessariIy/'
13, line 1, erase" sick or," insert" necessarily."
] 7, line 4, erase" they," insert"' such warrants."
19, line 2, after of, insert" the."
21, Hoe 5, erase" he," insert" the judge of'lhe court."'
line 6, erase" said county," insert ., the county of Lincoln.,r
line 8, erase" county of Lincoln," insert "said county.1t
22, line 3, erase" as provided in the seventh section," insert
"in the samt' manner as from a sentence or judgment
of a justice of the peace!'
23, line 1, after appoint, insert" and employ."
28, lines 2, 3, 4, erase" established by an act of the legislature, and approved, March twenty-third, eighteen
hundred and thirty-nine."
Reference, add" special laws, ch. 566."
34, line 1, after duty, insert" of the judge,"-line 5, after
certified, insert" by the judge."
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Sect. 35, line 4, after accordingly, insert" and the judge may
adjou\'l1 the court from day to day if necessary."
line 6, after judge, insert" when collected. "

(JIIAPTER 99.
Sect. 8, line 3, Reference, erase "Vol. 3, 500, ~ 2-306 § 2,"
insert" 1831, 500, § 2. 1825,306, § 2."

9,
10,
11,
17,
20,
21,
~3,

line 8, Reference, erase" Vol. 3," insert" 1827,"-lille
11, eruse "Vol. 3," insert" 1831."
line 13, Reference, erase " Vol. 3," insert" 1831,"-line
15, erase" Vol. 3,', insBrt " 1831."
line 18, Reference, erase" Vol. 3, 258, § 1-374," insert
" 1825, 306, § 2. 1828,374."
line 21, Reference, erase" Vol. 3," insert" 1825,"-line
23, Reference, erase" Vol. 3," insert :, 1828."
line 27, Reference, erase "1832, 500, § 2-354 and 372,"
insert" 1831, 500 § 2."
Reference, erase" 1838, Vol. 3," insert" 1825."
Reference, erase "1838, 306, § 14," insert" 18:25, 306,
~ 4."
,
Reference, erase" 1838," insert" 1825."
) 8, References, erase" Vol. 3," insert" 1822. "
line 16, erase" fourteen," insert" fifteen."
line 1, erase" shaII."
erase this section.

CHAPTER tOO.
Sect. 2, line 2, after of, insert" the."
lines 2, 3, erase" 611 the vacancy, by the appointment of
a successor," insert" appoint some person to fill the
vacancy."
3, line 2, erase," and no longer."
5, Reference, erase" 1829, 422," insert" 1821, 90."
6, line 2, after receive, insert" 01' be entitled to receive for
services. "
lines 5, 6, 7, a fter thus, crase to residue, and insert,
"accrued, and' after deducting his own salary, pay
over the residue, if any, of the gross amount."
Reference, erase" 1829,422, § 2," insert "18.2 J, 90, § 4."
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Sect. 7, line 2, after treasurer, insert" not provided for in the
preceding section."
lines 2, :3, erase "the adjournment of the court, at
which."
line 4, after SClIne, insert, " In case he shall neglect or
refuse to pay over any sum, for which he is accountable, under the provisions of this cfJapter, he shall
pay interest on the same, at the rate of twenty-five per
cent., by the year, until paid; and it shall be the duty
of the county treasurer to 1I0ti(y the treasurer of the
State, of any such delinquency Imown to him, and
the' bond of the delinq~ent clerk shall thereupon be
)lut in suit."
Reference, erase, " 1839, 422," insel't " 1821, ~ 90."
8, line 2, after county, insert" or if the clerk be absent.'~·
line G, after council, insert" or during such absence."
Reference, erase" 5," insert" 1."
9, line 1, erase" but," insert "and,"-Iine 2, erase "only."
11, lines 2, 3,4, 5, erase all after by, insert" the clerk of
any city town 01' plantation,"
Erase the reference.
13, line 1, erase" Each," insert" Evel'y,"
14, ] 5, 1G, erase these sections, and insert as follows:
"Sect. 14. The justices of the judicial courts shall inspect the'
conduct of the clerks of their respective courts in relation to their'
records; and if they are found deficient, they shall in writing certify the fact to the treasurer of the State, that such clerk's official
bond may be pu t in suit."
" 1820, 108, ~ 3."
" Sect. 15. The money recovered· in such suit shall be applied to
complete the deficient records, under the direction of the j~dge or
judges of the court, where such deficiency shall occur, and if the
amount so recol'ered shall be more than sufficient for the purpose
aforesaid, the ualance shall enure to the use of the State; but if the
amount so recovered shall be insufficient to make up such records,
the balance may be recovered by the treasurer of tlte State, in a
special aetiol1 on the case."
" 1821, 108, ~ 3."
" Sect. 1 G. Anv clerk of the courts, who shall exact or receive
marc fees than al'~ allowed by law, shall forfeit fifty dollars for each
offence, to be recovered in an action of debt by any person prosecuting therefor to his own use, 01' by indictment, one half to the
llse of the State, and the other half to the complainant."
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CllHA1P''ll'JER lOll.
Sect. 1, lines 3, 4, erase all after constitution.
2, line J '. crase" the duty of the attol'l1ey general," insert
"hIS duty."
line 2, erase" at," insert "aJl,"-lines 2, 3, erase" in
the several eounties in each successive year."
line 4, erase" nolV are, 01' may be so established and."
line 1, erase" according to law."
5, lines S, 4, erase" third day of the term of the court where
he is bonnd to appeal'," insert" days specified in the
ninth section of the one hundred and fifty second
chapter."
Reference, erase" 500," insert" 509, § 2."
G, line 1, crase" It shall be his duty annually," insert" He
shall."
line 2, atter December, erase" to," insert" annually."
line 4, after pl'osectlted, insert "either by himself, 01' by
the several county attorneys."
Reference, erase" 409," insert" 403."

ClIllAP'1l.'lER 1@2.
Sect. 1, lines 3,4, erase all after shall, insert" be duly slVorn."
4, line 5, after offices, insert "in relation thereto,"-lines
8, 9, 10, erase all after cotmty, in line 8.
5, line 6, after duty, insert, 01' the duty required of him in
the preceding section.
line 8, after treasurer, insert" in an action of debt."
7, lin.e ], erase" And it shall be the du ty of,"-line 2, after
attorneys, insert "shall,"-after November, erase
" to."

Sect. 1, line], erase" it shall be the duty of."
line 2, erase" some time in the month of April annually
to," insert" shall, at the law term for each county
annuully."
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Sect. I, line 3, erase" each," insert" such."
2, line 2, erase" in open court,"-line 3, erase" 01' affirmation," insert" in open court."
Reference, erase" 1838," insert" 18:37."
3, line I, erase" It shall be the dllty or."
line 5, before qf, insert" has diligently pursued .the st~dy
of the la w for not less than three years and 1s,"-hne
6, erase" to," insert" shall."
7, after services, insert" rendered in this State."
9, after be, insert" subsequently,"-erase "council," insert
" counsel."
10, 11, erase these sections.

CIIAPTJER 104:.
Sect. I, lines 4, 5, erase "take and subscribe the oaths· and
declaration by law required," insert "be duly sworn."
Refercnce, erase" 1821," insert" 1820."
2, Reference, erase" 1821," insert" 1820."
3, line 4, erase "security," insert" sureties," after sheriff,
insert" and the coroners."
Reference, erase "1821, 91, § 3," insert" 1820, 91,
§ 2."
4, line I, after if, insert" the." After sheriff, insert "or
coroner."
line 3, after sherijf, insert" or coroner."
line 4, after filed, insert "in the office of the clerk of
the county commissioners."
line 5, before treasw'er, insert" the." Reference, erase
" 1821, 9), § 3," insert" t 820, 91, § 2."
5, line 6, after same, insert" Every coroner neglecting to
give bond as provided in the preceding section, shall
be deemed to have vacated his office."
Re ference, erase" 1821," insert" 1820."
6, line I, erase "And,"-line 5, before council, insert
" the."
Refere)1ce, erase" 1821," insert" 1820."
7. Reference, erase" 1821, 92," insert" 1820, 9 I."
8, lines 3, 4, erase "take und subscribe the oaths and
declaration by law required," insert "be duly
sworn."
line 7, after office, insert "which bond shall be transmitted to the treasurer of the State, in the same manner as sheriffs bonds."
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Sect. 8, lines 12, 13; 14, erase all afteruntit, insert" the first day
of the next stated meeting of the said COUllty commissioners, and not afterwards, unless approved by
them;"
Reference, erase" 1821, 92," insert" 1820, 91."
9, line 11, after make, insert "during the vacancy in the
office of sheriff."
10, line 9, erase "worde'Ci," insert "recorded,"-line 12,
eruse "misfeasances," insert" neglects."
] 2, line 3, erase "district court," insert "county commissioners."
Reference, after M. R. S., insert" 14."
13, line 4, after treasurer, insert "in the county, where
. such sheriff or coroner respectively shall have been
comnlissioned to act."
Reference, erase" 1821," insert" 1820."
14, 15, 16, References, erase" 1821," insert" 1820."
17, Reference, erase" 3," insert" 2."
18, Reference, erase " 91," insert" 92."
19, line 3, aftel' authority, insert, provided his legal fees
for service shall first be paid or secured to him; and if
the legal fees be not paid or secured to the officer when
the writ or process is delivered to him, he shall, without
delay, return the writ to the plaintiff or attorney so
offering it, or if sent to him by mail or otherwise, shall
put the same into some post office, dil'ected to the person sending Ihe same, within twenty-four hours: otherwise he shall be deemed to have waived his right to
receive his fees before service.
20, line 1, after such, insert" sheriff or."
22, line 1, erase" And."
23, lines 3, 4, after deputy, erase the remainder of the section.
24, line 1, erase" And."
30, line 9, before council, insert" the." Reference, insert
" 1821, 92, § 4."
31, line 2, after which, insert" such."
35, line 1, erase "But,"-line 2, erase treasurer, insert
" inhabitants,"-line 3, after oj, erase" two," insert
" five."
line 6, after office, insert "as to all processes by him
served or executed."
line 9, after of, insert "and." Referenoe, erase "7,"
insert" 9, L836, 212."
36, Reference, erase" 7," insert" 9."
39, line 1, erase "large,"-line 2, erase "and kept,"erase" calender," insert" calendar."
41, line 6, after be, insert" by the sheriff, or by his personal representative."
43, erase" 4," insert" 14."
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44, lines 2, 3, 4, crase" shall have power to assess the
amount due such creditor on the polls and estates of
the county and," insert" may."
line 4, erase" the same," insert" tho amount due to
such creditor."
Reference, crase" ·1," insert" 14."
45, lines 2,3, erase" assessment, or if so made, the treasurer shall not pay tIle same sum," insert" order."
lines 3, 4, erase" the commissioners," insert" them."
Heference, crase" 4," insert" 14."
46,47,48, References, erase" 4," insert" 14."
50, line 6, erase" whose," insert" his." Reference, eruse
" 3," insert" 9."
5], line 5, erase " but if," insert" if any person committed
for debt shall escape from prison and."
52, line 3, after 7tndel', insert "the judiciaL" Reference,
erase" 90," insert " ( ( 0."
53, Refi}I'ence, erase" 90," insert" 110."
54, line 4, after deputy, insert" or coronel' 01' constable."
line 6, after sheriff, insert" or coronel' or constable."
55, Reference erase" 5," insert" 1."
59, line 2, after Lincoln, insert" Penobscot."
line 3, erase" the sheriff of Penobscot, to six hundred
dollars."
line 5, before the, erase" and,"
line 6, after each, insel't, the sheriff of Piscataquis, to
three hundred ancl fifty dollars, the sheriff of Franklin, to three hundred dollars; and the sherifl:' of
Aroostook to one hundred and twenty-five dollars.
Reference, erase" 8," insert" 5."
60, line 4, after same, insert" unless served by a constable."
61, line 2, after have, insert" the like."
62, u3, 64, 66, erase these sections.
65, to be numbered "6Q,"-line 3, erase" orhis deputy," line 5, erase" in," insert" of."
lines 7, 8, 9, 10, erase all after dollars, insert "to be
recovered by indictmen t to the use of the county."
Add the following section,
" Sect. 63. 'Whenever any aggrieved party shall cause a suit to
be commenced, in his behalf, on an official bond of a sherifi~coro
ner, or constable, it shall be no defence, either in abatement or bar,
that there are other suits pending on the same bond for the use of
other parties, unless it be also made to appeal', that the amount of
damages claimed in such other suits, together with the amount of
claims on other damages already recovered, exceed tho penalty of
such bond; in which case, the court may, at their discretion, continue the action until it is ascertained by the event of the other
suits, whether the sums recovered, and to be recovered, on former
claims, exceed the penalty aforesaid."

TITLE I

x.

Sect. 1, after commissions, insert" when not inconsistent with
the consti tution."
3, line 3, erase" of," insert" on,"-line 9, erase" shall,"
insert" may."
5, line 2, erase" office," insert" official duties."
0, lines 4,5, erase" or probate district."
16, Reference, erase" 3," insert" 6."
17, line 4, erase" on," insert (, in." Reference, erase "3,"
insert" 6."
18, line 6, erase '« or probate district.'"
J 9~ line 1, after will, erase "of," insert "if."
After deceased, insert" person."
20, line 2, erase" council," insert" counsel,"-line 5, erase
" council," insert" counsel."
~1, Reference, insert·, 1821,51, § 4."
22, line 5, erase" in," insert" on."
27, line 6, erase" adverse party," insert (( all the other parties, who have appeared before the judge of probate in
the case."
34, Reference, erase" IS31," insert" 1821." After M. R.
S. insert (( 83, ~."
36, line 2, erase" not."
37, lines 1, 2, erase (( have been or." Reference, erase
" 1831, 146."
38, line 3, after unable, insert "to attend,"-line 7, erase
~, justice of the peace," insert" magistrate."
39, line 7, after and, insert" in the latter case."
40, line 1, after cases, insert" where no administration lEI
granted for the reasons."
line 3, after otherwise, insert (( of,"-line 5, erase" her
01' his,?' insert ,: his or her."

11
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«JIIAPTER 106.
Sect. 1, line s, after hundred, insert IC and.~'
line 5, erase" 01'." After kin, insert" or husband of the
daughter."
3, line 7, ufter all, insert" the,"-line 15, erase "on/' inser;t
" 01'."
line 25, before insolvency, erase" t he,D
.5, line 5, erase" person," insert" magistrate."
Reference, erase M. R. S. 02 ~ 12, insert" 1821, 5] 1
§ I2.'r
7, line 2, erase" shall," insert" may.n
8, line 5, Reference, add" 63" ~ 2,".:-line .21, erase "by/r
insert" on."
line 23, after ftlel; insert '<for the famiTy oCthe deceased,
0~' by waste or trespass' of any other kind, and also for
such 'damages a·s he may reCOVer fr0111 any heir or
devisee of the estate, or other person, for the like
waste or trespass committed on any such real estate."
H, line 4, C1'3se "shaJ)," insert "may,"-line 5" er:alle ~·'~baJ;l,,;"
insel:t "may.'"
l2, Reference, add" 03, ~ 6.'"
~6, line 5, after had, insert" been."
17, line 1: crase" of,"-line 2, erase" soa11/' inse.rt '~may ,'~
-line 4, erase" shall," insert" may."
.20,21, References, insert" 1821, 51, § 18."
23', line 8, erase" and."
526, line 16, erase" twenty/" insert" fifty."
32,33, 34,35, 36, 37, References, erase " 23," insert." 51.""

Sect. 1, line 2, erase" tenure," insert" tenor,'~
5, Reference, i·nsert " 1>828, 401, § l.n
7, line 3, erase" should," insert" shall,"-line 8, erase
" such," insert" the·,"
Reference, insert" 1835, 153, ~"1."
8, line 1, emse "Such," insert" The." Reference, erase
(' 1828, 401, ~ I,'" insert ". 1831\ 153, ~ 1.'),
lO, line <.2, after sell, insert" the." Reference, erase" 1828,
401, ~ 2," insert" 1835, 153, § 2."
,
11, Reference, eruse "1828, 401, ~ s," insert" 1835, 153,
~

S."

12, line 8, erase" section fourth, fifth, a.nd sixth/' insert, "sections fo~ll', five, and six."
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Sect. 12, Reference, erase " 182B, 40 I, § 3," insert" 1835) 153,
§ 3."
15, lines 6, 7, erase « sold, and he," insert" to be sold; and
shall pay to the widow of said testator, if any, and if
there be none, to the guardian of the minor children,
tinder the age of fomleen years, such sums as the judge
of probate may order, to be paid for bel' or their temporary assistance and support; having regard to the
state and amount of the property, until the final decision on said will, and the issuing letters testamentary
Qr the appointment of a permanent administrator; and
such sum, so ordered and paid, shall be deducted from
the share of said widow or children, on a final settlement, if said estate shall be solvent; but if insolvent,
shall be taken into consideration by said judge, in
the allowance which he shall make to said widow or
(:hildren; and sach special administrator."
IB, line 4, erase" given/' insert" giving."
,)20, erase" county," insert "country."
21,22, 23, 24, 25, 26, References, after M. R. S. insert
" 70 §."

30, line 3, after bond, insert "required,"-erase "foregoing,"~line 4, el'ase " in," insert" on."
33, Reference, add "1835, 191, § 2.))

CB£..PTER 108.
Sect. 1, Reference, erase

« 14 do. 403."
2, line 1, erase" The," insert" No."
7, erase "36," insert'" 3t."
8, Reference, insert" 1821, 51, ~ 31."
,
9, line 8, erase" divisor," insert "division.'~
10, line 4, after 0/, insert" the."
13, Refel'ence, erase" 58," insci't " 54."
17, line 8, after httnclred, insert" and,"-erase "section
,
twenty-five and thirty-four."
Reference, erase" M. R. S,"
line 2, after estate, insert" testate or."
i9, Reference, erase" 1835, 180, § 1," insert" 1821, 51,

§ 39."
20, line 4, aftel' deceased, insert" if under the age of fourteen years, or from ill health unable to labor."
Reference, insert" 18:21, 51, ~ 39."
.
21, line 5, after same, insert" if not specially bequeathed."
22, line 7, erase" his," insert" the."
23, line 4, erase" or," insert" on,"-line 5, erase" other."
24, Reference, erase" 1822," insert" 1821."
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Sect. 26, line 6, erase" same person," insert" persons."
ence, erase" 7, Greenleaf, 127."
27, line 7, after hundred, insert" and."
"7, Greenleaf, 127."
28, Reference, insert" 1821, 52, § 16."

Refer-

Referenc'e, erase

CHAPTER 109.

Sect. 1, lines 4, 5, el'ase " and last sickness of the deceased,11
after line 8, insert" Secondly. To the expenses of the
last sickness of the deceased."
line 9, erase" Secondly," insert" Thirdly."
line 11, erase" Thirdly," insert" Fourthly."
line 13, erase "Fourthly," insert" Fifthly."
4, line 2, erase" last sickness."
6, line 8, after judge, insert "All claims presented to the
commissioners, shall be in writing, supported by affidavit of the party, or some person conversant thereof,
and it shall be specified, what security the elaimant
has, and the amount of credit to be given in set off,
if any, to the best knowledge and belief of such
claimant or person."
8, line 7, erase "two," insert "one." After httndred,
insert" and."
9, line 2, erase" debtor," insert" testator 01' intestate. a
line 3, after claims, insert" expressly."
line 4, after not, insert" unless otherwise stipulated in
the contract."
11, line 3, after certificate, erase the remainder of the section, and insert "and notice to the administrator,
may appoint a committee of three disinterested and
discreet men, who shall be undel' oath, to examine
and appraise the said mortgaged property, and make
return of their appraisal under their hands to the
probate court, and such appraisal shall be substituted
for the first appraisal by the commissioners, and the
difference added to, or ded ucted from the balance of
the claim as allowed by said commissioners. And if
the creditor shall decline to take the property at the
appraisal of the committee, on his relinquishing his
claim therein, the judge of probate shall add the
amount of such appraisal to his claim as allowed, and
he shall be entitled to his dividend on the whole
amount, and the property shall be disposed of by the
administrato\' according to In w."
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Sect. 13, line 4, erase" distinguish," insert" distinguishing."
24, Reference, erase" Z{)," insert" 25."
27, line 4, erase" shall," insert" may."
line 5, after chapter, insert "and the judge shall have
power, before ordering a distribution to be made
thereon, to recommit the report to the commissioners,
for the purpose of conecting any enol' 01' mistake
satisfactorily appearing to him to exist."
33, line 2, after or, insert" at."
37, line 4, after hundred, insert" and."
38, line 3, after hundred, insert" and."

Sect. 4, Reference, insert" 1821, 51,

~

4G."

5, Reference, add" 79, ~ 4."
7, line 4, erase" if," insert" of,"-line 18, erase" longer,"
insert" less."
11, line 2, erase" shall,"-line 13, erase" as aforesaid."
14, line 2, erase" the ward," insert" their wards."
line 4, after order, insert "and it shall be the duty of
every guardian appointed over any person, for gaming, idleness, drinking, 01' debauchery, to inculcate
habits of sobriety and industry in his ward, and when
of sufficient health and strength, with the approbation
of the judge of probate, he may bind out his ward to
labor, not eltceeding six months at anyone time, 01'
employ him in his own service, giving credit for his
earnings, 01' such sum as he may receive therefor."
16, line 2, erase" shall," insert" may."
19, line 7, erase" capital," insert" principal."
line 9, after apply, insert" to some propel' court."
lines 9, 10, erase "to some propel' court, and having
sold the same," insert" and."
20, line 4, after any, insert" and,"-line 6, erase "thirteen," insert :, twelve."
21, Reference, erase "1830, 470, ~ 5," insert" 1821, 51,
~ 51."
22, Reference, after ]}l. R. S., insert" 79, § 19."
24, line 3, erase "named," insert" manied."
25, line 5, after any, insert "sllch.1 ', After request, erase
" to," insert" of."
28, line 3, after bond, insert "and shall be liable to be
removed therefor."
line 4, erase " and be liable to be removed therefor."
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Sect. 30, Reference, add (C 79, ~ 33."
31, lines 3, 4, 5, 6, crase "such appointment shall be
deemed evidence of the continued disability of such
person to have the management of his property,"
insert, ,; he shall be deemed incapable of disposing
of his property, otherwise than by his last will, or
of making any conti'act,"
line 8, after and, insert" in such case."
lines 10, 1I, erase" sllch disability has ceased," insert
"such guardian is no longer necessary."
33, Reference, erase" 9," insert" 8."

CUAJPT..lER .{:8.,
Sect. 1, line 14, erase" annually."
lines 16, 17, erase" or at such times as the judge shall
direct and," insert" once in three years, and oftener
if thereto required by the judge."
2, line 3, aftcr necessary, insert, "but all trustees not
l'equired to give bond, shall settle theh' account with
the judge of probate annually."
line 4, after FiTst, insert" When."
10, Reference, insert" 1821, 51, ~ 62."
11, erase" spectator," insert" testator or intestate." Reference, add" 69, § 10."
12, line 3, erase" justice," insert" trustee."
14, line 5, after hundTed, insert" and."

CIIAPTER 112.
line 42, Reference, erase " ~ 1."
Reference, insert" 1821, 52, ~ 2."
14, References, erase" 5, 6," insert" 8."
line 1, erase" and appointed."
line 7, erase" are," insert" is,"-line 11, erase" third,"
insert" three,"-after hundt'ed, insert" and."
22, line I 1, after taking, insert" the."
28, line 6, after aforesaid, insert" his heirs or assigns, or
personal representatives."

Sect. 1,
9,
l3,
16,
19,
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Sect. 28, line 10, after cont1'act, insert" and whenever any executor or administrator shall receive any such conveyance, he shall stand seized of such estate to the same
uses, and for the same purposes, as he may be of real
estate set off to him on execution."
Reference, add" 361." "1840,21, § I."
31, line 1, after seized, insert" in fee simple or."
line 6, erase" as also provided in chapter -."
35, line 12, erase "th" from "sixth,"-line 14, before
time, insert" the."

Sects. 2, S, References, insert" 1821, 51, § 63."
5, line 2, before judgment, erase" JJ1·obate."
6, Refel'ence, insert" 1830, 470, § I."
11, line 3, after court, insert "against the executor or
administrator, whose bond is sued."
line 4, erase" the," insert" such."
13, line 6, erase" hereafter," insert" hereinafter."
. 17, erase" ascertained," insert" adjudged on a trial."
After Section 19, insert the following:
" Sect. :20. The judges of probate, within their respective jurisdiction, upon a written application to them, by any executor,
administl'ator, guardian, or testamentary trustee, setting forth, that
a surety on his bond is needed as a witness in. a case, wnerein he,
in hi~ official capacity,. is a party, are authorized, upon satisfactory
proof. of the statement in such application, to make a decree, that
lIuch SUI'ety shall not be liable on said bond after the date of such
decree, on, account of any default of the principal, or any cause of
action: on such bond against the principal, which may accrue sub$equently to· the date of said decree, and that said executor, administrator, or guardian file a new bond for the liabilities of the principal in his official capacity; such decree shall be dul'y recorded, and
(Shall: operate as a: discharge of such surety from all liabilities on
said b0nd which may accrue subsequently to the date of said decree;
and a cer,tified copy of such decree shall be conclusive evidence I
that the liability of such surety has ceased."

TITLE X.
<DJlH&PT.lEllR 11l4t.

Sect. 1, lines 1, 2, erase" which are now, and have long been in
use."
lines 3,4,5, erase" but if the plaintiff lives without the
State, then in the county, where defendant lives."
Reference, add" 3G8, § 1."
4, line 3, erase" court," insert" county."
5, erase the section, and insert the following:
" In all actions commenced in any court proper to try the same,
jurisdiction shall be sustained, if goods, estate, effects or credits, of
any defendant, named in said action, are found within this State,
and attached on the original writ; and service shall be made as
is provided in the twenty-eighth section of this chapter."
Sect. 11, lines 1,2, erase" organized plantations."
12, lines 1,2, erase" organized plantations."
line 4, after situated, insert" or natural person lives."
13, line 5, erase" the defendant," insert" either party."
14, Reference, erase" 44," insert" 45."
18, line 5, after judgment, insert "which suit shall be an
action on the case, brought in the court where the Ol'iginal judgment was rendered; and a return upon the
execution issued in any such case, by an officer of the
county, where said endorser lives, that he has demanded
payment of the same, of said endorser, and that said
endorser has neglected either to pay the same, or
to shew said officer personal property of the plaintiff
sufficient to satisfy said execution, or that he cannot
find said endorser within his precinct, shall be conclusive evidence of the liability of said endorser in said
snit; but the provisions of this and the preceding section shall not extend to any liability as endorser heretofore incurred."
22, line 2, erase "'court of common pleas," insert" any district court."
Q4, erase this section, insert the following:
" When goods or estate are attached on either of said writs, a
separate summons, in form by law prescribed, shall be delivered to
the defendant, 01' left at his dwelling house, or place of last and
~,
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usual abode, fourteen days before the sitting of the court, to which
the same writ is made returnable, which shall be a sufficient service
of the writ or original summons."
Sect. 26, erase this section, and insert the following:
"In all cnses, wherein the process is by original summons, as
against executors, administrators, or guardians, in ejectment, dower,
scire facias, error, review, and in all other civil actions, wherein
the law does not require a separate summons to be left with the
defendant, the service thereof by the propel' officer shall be sufficient, either by his reading the writ or original summons to the
defendant, or by giving him in hand, or leaving at his dwelling
house, or place of last and usual abode, a certified copy thereof,
" ] 82 I, 59, ~ 2."
fourteen days before the same is returnable."
Sect. 27, line 2, after summons, insert" where goods and estate
are attached, or a copy of the original summons, as
the case may require."
Reference, erase" 60," insert" 59."
28, line S, after attachment, insert, or the court, after entry
may order such notice to the defendant as justice
may require."
Reference, insert" 1821, 59, § I."
29, line 3,erase " he," insert" the plaintiff."
32, lines 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, S, after attachment, in line 3, erase to
and including made, in line 8, and insert" within five
days thereafter, shall file in the office of the register of
deeds in the county or district, in which all or any part
of said lands are situated, an attested copy of so much
of the return made by him on the writ, as relates to the
attachment, together with the names of the parties, the
sums sued for, the date of the writ, and the court to
which it is returnable."
33, line J, erase" And."
34, line 1, erase" writ and,"-line 2, erase" same," insert
" writ."
line 3, erase" twenty-eighth," insert" thirty-second."
line 6, erase" writ and." Arter deeds, insert, " notwithstanding it may be after the summons or copy
was served on the defendant."
38, line 6, afterJor, insert" every,"-line 7, after" the,"
insert" other."
line 12, aCterJamily, insert" and one copy of the sfatutes of the State."
line 16, erase" or has had a calf."-line 1 S, erase" or
that has had a calf."
line 19, erase" not exceeding," insert" .ffiore than,"line 21, after and, insert" the."
line 2i:J, after sheep, insert "and one ton for said heifer,"-line 27, erase" 1836," insert" 1826."
line 29, erase" steadily," insert" statedIY,"-line 36,
erase" 572," insert" 112."
J2
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Sect. 38, line 38, after plough: insert" of the." Between qf and
value, insert" the."
line 38, before twenty, insert "of." Before value, insert
" the,"-line 39, before value, insert" the."
line 41, erase" and there," insert" to be."
lines 44, 45, 46, erase these lines, and insert the following:
" Twelfth, one pair of bulls, steers, or oxen raised by the owner
from his own cows, or purchased by him before the said bulls or
steers were one year old; with a sufficient quantity of hay to keep
the same through the winter season; provided, that the owner began
to raise, or purchased the said stock, after the twenty-fourth day of
April, in the year one thousand eight hundred and thirty-nine."
" 1838, 307, 1839,413, § 1. 1840,49, § 1."
Sect. 39, lines 3, 4, 5, 6, erase all after 1'emoved in line 3, to made
in line 6, and insert" the officer may, within five days
thereafter, file in the office of the clerk of the town, in
which such attachment is made, an attested copy of so
much of the return made by him on the writ, as relates
to the attachment, together with the names of the parties, the sums sued for, the date of the writ, and the
court to which it is returnable."
40, line 3, erase" enter a note thereof in the order, in which
they are l'eceived," insert" record the same."
line 5, erase" twenty-five," insert" ten."
42, line 2, erase" organized plantation."
lines 4, 5,6, 7, erase all after" clerk, in line 4, and insert
" or one of the selectmen or assessors of the corporation, if there be any such officer, if not, with any
member of such corporation."
43, line 8, erase "committee," insert "or any general
agent. "
line 9, after sued, insert, " if there be no such officel' or
agent found within the county where such corporation is established, or where its records or papers nre
by la\v required to be kept, such copy may be left
with any member of the corporation."
44, line 1, erase" And."
45, line 3, after writ, insert" with a notice thereon of such
attachment, signed by such officer."
lines 12, 13, erase" unless the debt should be paid by
the defendant," insert "in an action on the case by
the creditor."
Reference, erase "1821,50, §."
46, line 5, erase" process, and of his return," insert" writ,
with a notice thereon of such attachment, signed by
such officer."
46, line 6, erase "treasurer, or some one of the directors
of the corporation," insert "or some officer or member
of the corporation, as provided in section forty-three."
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Sect. 47, line 2, after persons, insert" on a joint obligation or
contract," erase" never was," insert" is not."
lines 4, 5, erase" the summons designed for him may
be left with either of the co-defendants in the State,"
insert "service made on him as is provided in the
twenty-eighth section of this chapter."
48, line 3, after where, insert" the time when."
50, line 3, after summons, insert "upon the person, whose
property is attached."
51, Reference, erase "M. R. S. 90,55," insert" 1830,463,
§ 2."
.
52, Reference, insert" 1831, 508, § I."
59, lines 1, 2, erase" in addition to the usual indorsement,
have also indorsed on it," insert" be indorsed with."
72, line 9, after goods, insert" on execution." After hundred, in sert " and."
76, line 7, erase" offsetting," insert" setting off."
83, Reference, erase" 165," insert" 105."
85, line 1, erase "And,"-line 2, erase "after," insert
" within."
87, line 4, erase" recovered," insert" received."
90, line 1, erase" And."
93, line 1, erase "And,"-line 5, erase" report," insert
" record."
95, line 2, before office?', insert "sheriff, i( the process be
served by him or his deputy, otherwise by the." Reference, erase" 61," insert" 67."
96, line 2, after sufficient, insert "property."
97, line 3, after slifficient, insert" property."
99, line 9, erase" as,"-lines 14, 15, 10, erase all after commitment, in line 14.
100, Reference, insert" 1836, 210, ~ 2."
101, erase this section.
102, to be numbered" 101 ,"-lines 3, 4, erase" any State
election," insert" the annual fast or thanl{sgiving."
Reference, add" § 1."
103, to be numbered" 102,"-line 1, erase" company,"
insert" military."
line 2, after election, insert "no officer, whose duty it
may be to attend and."
line 3, erase warned, in~ert " duly notified."
104, to be numbered" 103,"-line 2, erase" break," insert
" breach."
lines S, 4, erase" of govel'l1or, senators, and representatives, during his attendance at, going to, and
returning therefrom," insert "United States, State,
and town officers."
105, to be numbered" 104."
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Sect. 1, line 2, erase" second," insert" first."
line 3, after court, insert" and no suit, process, or proceedings pending in any court, shall be discontinued,
by reason of such court not having been held at any
stated term, or at any adjoul'llment thereof; but they
shall be respectively returned to, and have day in,
the term or session, which shall be held next after
such failure."
Reference, add" M. R. S. 89, ~ 1."
2, line 9, after order, insert" and if, by the return of the
officer or otherwise, it appeal' to the court, that the
defendant has not had sufficient notice, they may
order such further notice as they may think proper."
3, line I, erase" not,"-line 2,erase" or resident therein,"
insert " but absent therefrom!'
line 7, erase « 01'/' insert" on."
6, line 2, afterjol', insert" the."
7, line I, erase" And."
10, line I, erase « And."
14, line 3, after capacities, insert "as treasurer." Reference, erase" 29," insert " 59."
16, Reference, erase "~ 15."
17, Reference, erase" 1835, 183, ~ 16."
18, Reference, erase" 1831,514."
19, erase the words" Sect. 19," and annex to the previous
section."
line 3, after double, insert as reference, "1831,514."
Before in, insert « Sect. 19."
lines 3, 4, erase" prosecution," insert" suit,"-line 7,
after be, insert" a."
22, line 4, after sum, insert" as damages,"-lines 6, 7, after
damages, erase « and costs."
line 8, after plaintiff, insert « from the time of such
offer,"-line 9, erase" offset," insert" set off."
25, line 2, erase "or second."
29, lines], 2, 3, erase "existed at the time of the commencement of the suit, and then belonged to the
defendant, nor unless it is due to him," irisert " was
originally payable to the defendant."
erase the reference.
SO, line 4, after difendant, insert "if the plaintiff shall, at
any time, have previously agreed to receive it in payment or part payment of his demand, or to pay the
same to the defendant, and not otherwise."
erase the references.
33, line a, erase" from," insert" to."
39, Reference, erase" 452," insert" 498."
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Sect. 41, line 2, after trustees, insert" 01' others/'-Iine 4, after
trustees, insert" or others."
42, erase the reference.
43, after set qff, insert "of." Erase the reference.
44, 45, erase the references.
47, aftcr municipal, insert" or police."
line 3, after prescribed, insert "the demand in set off
to be filed on tile retul'll day of the writ."
52, line 3, erase" or refuse."
58, line 4, erase" grand and." Reference, adq " 11."
59, Reference, add" 11."
60, line 3, erase" cases," insert" causes."
63, line J, erase" And."
67, line 4, after out, insert "again,"-line 5, crase "second," insert " third."
70, line 3, after aside, insert" a."
71, line 2, erase" summons," insert" summonses."
line 4-10, erase all after depending in line 4.
7 4, line 5, erase" of," insert" as."
77, line 2, erase" or," insert" of."
78, line 33, after 110, insert" such,"-line 40, erase" and,"
insert" an."
Reference, after 1839, insert" 366, § 1." Erase "1835,"
insert" J 831."
81, erase the reference.
82, erase the words" Sect. 82," and annex the section to
Sect. 81.
Reference, before 22, insert" 21."
Befol'c Sect. 43, insert the following:
" Sect. 82. If any action or suit be brought by an unmarried
woman, either alone, or jointly with others, and she be married
before final judgment, her husband may, on his own motion, be
admitted as a party to prosecute the suit with her, and with the
other plaintiffs, if there be any, in like manner, as if he had originalJy joilled in the suit."
"M. R. S. 93, § 21."
Sect. 84, line 3, after suit, insert" in which."
85, line 5, after than, insert" a."
Erase the reference.
87, Reference, erase" 93, § 22," insert" 121, § 18."
88, Reference, erase" 93, § 2Q," insert" 121, § 19."
89, line 4, erase" may," insert "shall, on the same being
made to appear."
Reference, erase" 93, § 22;" insert" 121, § 17."
90, Reference, erase" 93, § 22," insert" 121, § 23."
91, Reference, erase" 93, § 2~," insert " 121, § 22, 24."
92, Reference, erase" 93, § 22," insert" 121, § 25."
93, line 2, erase "shall." Reference, erase "51," insert
" 59."
94, line 3, after trial, insert " whichever is nearer.'}
95, line 3, after attendance, insert "except as provided in
section one hundred."
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Sect. 95, linos 5,6,.7,8, erase all after direct, in line 5.
96, line 1, aft.or allowed, insert" the." Reference, erase
., 165, § 5," insert" 178, § 2."
97, Reference, erase" 1835, 165, § 5," insort "M. R. S.
121, § 35."
99, line 2, erllse "offset," insert "set off,"-line 6, erase
I< offset," insert" set off."
I 00, line 1, after act'ions, insert "ente/'ed at any previous
term."
lines 3, 4, erase" continued," insert" further answered
to."
102, line 1, aftorjudgment, insert" in the supreme judicial
court, or district courL"
line 3, erase" when issued from the district court it."
lines 4-10, erase all after months, in line .1.
Reference, erase" 63," insert" 3."
I OS, line 2, erase G< sixty days," insert" three months."
Reference, erase" 63," insert" 3."
104, line 1, aftel' No, insert" first,"-line 3, erase" eighth,"
insert" fifth."
Reference, erase" 63," insert" 3."
105, line I, erase "And,"-line 2, erase" one year," insert
" three years."
Referonce, erase" 63," insert" 3."
] 06, line 3, erase" shall," insert" may."
Reference, erase" 63," insert" 3."
107, line 1, erase" ThaL"
108, line 1, after held, insert" for trial of civil causes."
line 2, erase "or on the day of any state election,"
insert" second Monday in September, nor any day
designated in this State for the choice of electors of
president and vice president of the United States, 01'
for the annual fast 01' thanksgiving,"
109, line 5, after" on," insert" the."
110, line 3, erase "or territories thereof,"-line 5, erase
" such," insert" the acceptor."
111, line 4, erase" such," insert" the acceptOl·."
112, line 3, erase" expedient and."
114 .• line 3, after and, insert" that."
115, Reference, erase" 3."
117, line 4, erase" in favor 0[," insert" against."
119, line 6, erase" wholly."
120, erase this section.
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Sect. 1, line 2, after municipal, insert" or police."
line 3, after established, insert" and the judge of such
court is not interested."
line 10, after question, insert, and in prosecutions for
penalties, he may have jurisdiction, if otherwise entitled, notwithstanding his town may be interested in
the penalty.
Reference, erase 1, insert" S, 1826, 324, ~ 2."
5, Reference, erase" 11," insert" 10."
6, 7, 8, References, erase" 11," insert" 8."
9, line 1, erase" If,"-line 3, after houl's, insert" Sunday
not included."
Refel'ence, erase" 11," insert" 10."
11, line 3, 'before wl'itten, inset·t "other." Reference, insert
"1821, 76, ~ 10."
12, line 4, erase" 01'." After 1'iferees, insert" or auditors."
14, lines 6, 7, erase" record of such absent justice," insert
"writ in such suit; and in case the disability of the
justice, to whom the writ. was returnable, is not
removed at the expiration of the time of adjournment, such action mny be returned before, and tried
by, nny justice of the peace of said county at the
time and place to which it was so adjourned, who
may render judgment, and issue e:<eclltion accordingly."
15, line 1, erase" council," insert" counseL" Reference,
erase, " 1831," insert" 1821."
11, line 2, after administratol's, insert" and in all tl'Ustee
processes on original writs against two or more
defendants."
line 3, before a, erase "of," insert "before,"-line 4,
after defendant, insert" or trustee."
line 7, after defendant, insert "or trustee, "-erase
"provided," insert" and."
19, Reference, erase" 1825," insert;' 1821."
20, line 1, erase" And." Reference, erase" 1825," insert
" 182L."
24, line 3, after justice, insert" relating to his office."
27, Reference, add" ~ 1."
30, line 2, erase" may," insert" shal1."

CiliAPTJER li7.
Sect. 1, line 9, erase" offset," insert" set off."
2, line 3, after hundred, insert" and."
4, lines 6, 7, erase" they shall be redeemed to the debtor,"
insert" the debtor shall redeem them."
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Sect. 4, Reference, erase" 4," insert" 5."
5, line 1, erase" give," insert" post up."
line 3, erase" some," insert" two 01' more,"-erase all
the section after sale, in line 3.
6, lines 8, 9, eruse "by a public declaration in words or
in writing," insert" in like manner as required in the
. preceding section." .
7, ] me I, erase ., And."
11, line 5, erase" the following section," insert "section
twenty-five. "
12, line 7, after costs, insert, "01' cause such building to be
sold."
line 8, after estate, insert "and in the latter case, saving to the debtor, the right to redeem the same within
one year, by payment to the purchaser of the amount
paid by him, and interest thereon."
16, line 8, insert" one hundred and fourteen, section fortyfive."
17, line 6, after" him," insert" on." After fees, insert
" thereIo1·."
19, line 8, after towns, insert" if there be so many,"-line
14, after pUblishing, insert" the."
20, line 6, erase" director," insert "officer."
line 7, after company, insert" if there be any officer, if
not where any stockholder."
line 10, after officers, insert" or if without officers, any
stockholder. "
line 11, ufter sale, insert" and if there be no newspaper
printed in any such county, then in any adjoining
county."
23, line I, erase" And."
28, line 4, after sections, insert "and personal property
attached by a coroner, may be again attached by a
sheriff, deputy sheriff, or constable, subject to the
former attachment, by giving notice thereof to such
coroner, and fumishing him with a copy of the precept within a reasonable time thereafter, and vice
versa, and personal property attached by a constable
may be again attached by a coroner, 01' by a sheriff
or deputy, when necessary, in the same manner."
3~, line 6, after corporation, insert" if there be any such
officer; if not, where any stockholder."
Reference, erase" 50," insert" 60."
39, line 1, erase" And."
40, Reference, erase" lQ," insert" 2."
41, line 2, after any, insert "court of,"-line 8, erase
" that," insert" as."
42, line 2, erase" or plantation."
43, line 1, erase" And in," insert" For,"-line 4, erase
or plantation."
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Sect. 43, lines 7,8,9, to, erase all after sale, in line 7.
44, erase the section, and insert the following:
be the duty of the officer to advertise in the,newspaper
published by the printer to the State, and also in one of the newspapers printed in the county where the Iflnds lie, if any there be, three
weeks successively, the names of such proprietors as are lmown to
him, of the lands, which he proposes to sell, together with the
amount of the execution or warrant of distress; and where the proprietors are not known, he shall publish the numbers of the lots or
divisions, of said land; the last publication to be three months before the time appointed for the sale. And if necessary to complete
the sale, he may adjourn the same from day to day, not exceeding
three days. And he shall give a deed to the purchaser. to hold
said land in fee, expressing in said, deed the cause of sale. And the
proprietor of the land so sold shall have the right to redeem the
same, at any time within one year from the time of sale, on paying
the sum for which the same was sold, and the necessary charges,
and interest thereon."
Sect. 45, line 3, erase" or plantation."
46, line I, erase" Dut,"-lines 2, 3, erase" or plantation,"
-line 8, emse " or plantation."
47, line I, erase" And."
48, line 6, erase" or plantation. 11
49, line ~, erase 1< 01' plantation."
50, line 5, after of, insert" 01' offer to perform."
line 6, erase, " and without any previous tendel·."
5 I I Reference, add" 3."

1'1t shall

CHAPTER 118.
Sect. 2, line 6, after bond, insert "and if the debtor was committed to jail, suc:h cled, 01' jtlstice shaH note, in like
manner, the jail, to which he Was committed."
3 line I, after execution, insert "whether the debtor had
given bail to the arresting officerJ or to the juiler."
line 1 I, erase" within."
7, erase the reference.
8, line I, erase" But."
9, Reference, el'ase " 182 I, 61, § 3," insert' "M. R:. S. 9 I,

§ g."

10, Reference, erase" 3," insert "2."
12, line I, erase" And'."
14, Reference, insert" 1821, 67, § 5.'"
16, line 3, after oj, insert the" entry of."
17, Reference, iusert " M. R. S. 9,I, § 25."
21, Refelience, insert" 1821,617, §. 9~"
13
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Sect. 3, lines 4,5, 6, 7, era~e all after abode, in line 4, and insert
"' which shall be a sufficient service on the principal,
whether any trustee is holden 01' not."
4, lines], 2, 3, 4, erase the first foul' lines, and insert
" Such service on the trustee shall."
5, line 4, erase" but," insert" and in."
line 5, erase" shall be commenced;" insert ",such cor"'
poration for this purpose, shall be considered as hav~
ing its residence."
6, line 4, erase" second," insert" further."
line 5, erase ", made befOl:e service on the principal,"
insert" the service be afterwards made, or renewed
on the principal, but no costs for services shall be
taxed for the plaintiff in such case, except for that
last made."
7, line 2, erase" the cause shall be continued two terms,"
insert" and has no agent within the State, the Same
notice shall be given as is provided in the twentyeighth section of chapter one hundred and fourteen,
01' the same precedings may be had, as is provided in
sections two and three, of chapter one hondred and
fifteen, as they may be severally applicable."
8, line 1, after towns, insert" school districts."
1 r, line 1, erase" And."
,
12, line 2, erase" of," insert ",by."
14, line 3, cruse" interposition of the adjudication,'" insert
" service of the trustee process upon him."
15, line 1, erase" But."
17, line 1, erase" And."
1.8, line 1, erase" And."
22, I'ine 2, erase" who.'"
23, line 2, erase" depending," insert" pending."
24, line 5, afterfil'st, insert" term."
30, line 2, after oath, insert" in COUl't,"-lille 4, before
dJect, insert" same."
39, line 4, cruse" is," insert" be."
42, line 1, crase "'But."
47, line 5, after trustee, insert" but if such executor or,
administrator be discharged, he may recover costs or
not, at the discretion of the court."
51, lines 1,2, 3, erase" has in his possession any goods,
effects or credits of the prineipal, which he holds Dr."
line 4, after difendant, insert" any specific articles."
52\ line 3, after sections, insert" from/'-line 4, afterJottr,
crase" and'," insert" to."
53, line 7, after contracts, insert" and tn other cases, the
value of the property, as between the principal and trustee, sball
be estimated and ascertained by the appraisal of three disinlerested
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m.en, one to be chosen by the trustee, one by the officer, and one
by the principal, if he see cause; and if he neglect or refuse, then
'the officer shall appoint two of said appraisers; and they shall all
be du,ly sworn to appraise the samo, and the officer, justice, and
:appraisers shall certify their respective doings on the execution."
Sect. 55, lille 1, erase "his hands," insert" the hands of the
officer."
line 3, erase" the precinct of the offige1'," insert "his
precinct. "
60, line 7, after l'inbility, insert" or performance of such
contract or cond ition."
63, line 4, after secu1'ity, insert "except in the case provided in thB §i~ty-ninth section of this chapter."
I,ine 4, Reference, erase" 3 Mass. 289-5,319," insert
" 1821, 6 I, ~ 15."
line 9, after diffmdant" insert reference, "3, Mass.
289. 5 Mass. 310."
After the reference to line 18, add,
" Sixth, by reason of any amount due from him to the pdncipal
>defendant, as wages for his personal labor, for a time not exceeding
one month."
'~Seventh, where service was made on him by leaving a copy,
and before actual notice of such service, or reasonable ground of
belief that the same has been made, he shall have paid the debt
due to the principal defendan t, or given his llegotiabl-e security
therefor."
Sect. 64, lines 4, 5, 6, erase, "and the suit shall not be delayed
on aecount of the foreign attachment, unless the court,
for good cause, shall see fit to," insert" but the court
may, on motion of the plaintiff in the trustee suit."
65, lines 1,2, 3, 4, erase all before shall, in line 4, and
insert" if the first suit be not continued, and judgment
be rendered therein, the defendant."
71, line I, erase" But."
76, line 5, erase" as his own debt."
77, line 10, after shall, insert" not." Reference, eraseHIO,"
insert" 9."
78, Reference, insert" 1821,61, § 9."
79, line I, erase" And."
80, line 1, after tl'ttstee, insert" if," -line 2, erase" if not,"
insert" shall not be."
84, line 1, erase" And."
87, Reference, erase" 1827,359, § 1."
88, line 1, erase" shall," insert" may."
89, line 3, after costs, insert on "scire facias."
!:l0, Reference, erase" 1827, 359," insert" 1824,275."
92, line I, after last the, insert" principal or."
Reference, erase" 1827, 359," insert" 1824,275."
93, Reference, erase" 18.27, 359," insert" 1824, 275."
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Sect. 94, line :2, erase" judgment," insert" debt,"-line 5, eraso
" an offset," insert" a set ofr."
95, erase all after line 6.
96, line 1, erase " of," insert" in."

Sect. 2, Reference, afttH' Iu, emse :, M." insert" Mass."
6, line 9, after amount, insert "of the original judgment
and interest thereon, not exceeding the full amount."
lines 10, It, emse " otherwise for the full amount of the
original judgment, and interest thereon from the time
it was rendered."
7, line 8, after him, insert" and he had afterwards 'been
non-suited 01' defaulted."
9, line 3, erase" on," insert" if any there be, in the same
,nanner as it might have been brought by or against."
10, Reference, add" M. R. S. 93, § 1."
11, line :2, after on, insert" the."
Reference, erase" 1821,52, § 21," insert" M. R. S. 93,

§ 2."
12, Reference, erase, "1821, 52, § Ql," insert" M. R. S
93, § 3."

13, Reference, erase" 1821, 5Q, § 21," insert" M. R. S. 93
~ 5."
18, Reference, erase" 12," insert" 11."
19, line 2, before in, erase "and."
22, line 1, erase" And!'
25, line 8, after give, insert" bond with/'
31, line 4, after might, insert" otherwise."-erase " heretofore. "
32, line 11, after held, insert to" answer."

CHAPTER 121.

Sect. 1, line 1, ,erase

H who now are, or may he."
2, Reference, erase" 1," insert" Q."
3,4, References, add, " 103, § 6."
5, Reference, insert" M. R. S. 103, § 1,8."
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2," insert" M. R. S.

9, Reference, add " 103, ~ 12."
10, Reference, add" 103, ~ 13."
1 I, Reference, add" I 03, ~ 14."
12, Reference, erase" M." insert" M. R. S. 103, § 14,15."
13, Reference, erase" M." insert" M. R. S. 103, § 16."
16, line 4, after decease, insert" or convey his share,"-line
6, erase" or."
line 7, before i'flse1'ted, insert" or grantees respectively."
Erase" survivors," insert " other petitioners."
line 8, erase "or,"-line 9, after devisees, insert" or
grantors. "
line 10, after deceased, insert" 01' grantor."
17, Reference, insert" M. R. S. 103, § 18."
j 8, line 4, erase" eighteenth," " insert" eighteen." Reference, erase" .M."
19, erase the section.
520, to be numbered" 19."
line 5, erase "and," insert "182 I, 37, ~ 2." "Sect.
20."
Reference, erase" 1821, 37, § 2," insert·" M. R. S. 103,
~21."

21, line 2, erase" any," insert" a,"-lines 4, 5, erase" the
baek of." Reference, erase" A."
22, line 6, erase" been," insert" then." Reference, erase

"A."
24, Reference, insert" M. R. S. 103, § 24."
25, line 5, erase" such," insert" the."
~6, line 5, after concerned, insert" and."
Reference, insert
" 1821, 37, ~ 9."
27, line 3, erase" than," insert" then."
28, line 2, after ct, insert" new."
29, Reference, insert" M. R. S. 103, ~ 29."
30, Reference, insert" M. R. S. ]03, ~ 30."
31, line 3, erase" and," insert" of."-Reference, insert
" M. R. S. 103, ~ 33."
32, line 5, ailer any, insert "time." Reference, insert" M.
R. S. 103, ~ 34."
34, line 1, erase" But."
37, Reference, add" 103, § 46.'"
38, line 1, erase" And." Reference, add" 103, ~ 47."
39, line 4, erase" ninety-sixth/' insert "one hundred and
fourteenth."
40, line 3, erase" they," insert" the court. "-line 10, erase
now, insert" before."
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Sect. 3, line 5, after two, insert" Dr."
insert" 2."
4, Reference, insert" ]821, 41,
5, Reference, insert" [821, 41,

~
~

Reference, erase "3,"
S."
'1."

Sect. 5, eruse the section, and insert the following:
"Not more than one review shall be granted in the same action."
Sect. 7, line 2, erase" is," insert" be."
9, Reference, erase" 9," insert "8."
1 0, erase the reference.

Sect. 2, line 3, after but, insert "it."
3, Reference, erase" 18;21, 57, ~ 4," insert" M. R. S. 99,
~ 5."
4, line '1, erase "so." Reference, insert "M. R. S. 99,
§ 6."
5, Reference, erase" 1825," insert" 1821."
6, Reference, erase" 1826, 34·7, § 5."
8, line 2, erase" formal," insert" former." Reference,
erase" 1826,347, § 5."
9, Reference, erase" 1826, 347, ~ 5."
10, Reference, add" M. R. S. 99, ~ 11."
12, Reference, insert" M. R. S. 99, ~ ] 3."
IS, Reference, insert" M. R. S. 99, § 14."
14, Reference, insert" M. R. S. 99, ~ 15."

Sect. 1, line 4, erase" deed," insert" instl'Ument."
line 5, after defeasance, insert "of the same date, and
executed at the same time."
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Sect. 2, erase the whole section, and insert the following:
" Any mortgagee, or person claiming under him, may enter on
the premises or recover possession thcreof, before any breach of the
condition of the mortgage, when there is no agreement to the contrary, but in such case, if the debt be afterwards paiu, or the mortgage redeemed, the amount of the clear rents and profits from the
time of the entry, shall be accounted for, and deducted from the
amount due on the mortgage."
"M. R. S. 107, ~ 9."
Sect. 3, lines 2, 3, erase" and holding,"-line 4, erase" these,"
line 7, after action, insert" as provided in the ninth
section."
3, lines II-20, erase these lines.
4, erase this section.
5, erase the first five lines of this section, and annex the
remainder to seetion three.
Ii ne 6, erase" First," insert" Third."
line 8, after cOllnty, insert "or in the newspaper published by the printer to the State."
line J 7, erase" Second," insert " Fourth."
line 20, after hand, insert" or by leaving the same at his
place of last and usual abode."
Before Sect. 6, insert the following:
" Sect. 4. Such possession, obtained in either of the modes
above prescribed, being continued for the three following years,
shall forever foreclose the right of redemplion. And where any
mortgagee, 01' assignee of a mortgage, of real estate has taken possession of the premises mortgaged, for the purpose of foreclosure,
neither he, nor anyone claiming under him, shall afterwards recover
on the demand secured by mortgage, more than the uifterence
between the value of the mortgnged property, and the amount of
snch demand, unle~s he shall first discharge said mortgnge: provided, that the rights of any bona fide holder of a negotiable security, who has obtained the same without knowledge of suell taking
possession, and before said security had become due, shall not be
affected hereby."
" 1821, 39, ~ I."
Sect. 6, to be numbered" 5,"-line 3, before such: insert" taking possession or."
line 4, erase" preceding," insert" third."
7, to be numbered "6,"~line 4, erase" and," insert" J\L
R. S. 101, § 3. Sect. 7."
10, Reference, erase" 3 Mass. 520."
11, line 2, erase" action," insert" same proceedings."
lines 2, 3, erase "must be brought," insert "may be
had."
line 4, after person, insert" as the testator 01' intestate
might have, if living."
14, lines 6, 7, erase" no defence," insert" his disclaimer
thereto upon the records of the courL"
16, line 1, erase "When,"-line :.2, erase" shall," insert
"may,"-line 3, erase" as."
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Sect. 16, line 4, erase "third, fourth and fifth sections," insert
"fifth section." Befure shall, insert (' if he."
17, line 9, erase '( have."
20, line I, erase" hereafter."
lines 4, 5, 6, erase" the twenty-ninth day of March one
thousand eight hundred and thirty-seven 01' n,ext
after."
21, Reference, erase" 1838, 285," insert" 1821, 39."
24, line 2, erase '( such," insert" any."
25, line 2, erase" in the county of Kennebec."
line 5, after State, insert" and award costs as they may
deem equitable."
lines 7,8,9, erase all after m01'tgnge.
26, Reference, erase" J," insert" 9."
27, Reference, erase" Mass. 12," insert" 12, Mass."
29, line 4, after him, insert "having redeemed the equity
of redemption within one year after such sale."
32, line 8, erase" city,"-(' or plantntion."
34, line 3, erase" hypothecater," insert" hypothecation."
line 5, after as, insert" may be after.'"
Add the following sections:
" Sect. 35. Any ship carpenter, caulker, blacksmith, joiner, 01'
other person, who shall perform labor, 01' furni"h material's, for 01'
on account of any vessel, building 01' standing on the stocks, or,
under repair after having been launched, shall iJave a lien on sllch
vessel for his wages or materials, until foul' days after snch vessel is
launched, 01' such repairs afterwards have been completed; and may
secure the same, by an attachmen't on said vessel within that
period, which shall have precedence of all other attachments."
"1834, 104, § I."
"Sect. 36. In case any such creditor shall demand or claim
more for his said, services performed, ,01' materials fUl'nished as
aforesaid, thUil is just and reasonable, the owner, agent, or contractOli
may tender the full, fuil', and just balance to such, clainJnnt, and
such tender shall, if refused, absolutely discharge the lien on such
vesse I."
" 1,834, 104, § J."
"Sect. 37. Any person, who shall perform labol', or furnish materials for the creeting, repairing, or altering any house, or other
building or appurtenances, or fUl'l1ish labor or matel~ials for the
above purposes, by virtue of any contract with the owner thereof,
or other person, who had, contructecl with sueh owner" shaH have a
lien to secure the payment of the same, upon such house or building, and the lot of land on which the same stands, and upon the
right of redeeming the same when under mortgage: and such lien
shall continue in force, for the space of ninety days from' the time,
when sllch payment becomes due."
"1837,213, § I, and :298, § 1."
" Sect. 38. Such person may secll1'e the benefit of such lien, by
an attachment of such house 01' building, land or: right of redemption within the said ninety days, and such attachment shall have
precedence of all other attachments not made under any such lien."
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~'Sect. 39.
When the debtor shall tender to the creditor the
sum justly due to him as aforesaid, such lien shall cease."
"Sect. 40. ·When any lot or parcel of land, or any mill privilege, may be leased for the purpose of having a house, sh{)p, mill,
or other building erected, or plat.:ed on the same, and where rent
may be reserved in the lease, all the buildings erected as aforesaid,
together with all the interest, which the lessee befure had, or may
have in the premises, by furce of such lease, shall remain liable to
be attached by any such lessor 01' his assignee, to secure the rent
due on such lease, notwithstanding any previous transfer of property
by the lessee; provided such attar~hment be made within six months
from the time sllch rent becomes due."
" 1824, 258, § 12."

CHAPTER 126.

Sect. 6, Reference, insert" M. R. S. 116, § 5."
20, line 2, erase" in," insert" before."
Z3, line 4, after cent, insert, deducting therefrom any rents

and profits, which may have been received by such
pUl"chaser, or person hulding under him; and may have
the same process to compel the purchaser to accolJnt,
as might be had against a purchaser of an equity of
redemption.
After Sect. 23, insert the following:
"Sect. 24. When either party is dissatisfied with the annual compensation established as heretofore provided, a new complaint may
be filed, and similar proceedings shall be had, and conducted substantially in the same manner, as provided in case of an original
complaint."
"1821,45, § 6."
Sect. 241 to be num bered "25,"-line 3, erase "either," insert
" one month after notice to the other party, and the
other,"-line 4, erase" to the other."
25, to be numbered" 26,"-line 5, erase" of."
26, to be numbered" 27."
27, to be numbered" 28."
28, to be numbered" 29."
29, erase this section.
31, line 4, before clerk, insert" the." Reference, erase
" 29," insert" 39."
32, Reference, erase" 30," insert" 40."
33, line 5, after on, insert" a."
<
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Sect. 3, line Z, erase" bodies politic 01' pl'oprietors/'
6, line 1, after if, insert" the,"-tine 6, before difendant,
insert" the.'"
1, line 3, aftel' orT insert "the,"-Iine 5, aftel' by, insert

« the."
8, line 5, erase" secretaI'Ys," insert" land agents."
9, line 5, erase" ter-temmt,l"insert " tenant in possession."
10, line 1, erase" ter-tenant,)) inset't "tenant in possession."
15, line 1, erase" But."
17, line 3, before estate, insert" same."
lines 5, 6, erase" defendant and those, under whom he
claimed," insert ,; tenant and those, claiming under
the State."
18, line 1, erase "And,"-line 5, before copy, insert" a/'
After or, insert" the,"
line 6, after jury, insert ,; according to the principles of
]aw."
Reference, insert" ]821, ·18, ~ 6,"
]9, line 1, erase" And." Reference, insert "1821,48, § 6.')

CHAPTER 128.
Sect. 2, line 5, before constable, insert" a,"
3, line 5, erase" amove," insert" remove."
4, lines 11, 12, erase "either party so refusing to recognize,"
insert" him, and if either party shall refuse so to recognize, said justice shall enter judgment, as in case of non
suit or default, against the party so neglecting or refus·
ing."
6, line 1, erase" And."

CJIIAPTER 129.
Sect. 1, Reference, insert" M, R. S. 105, ~ I."
2, line 1, erase" of," inset't "for." Reference, insert" M.
R. S. 105, ~ 2."
3, Reference, insert" M. R. S. 105, § 3."
4, Reference, insert M. R. S. 105, § 4."
5, line 1, erase" And." Reference, insert" M. R. S. 105,
§ 5."
6, Reference, insert" M. R. S. 105, § 6."
9, line 1, erase" But."_
I(
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~ 17."
16, line 1, erase "And.'~
17, erase the section, and insel't the following-=
~'Sect. J 7'.
All, or anyone or more tenants in cottlln'on, copar~
ceners, or joint tenants, of any lands may join or sever in personal
actions for injuries done to the same, setting fortb in the declaration the names and additions of all the other co-tenants, if known."
"Sect. 18. Whenever any such co-tenant shall bring such action,
be slHl.U" before trial thereof, give to all the other co-tenants
such notice as the court shaH order, and an, Of any of them,
may, at any time before finai judgment, become parties to the
action; and the plaintiff, with such of the other co-tenants as shaH
thus become parties, may prosecute the suit for the benefit of all
concerned.'J
"Sect. 19. The court shall enter up judgment for the whole
amount of the injury proved to have been done to such lands, but
shall award execution only for the propol'tioll thereof, sustained by
the plaintiffs actually prosecuting the suit."
"Sect. 20. The remaining co-tenants may aftenvards, either jointly
or severally, sue out a scire facias on such judgment, and 'execution
shaH be thereupon awarded for their proportion of the damages
adjudged in the original suit.}}

Sect. 14, Relerence) insert" M. R. S. 105,

Sect. 1, line 1, erase" any/'-line 7, after chaptm,; insert "one
hundred and fourteen." Reference, erase" or."
3, Reference, emse " 18," insert" 8."
4, line 11, erase" or repleviable," insert" irl'epleviable."
6, Reference, erase" I ," insert" 113."
8, Reference, nfter)}l. R. S. insert" 113, §."
9, el'ase the reference, and insert "1829, 443. 1833, 67.
M. R. S. 113, ~ 28."
10, erase the reference, insert "M. R. S. 113, § 29."
1l, Reference, erase" 5," insert" 113."
12, Reference, insert" M. R. S. 113, § 21."
13, line 19, before if, insert" 01'." Reference, erase" 3, 12.
12, §," insert" 32. 12, Mass."
14, line 4, erase" returned," insert" received." After any,
insert" of."
16, Reference, erase" 16," insert" 36."
17, Reference, add" M. R. S. U3, ~ 38."

]08
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CHAPTER 131.

Sect. 3, Jine 1, erase" And."
4, Reference, erase" 1821, 72,

~

1," insert M. R. S. 49,

§ 1."
5, line 1, after next, insert" or any subsequent.')
7, lines 8, 9, erase all after accusation.
12, Reference" erase" 18;21, 72, § 2."

Sects. 2, S, 4, 5, 6,7,9, 10, 11, 12, Reference, erase" 88/1 insert
"81."
6, line 3, erase" Portland," insert" the newspaper published by the printer to the State."
8, lines 4, 5, erase" assessed and."
9, line 5, erase" some," insert" two 01' more."
ro, erase" to prosecute his appeal with effect," insert" as
in other cases of a ppeaJ."
15, line 7, emse "of," insert" from." Reference, emse "1."
17, line 4, after tOWIl, insert" and,"-line 6, erase" and."
Reference, insert" M. R. S. 56, § 6."
IS, line 4, erase "first ano," insert" thirteenth and fourteen tb."
Reference, insert "JYI. R. S. 56, § 10."

CHAPTER 133.

Sect. 3, line 1, erase "But,"-lines 3, 4, erase these lines, and
insert" writ, petition, libel, or other process, shall
have been duly served upon the respondent, 01' such
notice as is required by law, or ordered by the court,
shall' have been duly given; and no deposition taken
as aforesaid, shall be used in the trial of any sllch
cause, except by consent of parties, IInless the notice
hereinafter mentioned shall have been duly given to
the ad verse party."
Jine ) 0, emse " till after sllch session."
5, Reference, add" 4."
6, line Q, after by, insert" reading the same in his presence
and hearing, or by."
7, line 1, erase "But."
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Sect. 11, line 5, after deposition, insert "oft-line 7, erase
" house," insert" the-."
] 2, line 9, erase" house," insert" - - . "
1 3, line I, after to, insert" allend and."
line 2, erase" at any place within ten miles of his place
of abode."
16, line 5, erase" and,"-line 7, erase "interested," insert
" disinterested."
23, line 3, erase" depending," insert" pending."
24, erase" "'hen a deposition is to be used."
lines 3, 4, 5, 6, erase after 1'epresentati'IJes, in line 3, to
. and includinp; elect, in line G, insert" eithel' party."
525, line 52, after wrU'ing, insert" under oath." Reference,
erase" 1821, 101, § 1."
28, line 1, erase" And."
36, Reference, erase" 86," insert" 85."
37, line 1, erase "And." Reference, erase "86," insert
" 85."
40, line I, erase" And,"-line 9, erase "twelve and one
half," insert" twenty."
line 10, erase" one dollar and fifty cents," insert" two
dollars."
line 11, erase "such witness," insert "his,"-line 12,
after aforesaid, insert" he."
line 14, after in, insert" an."
Reference, erase" Murch 8," insert" 382."
42, line 1, erase" And."
4;3, line 1, erase "And,"-line 3, after justice, insert" of
the peace and quorum."
line 9, erase "&c." insert register, clerk, notary, or
justice. Reference, erase" H,"-insert ,,:.!."
44, line 4, after crime, insert "of,"-erase "it," insert
" he."
line 5, after State, insert" it."
50, 5 t, References, add" 59, ~ 38."
54, lines 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, erase all after State qf, in
line 2, to and including murder, in line 10, and insert
" any infamous crime."

CRAPTER 134.
Sect. 1, lines 2, 3, erase" or the territories thereof,
of Columbia."
3, Reference, insert" 1837, 290, § 2."

01'

the district
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CHAPTEit 13:).
Sect. 1, erase" shall continue to keep one jury box, and such
selectmen."
2, erase" and qualified to serve as jurors."
3, line 5, erase" loan officers and revenue officers,') insert
"nil officel's of the United States,"-Iine a, ernse
" councillors," insert" coroners, counsellors."
4, line 3, erase ., and,"-" they."
5, line 3, after 1'equited, insert" the names of."
7, lines 4, 5, 6, erase all after into, insert" not less than
four, nor more than twelve districts."
10, Reference, insert" 1821, 83, ~ 4."
16, lines Il 2, 3, erase "of coroners being drawn at a time
when the duties of a sheriff shall be devolved on him,
by reason of vacancy in that office," insert "a person is drnwn, who may have been appointed to an
office, which exempts him from servil'g as a juror."
line 10, after yem's, insert "or for reasons above mentioned shall not be liable to serve."
line 15, after yem's, insert" 01' that they are not liable
to be returned."
19, line 1, ernse " And."
21, line 4, after selectmen, erase "shall, "-line 5, erase
" such."
22, line 1, erase" And such," insert" Any."
23, line], erase" And." Heference, erase "1823," insert
" 182] , 84."

24, Reference, erase" 1823," insert " ]821, ~ 84,"
25, line ], erase "And." Reference, insert" 1821, 84,
20."
26,27,28, Q9, Refel'ences, insert" 1821, 84, ~ 20."
26, line 1, erase" And,"-line 2, erase" he."
27, line 5, erase" eighty," insert" two !:nndred."
29, line 2, eruse " be to the use of the State to."
30, erase the section.
31,to be numbered" 30."

CHAPTER 136.
Sect. 1, line 4, erase "or,"-line 6, after another, erase" 01',"line 8, erase" or,"-Iine ]0, after them, erase" or."
2,3, References, erase" 174," insert" 74."
4, line 5, eruse " lhat."
9, Reference, erase" 73," insert" 7 4."
10, Reference, insert" M. R. S. 74, ~ 13."
11, after entitled, erase" it," insert" to."
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CIIAPTER 137.
Sect. 3, line 4, after conusee, insert" and the justice shall keep
a record of all recognizances taken by him."
5, line 7, erase "in the mean time," insert "before its
maturity."
'6, Reference, add" 2."
7, line 2, aftel'judgments, insert" may be renewed." Reference, erase" I," insert" 2."
8, line 3, after conusee, insert" and if the sum be less than
ten dollars, the clerk shall not issue execution against
the body."
9, 10, erase the references.
11, Reference, e'rase "2," insert" 3."
12, line 1, after conusor, insert" or conusees."
] 3, Reference, insert" M. R. S. U8, § 18."
14, eruse the section.

CHAPTER 138.
Sect. 5, Reference, add " ~ 5."
6, Reference, add" § 6."
7, Reference, insert " ~. R. S. 114, § 7."
9, line 3, erase" they," insert ," the referees." Reference,
add" § 9."
10, line 4, before dissenting, insert" certificate of the."
Reference, add" 11."
11, Reference, add" § 12."
12, erase the reference.
13, Reference, add" § 13."
14, line 3, erase "or auditor,"~line 4, erase "appearing
before them."
Reference, erase" M. R. S. 114," insert " 1824, 262,

§ I."

CHAPTER 139.
Sect. 1, line 12, erase "require," insert" impose."
4, line 4, erase "a," insert "the,"-erase "his," insert
" their."
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CIlAiPTER 140.

..

Sect. 12, erase « 57," insert" 17."
16, line 5, erase "or the provisions of," insert "as mentioned in."
17, Reference, erase" I ," insert" 5."
23, line 1, erase "eighth," insert "tenth,"-line 5, erase
" its," insert" the process."
line 8, erase" his control," insert" restraint,"-line 10,
erase" time," insert" true."
line 13, after restraint, insert" and has tmnsferred such
custody 01' restraint to another." Reference, erase
" 12," insert" 14."
26, line 4, after thel'ifor, insert" he."
29, line 7, erase" it," insert" he."
32, Reference, erase" II," insert" 12."
33, line 3, erase "for the same," insert "therefor, in his
name."
• .
Reference, erase" 11," insert" 12."
35, line 5, after the, insert" same,"-line 6, erase "with,"
insert" which."
line 7, after court, insert" mayor can do."
37, line 2, after army, insert" or navy."

CHAPTIER 141.

Sect. 2, line 1, after to, insert "prevent,"-erase "and," insert
" or."
line 2, after a, insert" judgment or."
line 3, eruse " from which execntion issued," insert" in
which judgment was rendered."
5, line 1, erase" or," insert" of not guilty, wi th or without
a brief statement, as the case may require or plead."
6, line 7, after execution, insert" or within that time, satisfy
the same execution."
7, Reference, insert" 1821, 65, § 9."

CHAPTER 142.
Sect. 2, line 3, after county, insert" as the case may require."
5, line 2, after sureties, insert, in like manner as he is
answerable for taking insufficient bail in a civil
action.
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erase the reference.
after stifficient, insert" property. '
erase the reference.
Reference, insert" 1821, 66, ~ 5."

Sect. 10, line 5, after law, insert, "but if any person entitled to
such writ, at the time such title accrued, shall be
within the age of twenty one years, a married woman,
insane, imprisoned, or out of the limits of the United
States, then such person, his heirs, executors, 01'
administrators may sue out the same within five years,
after the removal of the disability aforesaid."
13, line 4, after effect, insert "provided that the saving clause
in the tenth section of this chapter, shall apply to
this section also."
Reference, insert" M. R. S. 112, § 23."

CHA.PTER 144.
Sect. 2, line '2, after demand, insert" if he be in this State, otherwise of the tenant in possession."
3,4, References, after 1839, insert" 363, ~."
5, Reference, erase" 1839," insert" 1821,40, §."
7, line 3, before dower, insert "of."
10, line I, after husband, insert" for his fault."

CHAPTER 140.
Sect. 1, line 3, after the, insert" first,"-after oj, insert" April."
line 4, after a.nd, insert" forty-one."
2, line 1, after said, insert "first,"-line 2, before ~ltall,
insert" April."
Reference, erase" 51," insert" 52."
15
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Sect. 3, line 4, ernse but, insert" 01' by eopy of the writ upon
the defendant,but if the defendunt be not tenant in
possession. "
line 6. nrtpl' writ, insert" and if the defendnnt be not
nn inhabitant of this State, the scrvice on the tenant
shall be sufilcient notice to the defcndant, 01' the
cOllrt I1lny order snch further notice as they lIlay deem
propcl'."
Reference, crnsc " 51," insert" 1."
4, Reference, crase" 5'2," insert" 2."
5, Reference, ernse " 52," insert" 3."
6, Reference, erase" 52," insert" 4."
7, line 1, erase" And." Reference, crase" 52," insert
" 4."
8, Reference, erase" 52," insert" 5."
9, line 5, after but, insert " by a brief statement."
line 7, after commenced, insert" and disclaim any right,
title, 01' interest therein."
line 8, before only: insert" or claimiilg."
line 11, after c(/se, insert" and may disclaim the residue
as aforesaid."
Reference, emse « 52," insert" 6."
10, Reference, erase" 52," insert "7."
11, Referencc, insert" M. R. S. 10 I, ~ 8."
] 3, to be n u I1l bered " 14," and to be transfelTed to the
place of Sect. 14.
Reference, add " 101: ~ 14."
14, to be numbered" 13," atH] to be transfened to the
place of Sect. 13.
Reference, erase" com. law," insert" M. R. S. 101,
~ 11."

15, Reference, insert" M. R. S. 101, § 16."
16, line 4, erase "defendant," insert "demandant." Ref~
erence, add" M. R. S. 101, § 17."
17, Reference, insert"M. R. S. 101, § 18."
19, erase the section, and insert the following:
"No action, wherein the possession of land is or may be
demanded, shall, at any stage of its progress, after having been
entered in court, be abated by the death or intermarriage of either
party thereto; but the court whcrein the same may be pending,
shall proceed to try and determine sllch action, after such notice as
the comt runy order, shall have ceen duly served upon the legal
representatives of any party deceased, and all others interested in
his estate as heirs, ot' upon the husband of any party intermarried,
either, persona lIy, 01' by pll blication in some newspa per."
" Sect. 20. ] f, in sueh cases, any of the heirs of a deceased
party are minors, the comt shall order notice to their guardian, and
shall have power to appoint a guardian H ad litem," if necessary;
and the cOllrt shall 3,lso direct all necessary amendmentll to be made
in the forms of proceeding.)'
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" Sect. 21. '7Vhere judgment shall be for the demandant in any
such case, the court mily order one 01' more writs of possession to
be issued, as may be necessary, and where such judgment shall be
against the representatives or heirs of allY deceased party, a writ
of possession may be issued against all such as rna)' have been
notified aGcording' to the pro\'i~ions of the nineteenth and twentieth
sections, whether they have nppeal'ed alld dr:fended said suit 01' not;
and such judgment shall be conclusive ngninst all who have
appeared and defended said suit, or who have' been notified to
a ppear as aforesaid.))
"Sect. 22. In all slIch cases, full costs shall be allowed to the
prevailing party, and tbe court may order one or more executions
to be issued therefor, as law and justice may require, either nga'nst
the goods and estate of a deceased party in the hands of his executor or administratol', 01' otherwise, according to the legal rights
and liabilities of the parties; and may further order any such stay
of execution, as the situation of the estate may require."
Sect. QO, to be numbered" 23."
21, to be numbered" 24,"-line 1, erase" ButY
22, to be numbered" Q5." Reference, erase" I."
23, to be numbered "QG." Reference, erase "4," insert
" 3."
24, to be numbered "27,"-line 4, after made, insel't "or
waste committed."
Reference, crase" 2,>i insert" 1."
25, to be numbered" 28."
Reference, erase" 2," insert" 1."
26, to be numbered" 29."
Refercnce, erase" 2," insert" 1."
27" to be numbered" 30."
Re ference, erase" 2 " insert" 1."
28, to be numbered" 31."
line 8, after same, insert "and the interest until sixty
days after all execution might have issued as aforesaid, notwithstanding any intermediate conveyance,
attachment, or seizure upon execution."
29, to be numbered" 32,"-line 2, after and, insert" the
same may be."
30, to be numbered" 33."
line 8, erase" to the party," insert, " then the tenant,"
-erase "him for," insert "the original demandant
to recover back."
31, to be numbered" 34."
32, to ue numbered " ~35."
33, to be numbered" 36." Reference, erase" 1 Greenleaf
348," insert" 47, § 2."
34, to be numbered" 37."
35, to be numbered "38."
36, to be numbered" 39,"-line 4, erase "defendant,"
insert" demandant,"-erase "offset," insert" set off."
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Sect. 3'1, to be numbered" 40."
38, to be numbered" 41 /'-lines 3, 4, erase" twenty-sixth,_
twenty-seventh, and twenty-eighth," insert" twentyninth, thirtieth, and thirty-first."
39, to be numbered" 42."
40, to be numbered" 43,"-line 5, after
insert" him."
41, to be numbered" 44."
42, to be numbered" 45."
43, to be numbered" 46."
44, to be numbered" 47."
45, to be numbered" 48."
46, to be numbered "19,"-line 1, erase "depending,"
insert" pending."
Insert the following, as Sect. 50 :
"Sect. 50. In all actions respecting lands, or any interest
therein, any title deed offered in evidence may be impeached by
the defendant, as obtained by fraud, where the grantor, if a party,
could so impeach it, provided the defendant has been in the open,
peaceable, and adverse possession of the premises, for the term of
twenty years."
" 1840,70.')

oy,

Sect. 1, line 1, after States, insert, "or of some justice of the
peace in this State."
line 9, afi.er record, insert" except justices of the peace
in 1his State."
Reference, erase" 52,·~ 1," insert" 62, § 7."
2, Reference, erase" 52," insert" 62."
3, Reference, erase" 52, ~ ] 6," insert" 62, § 7."
7, Reference, erase" 67, ~ 8," insert" 62, ~ 10."
9, Reference, after 120, insert " ~ 5."
10, Reference, erase" 529," insert" 62, § 9."
II, Reference, add" 120, ~ 7."
12, line 11, after executo)', insert "or/' Reference; erase
"52," insert" 62."
13, Reference, erase" 52," insert" 62/'
14, Reference, add "~ 8."
17, erase this section.
18, to be numbered" 17."
I 9, to be numbered" 18."
line 3, after thereto, insert" or if a fraud shall be committed, which entitles any person to an action, in
either case."
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Sect. 19, line 5, erase" to the action," insert" thereto."
20, to be numbered ,; 19."
21, to be numbereed "20."
lines 1, 2, erase" or joint executors or administrators of
any con tractor."
Reference, erase" 4,1," insert" 14."
22, to be numbered" 21,"-lines 2,3, erase" or joint executors or udministrators of any contractor."
23, to be numbered" 22."
24, to be numbered" 23."
25, to be numbered" 24."
26, to be numbered "25,"-line 2, after State, insert" or
of a justice of the peace in this State."
Reference, erase 1821,52, § 13, insert" M. R. S. 120,
§ 24."
27; to be numbered" 26,"-line 6, after unless, insert" the
defendan t be."
line 10, erase" ninth," insert" twelfth."
28, to be numbered" 27."
29, to be numbered " :.28."
30, to be lJumbered " 29."
31, erase tbis section.

C1Hl:A1P'']flER 147.

Sect. 2, Reference, add" § 2."
3,4, 5, References, add" § 3."
6, Reference, add" § 4."
7, Reference, erase" 5," insert" 4."
8, Reference, erase C. insert" § 6, 6."
9, Reference, add" § 10."
10, after chapter, insert" one hundred and forty-five."
1 1, Reference, erase" I 826, insert" 1821."
12, line 5, after State, insert as reference, "M. R. S. 119,
§ 12." Erase" nut," insert" Sect. 13."
line 1 J, erase" any demandant," insert" either party."
line 13, eruse "commit," insert" commence." Erase
the reference.
13, erase this section.
14, Reference, add" 27."
15, line 1, eruse " And." Reference, insert "M. R. S. 60,
§ 28."
16, line 1, erase" And,"-line 5, after with, insert" the."
Reference, insert" M. R. S. 60, § 28."
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Sect. 2, line 6, erase" more than ten dollars," in~ert "ten doldollars or more."
line IQ, after he, erase" is," insert" has." Reference,
crase" J."
3, line 5, erase" to be by st;ch debtor selected.'; .
4, line 4, afterjol', insert" every,"-erase the reference.
6, line 1, era~e "And." Reference, eruse "1828, 414,
.:;, 4," insert" 1835, 195, ~ 4."
7, Re'!erencc, ernse " I t3'28," illsert " ] 835."
8, line 8, after section, insert" thirty two."
line 9, after chapter, erase" 11," insert" one hundred
and fourteen."
Reference, insert" 1 83:'5, 195, ~ 5."
11, before The, insert "On,"-line 4, erase" be."
]3, between 01' and justice, insert" the,"-line 6, after
order, insert" under the."
16, line 12, after in, insert" such,"-line 15, after magistrates, insert" or."
17, line G, after be, insert" in,"-line 19, after in, insert
"said," erase" and in."
lines 20, 21, erase" said bond unless called fOI', 01'
accepted by the creditor, shall be returned by the
officer taking' ;" insert" if sLlch bond be taken by the
oHicel' serving the writ he shall return."
Reference, erase" ] 97," insert" 195." Add" 1826,
245, ~ 3, 4."
Article II, erase" the," insert" (ifter,"-erase "thereon," insert
" there()f."
Sect. 18, line 4, after costs, insert "or,"-erase "01'," insert "on."
line 6, erase" interest and."
19, line 1, el'flse "and where except," insert "except where."
21, line 4, after of, insert" any."
23, flfter sel'ved, insert" in like manner;"
21), Reference, add" 98, § G."
2G, line 2, erase" proper," insert" pertinent." Reference,
add" 98, § S."
28, line 3, after possess'ion, insert, reversiun-line 6, after
have, insert" now."
29, line 8, before choose, insert" may."
line 12, after charges, insert "and the creditor or his
attorney if present, shall have the right to select the
property to be so appraised."
line 20, erflse " 011," insert" or."
31, line 19, before cliapte'l', insert" one hundred and fortyeighth. "
line 20, after entitled, erase "of,"-line 21, erase was,
insert" is."
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Sect. 32, line 7, erase" thirty-f(lUl'th and forty-seventh," insert
" thirtv-[oll\', [orly-seven, and [orty-eight."
33, line '2, after peace, insert "and,"-line 5, erase "monies,"
insert" llnnles."
Refercnce, erase" 20," insert" 5;20."
36, lines I, :2, crase" it appear that the judgment debtor at
the time of sueh examination," insert "the judgment
debtor shall not entitle himself in tho opinion of tlte
justices to the benefit of the oath provided in the twenty-eigb lh sec tion, and if it !::ha II appear tba t said de btor,
at the time of sllch examination."
38, line 5, erase" or," insert" anrl."
39, lines 4, 5, G, erase all after interest, and insert" on the
same, against all the obligors, and a special judgment
shall be also rendered against the said principal
debtor, for a further sum, equal to the interest on the
same, at the rate of twenty per cent. by the year,
after the breach o[ the bond." Reference, add"] 5
Maine Rep. 3-10."
40, line 5, erase" and,"-line G, after seventh, insert" and
forty-eigh th."
line 7, after certificate, insert" for that reason."
43, line 7, after sustained, insert" by him."
46, erase this section, and insert the following:
,e In all cases of disclosure, provided for in this chapter, one of
the justices may be selected by the debtor, and the other by the
creditor, his attorney, or agent, if the same can conveniently be
done, otherwise by the officer having such debtor in charge, if there
be any such officer j if not by the jailer of the county: anel said
officer 01' jailer may also select, in case the parties, or either of
them decline so to do. In case said justices so elected do not
agree, they may select a third, and a majority shall decide; and if
said two justices are unable to agree Oil a third, he may be selected
by the officer 01' jailer, as before provided."
Sect. 50, line 6, erase" for," insert" from."
52, line 3, erase" exemption," insert" execution."
53, line 0, after in, insert" the."
54, line 1, before one, insert" the,"-line 2, after hundred,
insert" and."
.
55, line 6, after hundred, insert" and."
55, line 5, erase, "claim relief as a pauper," insert" make
oath before some justice of the peace of the county,
where he is imprisoned, thnt he has no means, that
are, 01' can be made, available for his support."
line 9, after confinement, insert, provided, that whenever any debtor shall stand committed on more than
one execution at the same time, the keeper shall be
entitled to receive pay for board only on the first
execution, and such board shall be paid fot' equally
by all the creditors, on whose executions such debtor
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may be committed, and the creditor first committing,
shall have a several right of action against the other
committing creditors, for their proportion of such
board; and if any debtor, standing committed on
several executions, shall be discharged on the first
of them, the jailer shall give a new notice to the
creditor, on whose execution the debtor may have
been next committed, of his liability to pay for the
support of such debtor, in like manner as on the first
,execution." Reference, add :, 1840, 58."
Sect. 60, line 10, after authority, insert" to levy the same upon
the body of the released debtor."
61, line I, erase" in the exemption," insert" on the execution. "
63, Reference, add" 2."
G4, erase "Previous," insert" Previously,"-lines 7, 8,
erase these lines.
66, line 7, erase" on," insert" or other." Reference, erase
":2," insert" 1."
67, Reference, erase" 2," insert" l."
70, line 7, after attorney, insert" of the county."
line 9, before 1'etUl'n, insert "and." After thereupon,
insert" may be."
71, lines 4, 5, erase all after State.

TITLE XI.

Sect. 1, line 6, erase" and,"-line 7, after Kennebec, insert" and
Penobscot ."
linc 15, after hops, insert" and Of butter and lard."
Reference, erase" 1826,332, § 1," add" 1840, 50."
3, Reference, erase" 1823," insert" 18.22."

Sect. 1, line 10, erase, "Sl1\'veyor general one thousand dollars."
line 17, Reference, erase "Feb. ~5, 10," insert "373,
10."

line 31, Reference, erase" March 22," insert" 408."
Before line 3'2, insert as follows:
From the treasury of their 1'espective counties:
Judges of probate in the county of
York, three hundred dollars.
Cumberland, foul' hundrcd dollal'S.
Lincoln, three hundred dollars.
Kennebec, three hundred dollars.
Hancock, two hundred and twenty-five dollars.
Oxford, two hundred dollars.
Somerset, one hundred and fifty dollars.
·Washington, two hundred and fifty dollars.
Penobscot, two hundred and seventy-five dollars.
·Waldo, one hundred and fifty dollars.
Franklin, one hundred dollars.
Piscataquis, sixty dollars.
Aroostook, fifty dollars.
"1821, 107, ~ 1. 1826,343, § J. 1824, 267, ~ 1 1834,107, § 1.
1836,224, § 1. 1836, 205, ~ 1. 1834, 111, § 1. 1828, 373, ~ 1.
1839,38;3, 393. 1840, 3, ~ 3."
16
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Sect. 1, line 36, erase" five," insert" six,"-linc 38, eruse "south
district. "
line 3~), erase this line-line 4:2, erase "seven," insert
" six."
line 4G, Rner .!lroostoolc, inscrt" one hundred and twentyfive dollnrs."
Re fe rence, erase" 1831 ," insert" 1834,"-emse " 1\1 arch
12,14," insert" 3.33,393." Add" 1840, 3, § 3."
lines 50, 51, ernse these Iines. Reference, eruse " 1835,
167. 18:39, .March 23."
2, line 7, ernse " the lands and."
3, erase all the section after C()Ul'ts, in line 1, and insert" in
their respective counties, shall be entitled to the following salaries to be deducted from the gross amount of fees
accrued for services in their several offices, if so much
shall have so 'accrued, during the year preceding, and
shall be aceollnted for as provided in section six, of chapter one hundred, viz:
York, eleven h ulldreCl dollars.
Cumberland, sixteen hundred dollurs.
Lincoln, thirteen hundred dollars.
Kennebec, fourtecn hundred dollars.
Penobscot, fifteen hundred dollars.
Oxford, nine hundred dollars.
Somcrset, eight. hundred and fifty dollars.
Hancocl" seven hundred dollars.
Vvaldo, eight hundred dollars.
Franklin, scven hundred dollars.
Piseataquis, sevcn hundred dollars.
'Washington, fourteen hundred dollars."
Aroostook, seven hundred dollars.
4, erase this section.
5, to be numbered" 4,"-line 4, erase "and to,"-line 9,
erase" and fifty cents."
6, to be numbered" 5."
7, to be numbered" 6."
8, to be numbered" 7,"-line 5, erase" salaries," insert
"salary." Erase" judge and."

Sect. 1, line 2, el'3se " seventeen," insert" ten."
lines 3, 4, erase "For the declaration in each writ on
original Sllmmons, forty cents."
line 6, erase" cases," insert "causes,"-line 13, erase
" fifty," insert" fifteen."
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Sect. 1, line 21, after himself, insert "of,"-line 56, erase
"1825," insert" 1835."
2, line 7, afler sel'vices, insert "from the. treasury of the
county." After of, erase" the," insert" said."
3, line 28, erase" twenty-five," insert "ten,"-line 37,
erase" and."
line 49, erase" and finy-five cents," insert "and in an
equity ease, the court may allow a further sum, not
exceeding ten cents a page in the whole, for making
up the record, to he taxed by the cIeri!:."
line 53, erase" sixty-five," insert" twenty-five."
line 55, erllse "thirty-five," insert" fifteen,"-line 57,
erase" eighty," insert" fifty."
line 58, erase" finy," insert "twenty-five,"-line 62,
erase" twenty," insert" twelve."
line 63, erase "six," insert "five,"-line 70, erase
" and."
line 71, erase "ten," insert "five,"-line 73, erase
" twenty," insert" ten."
line 74, erase" twenty," insert" ten,"-line 75, erase
this line.
line 79, erase" fifty," insert" twenty-five."
4, line 21, erase" eighteen," insert "thirty-two,"-erase
"eleven," insert" olle hundred ancl fourteen."
lines 21, 22, eruse " fuur cents u mile for actual travel
01'. "

line 63, af'er in, insert" the twenty-ninth section of."
line 86, after dollar, illf;ert "pel' day."
lines 115,116,117,118,119, erase these lines.
line 120, erase" dispersing," insert" distributing,"el'Use "jurymen," insert" jurors, eight cents each."
lines 120, 121, erase "and pl'oclama t ions of all kinds
eight cents each," insert" fifty cen:s each."
lines 125, 126, erase" as directed uy section
of
chapter
"
lines 128,129,130,131,132, after dollm's, in line 128,
erase to anrl including court, in line t:3Z. After
treasury, insert referenc:e, " 18:28,408, § I."
lines 1M, 13;), 136, 137, 138, eruse all after day, in line
134, and insert" from the county treasury."
Reference, erase" 1836," insert" 1835."
6, lines 9, 10, 1 I, 12, 13, erase all af: er jurymen, insel·t
" seventy-five cents eHch, for each days attendance,
and foul' cents a mile fin travel each way."
9, line 3, after the, insert "same,"-line 4, after longer,
insert" or shorter."
10, lines 6, 7, crase all after allowed, insert" one dollar per
day, and fuur cents a mile travel each way."
11, line 3, after trial, insert" by jury."
12, Reference, erase" 7 ," insert" S."
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Sect 13, lines 12, 13, erase" sections ninety-foUl' and ninl'ltyfive," insert "section one hundred/'-line 35, after
district, insert" court."
14, Reference, erase" March 23," insert" 409."
15, line 4, after chapter, insert "sixteen." Reference,.
erase" 367, ~ 9," insert" 121, ~ 41."
line 16, erase" attendance," insert" allowance." (See
chap, 16, § 125.)
16, line 15, erase "council," insert" counseL"
18, lines 2, 3, erase all after paper, insert "twelve cents a
page."
lines 6, 7, erase these lines,-line 11, erase" fourteen,"
insert" twelve."
19, line 3, after to, insert" receive."
21, line 2, erase" measurer," insert" measurers."
line 12, Reference, erase" March 7," insert" 379, § 6."
line 3'2, Reference, erase" 1832, 18, ~ 4," insert " 18~2,
208, ~ 2, 182:3,239, § 2."
line 61, Reference, erase" March 22, 25," insert" 403,

§ 5."
line 63, erase "eight," insert" six,"-line 64, erase
" eight," insert" six."
line 67, ernse "eight," insert" six,"-line 75, after
inspecting, insert" and."
23, line 0, ernse "nnrl a half."
28, line 11, after in, insert" an." Reference, erase" Feb,
29," insert" 374, ~ 1."

CHAPTER 10'.2.
~25," insert" 235."
4, line 5, ernse "on," insert" or."
9, line 5, erase" and," insert" Franklin, Piscataquis, and
Aroostook, nor."
]2, lines 2, 3,4, erase all after peace, in line 2, insert" or,
being convicted, shall not be sentenced to pay costs,
or, being sentenced to pay costs, shall not pay them
to said justice."
Reference, erase" 1835," insert" 1825."
16, line 10, crase "and leave copies thereof with the commissioners."
18, line 4, after same, insert "to the treasurer of the
county."

Sect. 2, Reference, erase "
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Sect. 18, lines 5, 6, '7, erase all after distress; insert" or such
other process there for, us the court may find necessary, to enforc.e the execution of any order, sentence
or judgment, for or i~l behalf of the State, and deliver
the same to the sheriff, or to such coroner or constable as the attorney general, or county attorney shall
direct, and shall enler of record the name of the officer, and the time when the sume is delivered to such
officer. "
20, line 2, erase "ten," insert "thirty,"-line 6, erase
"twenty," insert" thirty."
lines 8, 9, 10, ll, erase all after amount, and insert,
" and it shall be the duty of the county 1reasurer to
give notice of such delinquency to the county attorney, who shall sue for the same in an action of debt
in the name of such treasurer, to the use of th~ State
or county."
22, line 5, after county, insert "and in cases where they
accrue to the town, to the treasurer of the town."
line '7, erase "thirty dollars," insert "double the
amount. "
lines 7, 8, 9, 10, erase all after 1'ecove1'ed, insert'~ in the
same manner as is provided in the twentieth section,
in cases w here they accrue to the State or county;
and in cases w here said fines accrUe to the town, in
an action of debt by the treasurer of the town."
25, line 2, after 1'ende1', insert" to be transmitted."
line 3, before section, insert" twenty-third."
27, Reference, erase" 203," insert" 303."
. 31, erase the sectiofl.
32, to be nU!llber~d "31,"-.,-line 6, after section, erase
" twelve and."
33, to be numbered "32,"-line 1,. after secretary, insert
"of State."
line 2, after schedules, erase "of," ins~rt "Jor."
34, to be numbered" 33."
35, to be numbered "34, "-line 5, e,rase "were," insert
" was."

TITLE XII.

CHAPTER 103.
~ 12."
2, Reference, add" Art. I, § 12."

Sect. 1, Reference, add "Art. I,

Sect. 8, Reference, erase" 4," insert" 5."
I Q, Reference, erase" 686."
18, line 3, after defiled, insert" he."
] 9, erase the I'eferenee, and in'iert " N. Y. R. S, 663. Common law. 3' Hen. vii, ch. 2, 39. Eliz. eh. 9."
20, line 5, erase" and," insert "or." After seize, insert
" 01'."

.

line 8, befi)re as, insert" sell,"-aftel' slave, insert" or
in any manner tl'llilsfel' for uny term the service of."
Referenee, erase" Mare/I 15," insert" 323, ~ I."
21, Refererice, erase" March 15," insert" 323, § I."
25, erase, " following," insert" preceding."
26, Reference, erase" 57," insert" 17."
4~-l, line 10, after injured, insert" in."
34, line I, after convicted, insert" upon indie,tment."
35, line 1, aftel' have, insert "eon\'ellient,"-line' 2, erase
" committed in his county."
line 3, aftcr batteries, insert" committed in his county."
line 4, after conviction, insert" he."

CIIAPTE R 100.
Sect. 5, erase" shop," insert" ship."
8, Reference, eruse " 61," insert" 6."
9, line 5, erase" confederates," insert" confederate."
12, Reference, erase" 675."
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CHIl.PTER lo'i6,
Sect. 1, Reference, erase ,( I," insert" 2."
7, line 8, after person, crase" whom," insert" where."
10, erase" bury," insert" buy."
12, line 2, erase" burying," insert" buying,"-line 5, erase
" burying," insert" buying."
13, line I, cruse" burying," insert" buying."
14, line Z, eruse " burying," insert" buying."

Sect. 5,
6,
11,
17,
20,

line 1 I, aftel' counterfeit, insert" he."
Reference, erase" 3," insert" 2."
line 4, erase" and."
line 2, after number, insert "of pieces."
line 5, erase three, insert" ten."
lines 5, 6, 7, erase all after years.
2 I, lines 2, 3, erase "sums following by way of reward,"
insert" following rewards."

Sect. I,
5,
9,
10,
15,

line 7, after is, insert" or may be."
Reference, erase "68," insert" 682."
erase" preceding," insert" seventh."
line 8, after or, insert" which."
line 5, after postponing, insert" delaying or neglecting."
lines 6, 7, erase" or for omitting, or delaying the sale
Of property on execution."
16, line 4, after on, insert "any."
19, line 4, after section, erase" be," insert" he."
ZZ, lines 4, 5, erase" or by fine not exceeding one thousand
dollars."
Reference: erase" 182 [," insett " J 829."
23, line 3, erase" not capital,"-" of." After qjjence, insert
" not capitaL"
26, Reference, erase" 97," insert" 92."
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CHAPTER lo'i9.
Sect. 2, line 2, after or, insert "when."
3,
9,
10,
11,

13,

Reference, erase'" 2,"
insert" 1."
Reference, erase" 2," insert" ]."
line 2, after the, insert" preceding section."
line 7, erase" and also such furthe!' orders as they may
receive,'> insert" or."
line 8, after judge, eraf'e "010;" After sheriff, insert
" magistrates 01' officers."
line 1, erase ,; so assembled,"-line 2, after riotously,
insert" assembled."
line 4, erase" of," insert" on."

CUAPTER 160.
Sect. 2, line 2, erase "each other, for the cause of prior marriage or adultery," and insert" the bonds of matrimony."
6, lines 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, erase aftel' time, in line 4, to and
including life, in line 8."
13, line 6, after been, insert" done as."
14, Reference, erase" G92."
17, line 6, erase" three," insert" ten."
18, line 4, after POOl', insert" police officer or constable."
line 14, erase" of the fourteenth section of the two,"
insert" in the one."
20, lines 4,5, erase" and subject to the provisions of the
eighteenth section of this," insert" provided ill the
one hundred and seventieth."
24, line 10, erase" to."
line 11, after under, insert "penalty of." After punishment, insert "for neglect or refusal," erase
" eighth," insert" sixth."
line 12, erase" two," insert" one."
25, erase" ten," insert" twenty."
26, line 5, after entertainment, insert "encouraging the
same."
27, line 6, erase" on," insert" or."
31, lines 1,2, erase" sheriffs, deputy sheriffs, grand jurors,
and constables."
32, line 5, after thereof, insert "from its place of interment."
35, line 4, erase" six months," insert" one yeal',"-erase
" one," insert" two."
Reference, erase" 131," insert" 130."
36, line 8, erase" six," insert "three." Reference, erase
" 131," insert" 130."
38, Reference, erase" 1," insert" 2."
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CH.

161-164. 129

ua.

Sect. 2, line 5, after profits, insert" made."
3, Reference, erase ., 77," insert" 71."
9, line I, aftet' 01', insert" other." Reference, erase" lQ5,"
insert" 126."
II, Reference, cmse "95,580," insert" 536."

Sect. 3, Reference, erase" 1834, 98, § 1."
4, line 9, Reference, insert" 1834, 98, § I."
8, line 6, erase" board guide," insert" guide board."
line 11, erase" six months," insert "one year,"-line
12, erase :< fifty," insert" one hundred."
a~, Refer.ence, erase" 1825, SIQ, § 1."

CHA.PTER 1.63.

Sect. 4, Reference, erase" 11."

CBllPTER 16t1.

Sect. 3, liile 5, after complaint, insert" shall be admitted by the
defendant, by default or otherwise."
6, lines 4, 5, erase" within the provisions of this chaptel·."
line 13, erase" on ways." Before chapter, insert "twenty-fifth. "
Reference, erase '1465," insert" 462."

Sect. 1, line 4, after ridicule, insert"
~,

01'."

after who, insert" wilfully."
3, Reference, erase" 2," h1Se~·t " 3, '/
5, line 6, erase" was."

17
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166-169.

CHilP'1'ER 166.
Sect. 1, line 6, erase" two," insert" one,"-line 9, erase "two,"
insert" one."
line 9, erase" sixtieth," insert "fifty-fifth,"-line 12,
erase" tIVo," insert" one."
3, line :3, after court, crase "and,"-line 8, erase "two,"
insert" one."

Sect. 6, line 2, after wife, insert" parent or child."
8, Reference, erase" 10," insert" 11."
15, erase all after years, in line 8. Reference, add "140, ] I."

Sects. 2, 3, References, erase" lIO," insert" Ill."
II, line 4, erase" district," insert" county." ;

. Sect. 1, line 2, after offence, insert "other than contempt of court."
2, Reference, erase" 2," insert ,; 1."
7, line 6, after 7'cquil'ed, insert "The magistrate shall also
return a copy of the warl'flnt to the district court, next
to be holden in the same county, and such court shall
then have cognizance of the case, in the same manner
as if the party accused had appealed to such court."

Sect. 4, Reference, erase" 1823,235, § 1," insert "1821, 76,

~ l/~

5, line 4, at the end, insert "one hundred and sixty-sixth
chapter."

AMENDMEN'f5 ........ TITLE
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Sect. 5, Reference, ej'use " 1823,235," insert" 1821,76."
6, 7, 10, 11, References, erase" 1823, 235," insert " 1821,
76 "

ii,

7, line'
after law, insert" notwithstanding there may be a
penalty accruing in whole or in I~art to hisown tow.n."
8, lines 4, 5, 6, 7, erase tlte lllles and Insert, " and the JUstice or judge shall grant the appeal, and order him to
recogniztl in a reasonable sum not less than twenty
dollars, with sufficient sureties for his appearance, and
for prosecuting his appeal; and he shall stand committed till the order is complied with."
11, line 2, after himself, insert" or any other justice."
line a, after State, iusert "except to appear before himself."
line 4, after gpnel'al, insert" or county attorney."
12, erase the sec tion.
13, to be numbered" 12."
14, erase the section, and insert the sections propose-d by the
commissioners in the notes, to be substituted, and
number them Sects. 13,14, 15,16.

Sect. 2, line II, after law, insert" and in the same warrant may
require the officer to summon slIch witnesses, as shall
be therein named, to appem' and give evidence 011
the examination."
6, line 4, erase" magistry," insert" magistrate."
12, line a, aftet· wUnesses, insert" under oath,"-line 4,
erase" and then."
lines 5, 6, erase these lihes.
13, line 1, erase "such proceedings are completed," insert
," which."
line z, before examined, insert" sl\'orn and."
15, line 2, erase "the witnesses exanlined," insert "any
witness."
line 3, crase" such witnesseH," insert" him."
16, Reference, eruse " I S," insert " 16."
17, line I, erase" so,"-linc 3, crase" then," insert" and."
line 8, erase ,; triable oy su~h justice, he may try it,"
insert" within the jurisdictioll of such justice he may
proceed to try the SHl1le, and award sentence thereon."
18, Reference, erase" 20," insert" 19."
21, line 3, erase" women," insert" woman."
23, Reference, erase " ~5," insert" 23."
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Sect. 24,
25,
26,
28,

XII.

CR. 172-174.,

Reference, erase" 26," insert" 24."
line S, erase" had," insert" hns."
erase" remedy," insert" injury."
line 4, after sW'ety, insert, "with costs of prosecution,
if any."

CHAPTJEIt 172.
Sect. 1, line 5, aft8l' out, insert" from
2, line 8, erase" a."

the.'~
~

f2, line 3, erase" shall," insert" may."
13, line 2, erase" shall," insert "'may."
20, Reference erase 1837, 292, ~ 3, insert "M. R. S. 81,
§ 44."
21, line 5, aner but, insert" the comt."
Reference, erase 1837, 292, § 3, insert" M. R. S. 81,
§ 44."
22, Reference, insert" M. R. S. ]~(), § 23."
37, Reference, erase" 2," insert" 1."
38"line :2, erase" rendered," insert' " arrested."

CIliAPTlER 17:1.
Sect. 1, line 9, erase" p1ison," insert" the insane hospital."
2, line I, erase" prison," insert" the insane hospitnl."
line 4, after committed, insert" and if he have no settre~
mellt in any town in this State, then ut the expense of'
the State."
3, line 3, erase" within their county," insert for the county
of Kennebec."
4, line 3, after quorum, insert" for the county of Kennebec,"
lines 6, 7, erase" the county, in which such insane person is confined," insert" said county."

()UAPTER 174 ..
S(Jct~

2, line I, erase" That."

AMRNDMENTS.-TITLR

XII.

CH.175-177. ]33

Sect. I, linp,s 4, 5, erase" three months," insert" thirty days."
line 6, ofter cause, insert" ond if he be unable to pay
such fine and costs."
line 8, erase "in one year from date," insert "on demand."
line 12, erase" three months," insert" thirty days."

CID.APTER. 1 '6.

Sect. I, Reference, add" M. R. S. 140,

~ I,n

2, line I, erase" shaIl,"-line 8, eraEe "appear.,r
9, line 7, erase" of," insert" for."

Sect. Z, Reference, emse "2," insert" 3. 11
4, line 3, aiter cle1'/r, insert" !Ind."
5, line 2, after oj, insert" the."
]0,
]4,
20,
22,

line 6, erase" or as," insert" ond."
lines 2,3, erase" process," insert" processes."
line 2 . erase" two," insert" one."
line 11, eruse " or," insert" nor."
line 14, a fter State, insert" and whenever a new warden
is appointed, 011 the books, accounts, and papers
belonging to the prison, shall be delivered to him,
and he shall be vested with all the powers, and subject to all the obligations, with regard to any contracts, or any debts due to or from the prison, that his
predecessor wOllld have been, if no chonge hod taken
place in the office."
24, lines 4, 5, emse "but not against his body," insert
« onlv."
fine 7, ~fter oj, insert "the."
3:3, erase the section, and insert the following:
"The governor, with advice of the council, shall onnually appoint
a suitable person to officiate as chaplain of the State prison, whose
duty it shaLl be to preach to the convicts two sermons, or perform
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other religious servicP-s equivalent thereto, each sabbath in the
year, to visit the sick, to superintend the sabbath school, and daily,
during the week, by private conversations with the prisoners, to use
his LIUJlost efforts fIJI' their moral and religious improvement. He
shall also, if opportunity may offer, at other times, instruct them in
the rudiments of learning."
Sect. 34, line 1, aftcr wardr.n, insert" and chaplain."
line 5, after learning, iilsel't I< and in."
lines 6,7, erase" the chaplain, when it shall not interfere with his other duties and. n
line 7, after warden, insert" and chaplain."
line 8, erase, "the warden," insert" they,"-Iine 12;
erase" w[lI"den," insert" chaplain."
line 14, erase" and shall request it."
37, line 2, emse "voluntary," insert" voluntarily.l1
42, line 6, after to, insert" precede the fulfilment of any
former sentence, and at the discretion of the court,
may be further pl1l1ished by imprisonment to hard
labor, for a limited term, 01' during life to."
line 7, erase" and," insert" or."
47, line 15, crase" shall," insert" may, at the discretion of
the cOLIrt."
54, erase the section.
55, to be numbered" 54."
line 3, erase ,; one hundred," insert" four hundred and
fifty. "
56, to be numbered" 55,"-line I, after if, insert" the."
line 3, erase" or parts thereof."

Sect. 13, line 5, erase" may," insert" shalL"
lines 6,7,8,9,10; 11, 1'2,13, after person, in line 6,
emse the remainder of the section, and inscrt "within
sixty-days, to the insane hospital, there to be detained
till he becomes of sound mind, or be otherwise delivered by due course of law; and the person so committed shull be kept therein at his own expense, ifhe
have sufficient property; otberwise of the person or
town, tlHlt would have been chargeable for his maintenance, if he had not been cOlllmitted; and if he
have no settlement in the Stnte, at the expeme of the
State; and he may be delivered up to any friend, or
to the overseers or the poor of the town, where he
has his settlement, as is provided in sections four and
five, of chapter one hundred and se\'cnty-three."
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Sect. 14, line 5, after as, insert" are."
18, line 1, after aforesaid, insert" shall,"-line 2, erase
" shall."
19, line 6, erase" required."
23, line 5, erase "two," insert "one,"-line 11, after
charges, insert" for."
27,28,29,30,31, References, erase" 277," insert" 297."
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